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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the trend of social infrastructure 

investment by institutional investors through infrastructure funds . Another aim was to 

find out what their views are on social infrastructure investments. A qualitative method 

was applied with face to face interviews with 6 infrastructure funds and 7 pension funds 

respondents to gather in-depth understanding of the investment behaviour. 

The most popular definition for infrastructure defines the term in two categories: 

economie and social infrastructure. Economie infrastructure are assets that support the 

economie vitality of a community and best suited for privatisation, like toll-roads, 

bridges, tunnels, airports, seaports, rail networks and gas, water and electricity utilities. 

Social infrastructure, on the other hand are the essential facilities and services that 

have no clear revenue streams and are part of the governments' responsibility to 

provide for, like health care, education, culture or government administration. They are 

realised through Public Private Partnersbips (PPP) that allows the public sector to 

transfer risks to the private sector's in return for capital and expertise. The private 

sector in exchange will receive a financial return. Various PPP models exist but the 

safest and preferred model for institutional investors are the availability- or 

performance-based revenue models. These models transfers all the building and 

operational risks, but not the demand risk. The private sector is remunerated for the 

provision of the quality services or facilities. This study discovered that the contractual 

agreements matters a great deal more than the underlying asset for the infrastructure 

investors, because the financial structure for availability- or performance-based 

contracts for education, health care and even some road projects are practically the 

same. 

The benefits of social infrastructure investments sterns from the basic need for the 

essential facilities and services of a society, provided for by the government and 

therefore considered as long-term stable cash flows. Successful investments in social 

infrastructure have various risks that neecis to be addressed, like management risk, 

market risk, politica! risk, legal risk, liquidity risk, high fund fee and sunk due diligence 
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cost. The selection of quality assets, the appropriate risk/return profile and the right 

infrastructure manager is important for the perception of its success. 

Excessive returns in the early 80s and 90s have caused criticism to oppose 

infrastructure PPP projects. But return rates have long since been pressured downwarcis 

by the growing investment and market competitions. Even though the return rates are 

on the low side, when compared to other investment categories like private equity, they 

are still considered attractive because of the equally low risk profile. 

The view on social infrastructure investments is defined by the perception of its 

benefits and risks that can influence investments positively or negatively. 21 attributes 

have been defined and questioned. The results revealed that the majority of the views 

on social infrastructure investments are shared by the institutional pension fund 

investors and infrastructure funds. 14 were identified as valid important attributes and 

4 were seen as unimportant and even invalid. Then there are these 3 attributes: 

transparency lacking for social infrastructure projects, high leverage levels and high 

threshold to enter the market that have contradicting views by the two respondent 

groups. All 3 are considered as important attributes by the pension funds, but waved off 

and considered as unimportant or even untrue by the infrastructure funds . In addition, 

nearly all attributes were identified as more important by the pension fund investors 

than the infrastructure funds. This is a good indication of the risk-averse nature of 

pension funds over infrastructure funds. The differences of these attributes indicate 

that there is still room for impravement in the understanding of social infrastructure 

investments between the pension funds and infrastructure funds. The impravement 

does not have to be a case of who is right or wrong, but an informed understanding of 

each viewpoint as each of these attribute are big enough for a complete academie study 

on its own. 

The deal flow is stagnant in the Euro zone in 2012 due to the ongoing crisis, but is 

expected to grow again after the economy recovers. The current social infrastructure 

market conditions are bleak, but several investors are already committing new 

infrastructure investments or have them planned in the near future . The overall 
consensus is that the social infrastructure market will continue to provide low risk 

stabie return assets and stay in demand. Governments will most likely continue to 

develop social infrastructure projects through PPP praeurement and investors will 

continue to seek diversification in the social infrastructure sector. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduetion 

M any infrastructure projects have been realised 
through contractual agreements between the 

governments and the private sector. The government has 
even enabled the projects to be used for capita! 
investments to further the infrastructure cause of its 
society. How did it become like this and why did they 
choose for this? The following paragraphs will describe the 
early development of infrastructure projects and the 
motivation for their chokes. It will introduce the problem 
definition, research objective, research questions and 
finalise with the impHeation and limitations of this study. 
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1.1 Thesis background 

Public amenities and services are required by all nations and communities to support 

the people. Responsibilities that are traditionally part of the task of the public sector, 

the government. During mid 20th century, governments have started projects with 

privatisation in mind to use the private sector for public sector goals. The term Public 

Private Partnership (PPP) was first used in the United States referring to typical urban 

development projects with private investors (Weber & Alfen, 2010) . This concept spread 

across the world and took momenturn when the British government developed a 

standardised farm of the PPP called the Private Finance Initiative (PFI), after which PPP 

then became globally known as a methad of praeurement for the public sector mainly in 

the area of infrastructure assets. The main charaderistics of PPP are the lifecycle 

approach by generating efficiency gains through appropriate assignment of functions, 

use of private sector experience and capital and risk transfer to the private sector 

without losing regulation and control for the public sector (Martin, 2005; Inderst, 2009). 

The private sector in return would receive an incentive structure with appropriate risk 

adjusted remuneration. Thus infrastructure investment was barn. These projects aften 

came with concession periods in average of 25 years and some even up to 99 years 

(Inderst, 2009). 

The last decades have served as a learning period for infrastructure investors as 

projects from these pioneers have reached the end of the contract horizon and although 

with some criticism, they still consider them as potential investment opportunities. 

Bath public and private sector have positive incentive to use the PPP praeurement 

method. However, the harsh economy that Europe and the rest of the world are 

currently residing in has strained government budgets. Many western countries in the 

European Union, strengthened by the pressure from the EU government, have to deal 

with budget cuts on public spending. The lack of public budget is no reason to stop 

infrastructure investments completely, since existing facilities still require 

maintenance, worn-out assets still depend upon replacements and new assets are 

essential for the communities. Under current economie circumstances, governments 

are obligated to divest and manage these responsibilities in a more efficient and cast 

effective way than they have clone so in the last decades. With dwindling budgets and 

politica! will for change more PPP praeurement could be used to deliver the same 

quality or more with less resources. 
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1.2 Motivation 

Owners and users would traditionally knock on the door of banks for financial backing 

where capital flow seemed unlimited pre-crisis. Since the financial crisis, however, the 

banks have dealt with stricter regulations and are more hesitant about extending loans 

and combined with current political and economie instability will continue to do so 

(ECB, 2003-2012; Preqin, 2012b). In search for financial backers, public sector 

institutions have been turning their eyes on the considerable amount of capital that 

institutional investors are rnanaging that requires stable returns with long-term 

commitments. Institutional investors like pension funds are always looking for 

interesting investment opportunities. Figure 1 shows the world map and the 

infrastructure demand of major economies (Probitas Partners, 2007). The global demand 

has been estimated at 50 trillion US dollars by the year of 2030 and is a clear indication 

for the necessity of investments. 

New Zealand 
' $ .6B 

Figure 1. Macro infrastructure needs Globally. Sources: World Bank, American 
Society of Civil Engineers, Project Finance, A&L Goodbody Consulting, 
Railpage Australia, Business New Zealand, Government of India, OECD, 
International Energy Agency (Probitas Partners, 2007; Della Croce, 2011). 

The infrastructure investment trend has not gone unnoticed by institutional 

investors, a considerable group of these risk averse pension funds have exposed 

themselves to infrastructure investment with small portfolio allocations ranging from 

one to eight percent (see Figure 2). 
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• Avg. Current infra allocation • Avg. Target infra allocation 

Figure 2. Average Current and target infrastructure allocabons by investor type 
(Preqin, 2012a) 

The ideas of higher and stabie return, long-term liabilities matching and 

diversification are triggers for pension funds to invest in infrastructure. But will it reach 

critica! mass to become a mainstream investment class? The global consulting firm 

Watson Wyatt conducts an annual survey globally with hundreds of top managers in all 

sectors. The interest for infrastructure investments can be seen in Figure 3 that contains 

the top 100 largest asset managers in the world and is sorted by investment category. 

Top 100 Infrastructure managers increased from zero percent in 2007 to twelve percent 

in 2010, dropping to eight percent in 2011 (Preqin, 2012b; Watson Wyatt, 2008-2010). 

Although the percentage of infrastructure managers in the top 100 dropped in 2011, 

there are reason to believe that this is of temporary nature and will stay a strong 

contender in the investment world. 
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Figure 3. Distribution by asset class in top 100 largest global asset managers (Watson 
Wyatt, 2008-2012) 



The necessity for infrastructure in a community is clear, but infrastructure research 

has been skewed heavily towards the subcategory of economie infrastructure and less 

on social infrastructure (Han 2012). Although the relatively small amount of research, 

1340 PPP infrastructure projects of at minimum €5 million in project size have been 

closed in Europe from 1990-2009 fora total of €253.8 billion, with a considerable amount 

in social infrastructure sectors (Kappeler & Nemoz, 2010; EPEC, 2011). These projects are 

shown in Figure 4 & Figure 5, ordered in the total value and the absolute project amount 

respectively. 
100 
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Figure 4. Value of PPP projects in Europe averagedover 5 year (sources: EIB, EPEC, HM 
Treasury and various databases in Kappeler & Nemoz, 2010). 

The projectsin Figure 4 & Figure 5 share the characteristic ofbeing realised through 

a PPP scheme. The normal risk conditions still apply to every project, but the PPP 

framewerk can be relied on and is protected by a contractual agreement (Chapter 3). 

This study will explore the development of social infrastructure investment. 
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Figure 5. Number of PPP projects in Europe averagedover 5 year (sources: EIB, EPEC, HM 
Treasury and various databases in Kappeler & Nemoz, 2010). 
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1.3 Research obj ectives 

1.3.1 Problem definition 

The previous paragraphs have described the economie predicament of governments and 

the necessity for infrastructure investment. Research, however, has been mainly 

focused on the economie and less on the social infrastructure sector (see § 2.1 p. 13 for 

definition), but what path lies ahead for latter? Shedding more light on the needs and 

demands for institutional investors and the infrastructure funds on social infrastructure 

can create a common understanding that can help with the decision making process. 

The definition of the problem is as follows: 

The trend of social infrastructure investment by institutional investors through 
infrastructure funds has grown in the last decade, but how sustainable is this growth 

in the future? 

<U ... a 
<J 
:I ... ... 
<IJ 
~ 

.::: ... 

. s d 
<U 

""; s 
<IJ 

~~"' 
~~~ ? ,... ..... "..---- .... __ . --. 

·o <U 
;> 

0 .9 CFl 

Past Present Future 

1.3.2 Research objective 

The objective of this study is to provide insight in the direction that social 

infrastructure investment is taking, based on scientific literature, experts in the field 

and institutional investors. Another objective is to find out if institutional investors and 

infrastructure funds have the same view on social infrastructure investment. The 

objective of this study is as follows: 

6 

To provide insight in the prospects of social infrastructure investment by institutional 
investors through infrastructure funds and to discover the views of these two 

institutions, supporting the decision making process. 



1.3.3 Research questions 

The problem definition and research objective are translated into the following 

research question: 

What are the prospects of social infrastructure investments by institutional investors 
through infrastructure funds and do these two institutions share the same view on 

social infrastructure investments? 

The following sub-questions are formulated: 

1. What are the charaderistics of social infrastructure assets? 

2. What is Public Private Partnership (PPP) in context with the infrastructure 

investment sector? 

3. What are the charaderistics of social infrastructure investment and why are they 

interesting for institutional investors? 

4. How does the institutional investors and the infrastructure funds perceive the 

charaderistics of social infrastructure investment and are they the same? 

5. What is the view of institutional investors and infrastructure funds on social 

infrastructure investment? 

1.4 Contributions 

Social relevanee 

The maintenance and the ongoing development of social infrastructure is important, It 

supports the fabric of society and is necessary for the longevity of communities. The 

continued flow of government capital into these facilities to uphold the standard has 

been declining in the last two decades (Della Croce, 2011). Ernst & Young reported an 

infrastructure funding gap of $2 trillion for the United States alone (Miller, 2012) . The 

current global economie elimate has put even more strain on these budgets. An 

important task is upon the governments to move forward and build for the future with 

the forecast of 9 billion people by 2040 (US Census) and deal with the global under

investment of the last decade. 
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With both the demand side in need and supply side in predicament, infrastructure 

investment by the private sector has gained popularity since the early 90s. With the 

social infrastructure status at stake, this study can benefit both sicles by broadening the 

knowledge on social infrastructure and the institutional investors, resulting in an 

increased synergy. 

Scientific relevanee 

The results of this study can support the available knowledge on social infrastructure 

investments by institutional investors. The scientific knowledge on the social 

infrastructure sector has been lagging behind compared to economie infrastructures, 

possibly because of the reluctance of governments to fully transfer the control and 

responsibilities of social infrastructure and economie infrastructure being more fit for 

privatisation. This is in line with the development of infrastructure investments, which 

began with economie infrastructure investments followed years later with social 

infrastructure investments. Nonetheless, the results of this study will imprave the 

existing knowledge on the subject of social infrastructure investment. 

1.5 Intemship organisation 

This study will be performed in collaboration with Grontmij Capital Consultants (GCC). 

The consultancy is part of the greater Grontmij engineering consultant company that is 

operational throughout Europe. GCC consults institutional investors on real estate and, 

since 2007, on infrastructure investments. Their expertise includes, and are not limited 

to: incorporating market knowledge, trading, networking, asset monitoring, investment 

strategies, due diligence and fund selection. GCC is expecting an increased interest in 

infrastructure investment in the future, which gave reason for GCC to support this 

academie study on social infrastructure. 
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1.6 Study outline 

Literature study 

The first step in the literature study is to determine the definition of "social 

infrastructure". What does this term entail and what is the relationship with economie 

infrastructure and infrastructure in general? The second step describes the current 

state of social infrastructure investment. The third step explores the structure of social 

infrastructure investment including the praeurement method, risks- and return merits. 

The fourth step explores the characteristics of the institutional investors and 

infrastructure funds investing in social infrastructure, gaining insight in their views on 

social infrastructure investment. 

Field research 

The qualitative part of the study contains exploration of institutional investors 

investing through infrastructure funds in social infrastructure. Leading to a series of 

interviews with experienced institutional investors and fund managers in the 

infrastructure sector. 

Theoretic framework 

The obtained data will be analysed using qualitative research methods according to 

Baarda et al. (2009). The results shall then be used to answer the research questions. 

Evaluation 

The final part of this study concludes the research with answers to the research 

questions stated in paragraph 1.3. The conclusions and recommendations will be given 

regarding the findings in this study and the challenges that lie ahead. 
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1. 7 Scope and limitations 

The following scope and limitations have been applied to limit the focus area of this 

study: 

• Investment through infrastructure fund; infrastructure funds are intermediaries 
with their care business and expertise in infrastructure investment. 

• Unlisted funds and Indirect investments; The majority of institutional investment 

happens indirect and through unlisted funds. 

• West-European respondents; West-European infrastructure funds (fund managers) 

and Dutch pension funds (institutional investors), because of their European focus and 
availability. 

• Pension funds respondent as institutional investors because they are the largest 
investors in infrastructure (Inderst, 2010; Preqin). 

• Not initiated because of the crisis; the financial crisis that started in 2008 is an 
important macro risk, but has never been the motivation for this study. 

• Public private partnership; PPP praeurement is the framework that allows private 
sector investment to accomplish public sector goals. 

• Brownfield investment; this definition refers to a purchase ar investment in an 
operational asset with proven track record. Unlike its real estate/land terminology that 
refers to objects that are in need of renovation ar polluted. 

A better understanding of the different definitions can be seen in Figure 6, an 

abstract image on the focus of this study. 

Figure 6. Visual image of the focus area in this study. 
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Chapter 2 

Social infrastructure 

T he terminology of infrastructure will be explored as 
multiple definitions exist and defining 'social 

infrastructure' as used in this study. The status of social 
infrastructure will also be explored to gain knowledge on 
the economie situation. 
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2.1 Social infrastructure definition 

What exactly is social infrastructure? To answer this question one must first know what 

the general definition of infrastructure entails. The definition of infrastructure can be 

referenced in multiple ways depending on the context. This study focuses on the the 

American Heritage Dictienary's definition of infrastructure: 

"The basic facilities, services, and installations needed for the functioning of a 
community or society, such as transportation and communications systems, water 
and power lines, and public institutions including schools, post offices, and 
prisons." (American Heritage Dictionary). 

Infrastructure in some uncommon cases is split into the following two categories: 

hard infrastructure and soft infrastructure. Types of hard infrastructure are defined by 

the need of large physical networks for the functioning of a community or nation, such 

as transport networks, energy generation, water pipelines and braadcasting networks. 

Soft infrastructure on the other hand refers to services and processes that are needed to 

uphold the economie, social, health and cultural standards of a community or nation 

(Casey, 2005; Fulmer, 2009). 

A more frequently used infrastructure division in literature is the category 

distinction of economie infrastructure and social infrastructure as shown in Figure 7. 

Economie infrastructure encompasses assets that support the economie vitality of a 

community and are often best suited for privatisation because they are traditionally 

funded and maintained by user-fees, e.g. toll-roads, bridges, tunnels, airports, seaports 

and rail networks, as well as gas, water and electricity utilities. Social infrastructure on 

the other hand is more related to the provision of services and tend to support the 

social structure of a community and are generally funded and maintained by tax 

revenues or a mix of user-fees and subsidies, e.g. schools, health care facilities, prisons 

(Inderst, 2009; Weber & Alfen, 2010). 
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Figure 7. Economie and social infrastructure categories (Inderst, 2009; Weber & Alfen, 2010). 

Social infrastructure assets tend to be less suited for privatisation, because they do 

not have a clear revenue stream to attract potential investors and governments' 

reluctance on receding the control of these assets {Inderst, 2010). 

Economie infrastructure are generally bigger in scale than social infrastructure. And 

as the name suggests, the distinctive feature of social infrastructure is the "social" 

nature. However, defining which elementsin an asset are more "social" than others is a 

challenge. Social infrastructure tends to address policy goals more explicitly defined in 

"social" terms, such as community access or fair treatment. Furthermore, in social 

infrastructure, goals are often defined in terms of outcome for specific social groups and 

communities, whereas in economie infrastructure, the focus may lie on the individual or 

general public. In practice, however, both economie and social infrastructure have 

significant impact on individuals, communities and general public alike. Therefore, a 

one-term-fits-all definition between social and economie infrastructure based on their 

social impact is ambiguous and difficult to establish (Gilmour et al., 2010). 
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2.2 Social infrastructure crossroads anno 2012 

Governments around the world are dealing with reduced revenues and the complicated 

task of reducing national debts is more than ever an hot issue for Europe since the 

ongoing Euro-crisis. In the United States for example, unemployment aid increased 

four-fold between 2007 and 2009, climbing from 0.24 percent of GDP to nearly 1 percent 

of GDP. In Spain, fiscal expenses of the general government related to social benefits in 

terms of GDP dimbed from 15.1 percent in 2008 to 18.1 percent in 2010 (Trade 

Economics; ECB, 2011). High unemployment rates are reducing household incomes, 

weakening demand, and eroding the tax base. As tax revenues fall, social expenditures 

are climbing and governments trying to stem the crisis by recapitalizing financial 

institutions and stimulating demand, sovereign debt levels in the United States and 

several European countries reached levels that raise concerns about their financial 

stability. Increasing spending of governments is one way to raise demand and reduce 

unemployment. This can be achieved if governments invest in areas with significant 

growth impact that are self-financing and add little to the governments' balance. These 

investment schemes would ideally be embedded in a fiscal framework with long-term 

goals. PPP infrastructure is one of these investment types, however, finding the right 

infrastructure project is crucial (Lin & Doemeland, 2012). 

Even in these harsh economie times public amenities are required by local 

communities and nations to function normally, like financial capital for maintenance, 

replacing worn-out assets and building new infrastructure facilities. Public amenities in 

traditional sense have been financed, managed and owned by governments for decades. 

But ownership of public amenities brings a range of risk that are under increasing 

pressure in current global circumstances, this requires them to divest and manage the 

responsibilities in a more efficient and cost effective way. With dwindling budgets and 

politica! will for change, other methods are used to deliver the same or more quality 

with less. The use of public private partnership (PPP) is a praeurement method for 

governments to achieve more efficient and cost effective infrastructure projects. 

Social infrastructure assets generally support the social fabric of a community and 

are funded and maintained through the collection and allocation of tax revenues or a 

mix of user fees and tax-based subsidies. Social infrastructure transactions often take 

the form of PPP in which the public agency retains ownership of the underlying asset 

but a private operator is brought in to provide management and related services 

(Martin, 2005). 

Since the financial crisis of banks have been strained and hesitant about extending 

loans, strengthened with the Basel lil (BIS) reform and due to current politica! and 
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economie instability will continue to do so (ECB, 2003-2012). In the search for financial 

backers, project initiators have turned their eyes on the considerable amount of capital 

that institutional investors are rnanaging that require stabie returns for long-term 

commitments. Institutional investors like pension funds are always looking around for 

investment opportunities, infrastructure is one of these opportunities that has drawn 

increasing attention. The growth for this trend can be seen in Figure 3, Figure 4 & Figure 

5 of paragraph 1.2 (p. 3), showing data that depiets an increase in volume of 

infrastructure investments (Watson Wyatt, 2008-2012; Kappeler & Nemoz, 2010). 

The increased fund interest has caused a higher demand for new infrastructure, as 

well as expansion and repair of existing facilities globally (Donk & Hancher, 2008). 

Among the new opportunities for private investment are those that have been 

traditionally public amenities as seen in Figure 7, such as roads, water supply, sewers, 

bridges, tunnels and social infrastructure. Even though the exact definition of 'public 

amenity' is hard to come by, the options for private investment have increased in recent 

years to encompass a wide range of public services and facilities. The deal flow, 

however, of infrastructure projects has taken a dip since the crisis as seen in Figure 8 

(EPEC, 2012; Watson Wyatt, 2008-2012). The big question is, how will this develop in the 

future? 
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Figure 8. European PPP Market 2003-2012 by volume and number of projects (EPEC, 
2012). The data is inevitably incomplete and represents the European PPP 
market within limitations. 
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2.3 Summary and conclusion 

Chapter two explored the infrastructure definition and found several references, but 

the most accepted and used definition is the distinction between economie and social 

infrastructure. The difference in the two categories can be found in their nature. 

Economie infrastructure projects are generally bigger in scale than social infrastructure 

projects and tend to address economie goals in a community. Social infrastructure on 

the other hand tends to address the "social" goals in a community and is more related to 

service provision. The necessity for infrastructure provision is clear and part of the 

governments' responsibility. The private sector's interest has been growing for the last 

three decades, only to stagnate in the wake of the Euro-crisis. Although the economie 

crisis has strained the pubic budget, it is important to continue developing for the 

people. PPP preeurement is the governments' method to invite private sector capital 

and expertise to develop for the society. How does this method work? The next chapter 

will explore PPP preeurement in detail and find out how partnerships can create 

infrastructure assets. 
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Chapter 3 

Public Private Partnership 

T he use of PPP is a popular method for governments to 
develop infrastructure projects. But how does this 

PPP framework for infrastructure procurement work? 
What does it fully entail? This chapter provides insight in 
the different ways it deals with risks, generate income, 
criticism and different stakeholders 
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The term public private partnership (PPP) is used internationally. However, the 

United States has P3 as an abbreviation, Private Finance Initiative (PFI) in the 

United Kingdom and Publiek-Private Samenwerking (PPS) in the Netherlands, all 

referring to the same framework. 

There are several active public private partnership (PPP) markets around the world, 

with Canada, Australia and the UK as the most active markets. These countries 

distinguish themselves with stabie comprehensive government framework. PPP are 

often used by public sector authorities to build infrastructure projects, while still 

keeping control on the service provision (Martin, 2005; Inderst, 2009). The private sector 

in exchange for providing capital and managerial expertise will receive a certain 

amount of remuneration for the duration of a contract. A typical PPP contract lasts for 

30 years or more and is the most important model to close the infrastructure funding 

gap (Probitas Partners, 2009). The long duration matches the institutional investors 

preferenee for long-term stabie return (Beeferman, 2008; Inderst, 2009; Weber & Alfen, 

2010). A PPP project generally forms a consortium called a Special Purpose Vehicle 

(SPV) that serves as the legal body. The public sector initiates a project, finances the 

long-term remuneration and remains in controL The private sector builcis the facility 

and provides a certain service, taking on substantial financial, operational and technica! 

risks. A typical consortium, generally consist of a public institution, construction 

company, maintenance company and financial backers. Examples of PPP are hospitals 

built for the growing demand; schools including non-core services like cleaning, food 

services and pupil transportation; prisons that profit from the decreased construction 

time and cost; senior housing projects with governments remaining in control over the 

implementations. 

The PPP term was first coined during the 60s in the United States, referring to urban 

development projects that involve private investors (Weber & Alfen, 2010). This concept 

took flight when the British government developed the PPP in a standardised form 

called the Private Finance Initiative (PFI) in the 90s. After which PPP then became 

globally known as a method of public financing in the area of social and economie 

infrastructure. PPP are not only an alternative way to finance infrastructure, but an 

alternative preeurement method as well. The advantage of a PPP is mostly emphasised 

on the budget, but the value adding feature of a PPP to incorporate the best use of the 

private sector capacity for design, construction and service delivery is equally 

beneficia!. The main charaderistics of a PPP include the following (Gilmour et al., 2010; 

Probitas Partners, 2007; Weber & Alfen, 2010): 
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• Lifecycle approach that incentivises all stakeholders to develop 

responsibility for the entire life-span of a project; 

• Efficiency gains through the appropriate assignment of functions. 

• Transfer risks to the stakeholder best able to bare and manage the risk; 

• Cast savings as a result of the efficiency gains; 

• On-time and on-budget by using the experience of the private sector; 

• Creation of incentive structures to leverage the innovation potential of 

the private sector through results-oriented performance description and 

remuneration; 

• U se of private expertise and capital; 

• 
• 

• 

Strenger customer service orientation; 

Long-term relationships on a partnership basis and, in particular, 

governed by contractual provisions; 

Rul es and control set by public authorities . 

3.1 Public private partnership variations 

There are many farms of PPP and some definitions might vary between groups. But 

currently many social infrastructure projects are constructed using some farm of PPP 

globally. The term covers a braad range of agreements between public institutions and 

the private sector, aimed at the delivery of public infrastructures and service. Here are 

some definitions used in recent times: 

•!• Involvement of private enterprise (in the form of management expertise 
and/or monetary contributions) in the government projects aimed at public 
benefit (Business Dictionary, 2012); 

•!• An agreement between governments and a private partner(s) (that may 
include the operators and financiers) according to which the private partner(s) 
delivers the service in such a matter that the service delivery objectives of 
government are aligned with the profit objectives of the private partner(s) and 
where the effectiveness of the alignment depends on a sufficient transfer of 
risk to the private partner(s). (OECD, 2008; cited in Dresscher & Harris, 2009); 

•!• The set of arrangements 'in which the private sector carries out the role of 
supplier of infrastructure of assets and services that have traditionally been 
provided by the government. (IMF, 2004: 4; cited in Dresscher & Harris, 2009); 

•!• The transfer to the private sector of investment projects that traditionally have 
been executed or financed by the public sector. (European Commission, 2003; 

cited in Dresscher & Harris, 2009); 
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•!• A generic term for the relationships formed between the private sector and 

public boclies often with the aim of introducing private sector resources and/ or 

expertise in order to help provide and deliver public sector assets and services. 

(European fnvestment Bank, 2004; cited in Dresscher & Harris, 2009) and; 

•!• A wide variety of working arrangements from loose, informal and strategie 

partnerships, to design-build-finance-and-operate (DFBO) type service 

contracts and formal joint venture companies (European fnvestment Bank, 

2004; cited in Dresscher & Harris, 2009). 

The definitions above have the same meaning and are all good definitions. Defining it 

in this study with the provision of public services or facilities built on expertise of 

private sector partners and to facilitate the transfer of resources, risks and rewards. 

PPP can help with efficiency, building in lifecycle considerations and financing by 

selecting the right partners and signing appropriate contracts. The risk transfer factors 

are crudal for a PPP arrangement, projects without these factors cannot be deemed a 

PPP project. PPP come in many forms and are divided into several models that 

progressively engage more expertise and/or capital of the private sector. On one end, 

there is the traditional finance model, in which the government does everything; at the 

other end are series of frameworks that allows private sector finance, design, building, 

operatien or temporary ownership of an asset while the public sector remains in 

control; all the way to full privatisation that have already been used for some branches 

of utilities and energy markets (see Figure 9). 
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The following list are commonly used partnership agreements, but not limited to the 

following(Canadian Council for Public Private Partnerships, 2012; Weber & Alfen, 2010): 

• Design-Build (DB): The private sector designs and builcis infrastructure to meet 

public sector's specifications, often fora fixed price, so the risk of costoverruns 

is transferred to the private sector. 

• Operation & Maintenance (OM): A private operator, under contract, operates a 

publicly-owned asset fora specified term. Ownership of the asset stays with the 

public entity. 

• Build-Finance (BF): The private sector constructs an asset and finances the ca pi tal 

cost only during the construction period. 

• Design-Build-Finance-Maintain (DBFM): The private sector designs, builcis 

and finances an asset and provides hard facility management or maintenance 

services under a long-term agreement. 

• Design-Build-Finance-Maintain-Operate (DBFMO): The private sector designs, builcis 

and finances an as set, provides hard and/ or soft facility management services as 

wellas operations under a long-term agreement. 

• Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOO(T)): The private sector finances, builds, owns and 

operates a facility or service. The concession can operate indefinitely or for a 

fixed period of time after which the ownership reverts back to the public sector. 

A typical praeurement model for social infrastructure PPP is design-build-finance

Maintain-Operate (DBFMO), which is a subset of the build-own-operate-transfer 

(BOO((T) model often used in economie infrastructure projects. The DBFMO model is 

different in that it involves higher levels of public funding and lower levels of user fees, 

mainly because the recipients often cannot afford to pay market rate fees. The private 

partner is responsible for the design, construction, finance, maintenance and operation 

of the asset. A concession period typically spans a duration of 25-30 years, through 

which the government pays for the provision of the asset and associated services. The 

private partner bears all risks and costs associated with the asset and services for the 

duration of the concession period. At the end of a contract period, depending on the 

contractual agreement, ownership of the asset can be transferred to the public sector 

for negligible or no cost (Gilmour et al., 2010). 
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3.2 Business models for social infrastructure vehicles 

Revenue in this sector is driven by payments received directly from the government 

entity involved. Two fundamentally different income structures can be applied to the 

same infrastructure service. Even though the private sector can determine the souree of 

income and remuneration structure to a limited extend, this is very important for the 

risk assessment and potential yield of a project. Like any business model there are two 

key aspects to infrastructure projects, the income and expenditure. The provision of 

social services for example have significantly higher staff cast than transport PPP. 

According to Jefferies in Gilmour (2010), casts of hospita! staff represent on average 90 

percent of the operational casts, while the staff cast for toll way are minimal in 

comparison. The business models for infrastructure project companies are either 

budget-financed or user-financed models. 

3.2.1 Budget-financed model 

Budget-financed models receive payments from the public sector according to contract 

agreement, the private sector in return will provide the quality agreed on. Contract 

agreementscan be basedon (Weber & Alfen, 2010): 

• Performance-based payments corresponding with services set out in the 

specifications; 

• Availability-based payments corresponding to the availability of premises, areas, 

facilities, equipment, etc.; 

• Volume-based payments corresponding to the consumption of water, electricity, 

gas, etc.; 

• Results-based payments corresponding to contractually agreed optimisation 

targets; 

• Usage-based payments, which can be further braken down into 

o Frequency of use, such as shadow tolls for roads or fees that reflect the 

number of users of a swimming pool, a sports hall or other public 

facilities; 

o Intensity of use, such as in the case of shadow tolls with di verging rates 

based on vehicle weight or emission. 

Volume-, results and usage-based payments are accompanied by user and market 

risks for the private sector even though they are budget-financed remuneration 

schemes. However, the risks are lower in comparison to user-financed remuneration 
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schemes, due to the fact that user behaviour for these essential services are not 

influenced by changes in price (inelasticity). This is true because the users are not 

charged directly upon usage, but the public sector pays these bills in the background in 

the farm of shadow payments. The added risk level is reflected in the remuneration 

received by the private sector. Example of the contractual agreement is an educational 

facility in top condition 365 days a year, with proper classrooms, quality work spaces, 

functional furniture and a clean and safe environment. The public body signing the 

contract can be allowed to withhold service fees if conditions are not met. 

Infrastructure investment cash flows are aften inflation linked, or may at least face a 

relatively inelastic demand (Inderst, 2009). Notably, social infrastructure assets earn 

government backed, inflation-linked cash flows that are paid on availability basis, 

regardless of actual use. These charaderistics help create consistent and sustainable 

cashflows even during recession periods (Nelson, 2009). This can be achieved by linking 

user fees to a Consumer Price Index (CPI) or to a country's Gross Dornestic Product 

(GDP), or by taking account of inflation through a rate -setting process in which the 

infrastructure is regulated, such as the case with utilities (Beeferman, 2008). Despite 

these measures, there are no guarantees as to total revenue and profits. 

The availability based model is perceived as less vulnerable to changes in demand 

than the other contract agreements, which may occur for a variety of reasons, but 

particularly during a crisis when 

income may fall if fewer people use 

certain services. Furthermore, the risk 

of default by a government is smaller 

than that of most private companies. 

However, these assumptions are 

debatable. First, the public sector is 

prone to changes in political parties, 

which may affect willingness to pay 

under PPP contracts if a minor 

covenant is braken. Second, national 

governments run substantial deficits, 

and have increased borrowing during 

the economie crisis (see Figure 10). 

Taking into account with the 

circumstances around Greece and 

other troubled countries in the Euro 
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zone, it is not entirely improbable that a government goes bankrupt. The risk of 

government default is low, but not zero. Finally, in contrast to a private organisation, 
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the public sector has the potential to use various powers through legislation and 

taxation to legally avoid contractual payments (Gilmour, 2010). Exerting these powers 

will seriously harm the governments' trustworthiness and will most likely only happen 

in extreme scenarios. 

3.2.2 User-financed model 

The user-fee revenue model is characterised by the demand risk that comes with a 

project and the willingness to pay the user fees. The revenue to cover the investment 

and operational costs are obtained from user fees such as tolls, charges, entrance fees or 

rents. This depends on the usage situation, with a distinction made between (Weber & 

Alfen, 2010): 

• Compulsory usage, for example, compulsory conneetion to the water network, 

where users have no choice but to obtain their water supply from the local 

provider; 

• (quasi-)compulsory usage, for example, when there are no alternatives to use the 

services affered or the available alternatives are unattractive; typical 

examples include bridges over or tunnels under rivers that cannot be crossed 

in another manner within an acceptable distance; 

• Free choice of usage in a competitive environment, for example, when the user can 

choose between several telephone providers or a shorter toll road compared 

with one or langer non-toll roads within acceptable distance. 

There are however some remarks to this type of model. The greater the level of 

competition, the better the functionality of the mar ket. This ultimately defines the risk 

and return ratio in terms of the free development of prices. The lower the level of 

competition, the greater the need for regulation. Institutional investors must decide for 

themselves on an individual basis as to which scenario (regulation or competition) is 

best suited for them in terms of risk profile. In developing countries with increasing 

prospects in automobiles and road usage like India, this could be the favourable model 

to have because of the influence on direct income. Additionally, a combination of 

budget- and user-financed business models exist. The user fees are charged and 

supplemented by availability- or performance-based payments, for example, a 

kindergarten that receives insufficient fees to cover the actual co st of the service. 

The user fee model is mostly applied in economie infrastructure, unlike social 

infrastructure, which are more dependent on public funding. 

The ability of the infrastructure company to retrieve income from their service 

whether through user fees or taxes will also determine the outlook of the results. For 
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example, if the tax administration is weak and fiscal revenues are only able to capture a 

small portion of the income, then any project will have a higher chance to be deemed a 

failure. On the other hand, collecting user fees might be probiernatie when dealing with 

poor communities and when administrative capacities are weak (Beeferman, 2008; Lin & 
Doemeland, 2012). 

3.3 Public private partnership risk 

The main feature of PPP is the risk transfer from the public sector to the private sector; 

the importance of allocating risk to whom are best able to bear and manage the risk 

(HM, 2007; Li et al., N.D.). Extensive literature exists on the risk element involved with 

PPP, derived from case studies and surveys. Every PPP project is unique in its location 

and environment, although many of the risk factors are similar. The framework of PPP 

is interchangeable with other projects, namely lifecycle risks in the design phase, 

construction phase, operating phase and the ownership transfer at the end of the 

contract-term. Each phase can be dissected into different kinds of risk that should be 

handled by whom is best able to bear and manage them. Two main risk groups can be 

classified, who cover all the potential risk relevant to a PPP project. These are general 

risk and project risk (Ng & Loosemore, 2007; Weber & Alfen, 2010). 

• Project risks are in direct relationship to the micro environment of a project, these 

include construction-, natural-, technical-, material-, organizational- and 

environmental risk. 

• General risk, on the other hand, are related to the macro environment and include 

natural-, political-, regulatory-, legal- and economical risk. 

All risks in bath groups occur over the different phases of the lifecycle. Construction 

risk for example only exists during the first few years of a project, different from the 

operational risk that applies to the period of utilization. Bath groups have significant 

impact on a PPP project, however, the general risk group shares the charaderistic that 

it cannot be influenced directly. 

The idea of transferring risk to another party is underpinned by the argument that 

the private sector can manage risks more effectively, but risk allocation in PPP projects 

is heterogeneaus and varies between projects. However, scientific research with historie 

data and case studies of PPP projects have concluded that all PPP infrastructure projects 

will face identical risk elements as shown in Figure 11 (Blanc-Brude, 2012; Brittan, 2006; 
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Grimsey & Lewis, 2000; Hayllar & Wettenhall, 2010; Inderst, 2009; Li, Akintoye et al., 

2004; Love, Edwards et al., 2011). 

----------------------------~ Force majeure risk 

Market +--11 De mand 11 11 Opera ti on 11 
t ~ ! / t 

I l 
11 

Government 
11 ) ll Risks in PPP 11 0: 11 

Technica! 
11 

I / Î r-~-Î 
t 

~ l 
11 

Legal & regulatory 11---+ Financial --11 Construction 
11 

L---------------------------J - - -+ Indirect influence 

-----l)~ Direct influence 

Figure 11. Conceptual model of PPP risk on proj eet level (Padiyar et al., n.d.). 

• Technica! risk; engineering and design failures. 

• Construction risk; faulty construction techniques, contractors inability, cost 

overrun and delays. 

• Operatien risk; higher operating casts and maintenance casts. 

• Market risk; market conditions assumed in start-up phase are not met. 

• Demand risk; demand shortfall, volatility of prices and demand for services and 

products, penalties for underperformance and control on revenue stream. 

• Financial risk; inadequate hedging of revenue streams and maturing debt 

amortization. 

• Force majeure risk; war, calamities and acts of nature. 

• Government; unsupportive government policies. 

• Legal and regulatory risk; legal changes and unsupportive government policies. 

When inadequately managed, these risks can result in project default. Two detailed 

risk matrixes can be seen in Appendix I by Ng & Loosemore (2007) and Li et al. (n.d.) 

respectively. The first table has a list with risk elements perceived by a survey among 

respondents that are involved in all phases of a PPP project. The second table is the 

result from a study on risk classification through an expert panel of six independent 

respondents (three public-, three private sector). While both lists can serve as a guide 

for project initiators, it is important to recognize that risks should be analyzed on a 

project-ta-project basis and, although extensive, the guide is inevitably incomplete. The 
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consensus from the two independent studies is that macro risk, i.e. general project risks, 

should be managed solely by the public sector or jointly by both. Micro risk, i.e. project 

risks, should be managed mainly by the private sector or by both. 

3.4 Criticism on public private partnership 

The criticism on PPP provides the views of critics on the praeurement method of 

governments to realise social infrastructure. 

3.4.1 New public management 

The development of PPP praeurement has not gone unnoticed by the public and for 

some critics these partnersbips have emerged as an alternative to the unpopularity of 

privatisation. This seems to have been the case particularly in the United Kingdom, 

influenced by the government and funding agencies like the World Bank and the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF). In their movement of contracting out to private 

sector for the implementation of projects and the provision of services (Dresscher & 
Harris, 2009). Nordtveit (cited in Dresscher & Harris, 2009) mentions the strong 

influence of the principles of Hayeks' economie theory, which focuses on the individual 

liberty and the restrietion of government - polides which later became widely known 

as neoliberalism or market fundamentalism. This is further complemented by Funnell 

(cited in Dresscher & Harris, 2009) by the appearance of the New Public Management 

paradigm in Western Europe, that regards the introduetion of the trend of profit

making into the public sector as a beneficia! element to ensure better and more efficient 

production of services. 

However, bringing management practices in the education and health sector for 

competitive improvements and efficiency does not fully comply. In Asian countries like 

HongKong, Taiwan and Singapore, where students perform well on the international 

scale, the traditional view has been that efficiency alone cannot be beneficia! to good 

education. In the UK, it has been argued that political ideology was a key factor in the 

introduetion of PPP in the education system, rather than any substantial economie gain 

(Fennell, 2007; cited in Dresscher & Harris). In the Netherlands, there is criticism of new 

public management from the State Council, the government's official advisory body, 

arguing that public institutions should remain truly public and promote their public 

nature as characterised by notions of integrity, professionalism and commitment to the 

common interest of society (Dresscher & Harris, 2009). 
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3.4.2 High transaction costs and lengthy lead time 

PPP have been criticised among international practitioners and researchers for the high 

transaction co st and lengthy lead time of bringing infrastructure into service ( Cheung et 

al., 2010; Froud, 2003; Hellowell & Pollock, 2010; Jefferies & McGeorge, 2009; Li et al., 

2005; Liu & Wilkinson, 2011; Ng & Loosemore, 2007). Australian experiences suggest that 

bidding and contracting castsfora $2 billion project could be as high as $20 million per 

bidder. Bidding cast could be 2.5-4 percent of the total cast of the project (NIU, 2009a; 

cited in Liu & Wilkinson, 2011). This is reasonably high and indicative of the risk profile 

of such a long-term commitment by the private sector. The high bidding costs are 

partially due to the complexity of PPP arrangements and the praeurement process. The 

time from project initiative to reaching financial dosure is very lengthy. The lack of 

appropriate standard praeurement frameworks and poor project definitions of 

requirements at the tender stage has been proven expensive and time consuming. This 

lead the Private Finance Panel (PFP ), the body charged with promoting and co

ordinating the PFI, to put considerable efforts into standardising contracts and 

developing a framework to helpreduce transaction cost, reduce time consumption and 

creating more clarity overall (Treasury taskforce, 1999b; cited in Froud, 2003). 

3.4.3 Excessive returns 

Infrastructure investments and the attractive returns have become more apparent in 

the mature market of the United Kingdom. PFI have been regularly criticised in the UK, 

the main concern of critics being that investors may be receiving high return at the 

expense of taxpayers. This is politically difficult to justify and caused pressure to 

renegotiate the rules that regulate initial contracts (Blanc-Brude, 2012). On the other 

hand, infrastructure funds have return rates aften comparable to those of private equity 

funds i.e. performance fee, monitoring fee and management fees, but the returns 

affered are much lower (Beeferman, 2008; Watson Wyatt, 2009). 

Although the trend of PPP praeurement has slowly increased over the years, it is 

important to evaluate the methad of procurement. This was reinforeed by the national 

president of the royal Australian institute of architects, Carey Lyon, where he expresses 

the view that: 'Enough projects have now been completed to assess whether PPP are delivering 
both world class public infrastructure and successful design outcomes expected by the community 
of State Governments and i t's imperative that the industry critically assess the ongoing success of 
PPP in the delivery of major public infrastructure' (Jefferies & McGeorge, 2009). 
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3.5 Public private partnership stakeholders 

There are two groups involved in a social infrastructure PPP consortium, namely the 

public sector and the private sector. Both sectors have multiple groups that they 

represent. A combination of these stakeholders form a special purpose vehicle (SPV) 

and are each explained in the paragraphs below (see Figure 12): 

Focus area of this s~4Y._ ________ ~ 
: Provide capita! : 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

FUNDS 

Indirect investment 

1 Pay dividend ex fund cost 
~~~~~~~ L-------------------1: ---- ---------

CONSTRUCTION 

COMPANIES 

-------------------1 
Provide capital and expertise 1 

I 

l:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 1 Construction 1 

OPERATIONAL 

COMPANIES 

I I 
I and equity 1 

L---------• 

: Pay dividend 

1 Provide facilitv services 1 

L---------------' 

1 User-fee or 1 
I I 
1 nothing 1 

L---------• 
---------
Regulation : 

and control 1 

1 Remuneration 1 
L..----------1 

INSTITUTIONAL 

INVESTORS 

GOVERNMENT 

AGENCIES 

Figure 12. Stakeholders of special purpose vehicles that are formed in PPP consortiums. 

3.5.1 Public sector 

Government 

Governments are representatives of nations and carry the task of providing 

infrastructure for the country. Public budgets are strained during the low economie 

ticles and have caused a global decline in financial closures in infrastructure projects. 

While governments might decide to hold up on projects, the demand is still developing 

at normal pace. A different responsibility for governments is the role of regulator. 

Governments have the politica! tools to create and control the rules in matters involved 

with PPP. 
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Communities 

The communities are the end users of the facilities and services. The working class, 

young pupils, students, retirees, everybody in a nation. They are the taxpayers funding 

infrastructure through traditional praeurement and PPP procurement. The demand 

flow is based on the necessities from the community and will vary depending on the 

population size. Communities have the indirect power to choose politicians as 

community representatives to steer polides in the direction they deern necessary. 

Though every individual in a community has the right to vote, the end result is the 

voice of democracy. 

3.5.2 Private sector 

Institutional investor 

Organisations with large sums of money that invest in securities, real property and 

other investment assets are called institutional investors. They include investors like: 

banks, insurance companies, pension funds and other financial institutions. They all 

share the charaderistic to act as specialised investors on behalf of others. In addition, 

they have liabilities to pay retirement, insurance or return on capital. The banking 

sector and insurance sector, however, are facing stricter European regulations in 

regards to the crisis. The legislations are known as Basel III for the banking sector and 

Solvency II for the insurance sector. 

Preqin, an alternative asset agency listed over 800 infrastructure investors worldwide 

and combined these in groups as shown in Figure 13. The largest groups are public and 

private sector pension funds with a combined 36% share of the infrastructure 

investment sector. The eight largest investors in infrastructure are, with a total 

commitment of USD $28 billion in 2010: Canadian public pension funds Omers ($6.1bn) 

and CPP ($4.1bn); Danish insurance company PFA ($5.2bn) and public pension fund ATP 

($1.6bn); Dutch pension funds APG ($4.8bn) and PGGM ($2.1bn); AustralianSuper 

($2.9bn) and British Railways Pension Scheme ($1.4bn) (Inderst, 2010; Preqin). 
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Infrastructure investors world wide 

• Pub !ie sector pension funds 

• Private sector pension funds 

• Endowments /Foundations 

• Superannuation schemes 

• Insurance companies 

Sovereign wealth funds 

Other financial institutions 

Figure 13. Infrastructure investors divided by category (Inderst, 2010; Preqin) 

Infrastructure funds 

Like institutional investors acting as specialised investors on behalf of others, 

infrastructure funds act as specialised managers on behalf of institutional investors. 

Through fund investments, investors gain diversification over multiple types of 

infrastructure and country focus. The fund managers have more hands-on experience to 

deal with direct investments and can offer long-term stabie cash-flow. Based on the 

interest of investors, they have multiple options to choose from to invest in 

infrastructure. Infrastructure can be accessed through listed funds that provide easy 

access to the infrastructure market Strong infrastructure management expertise is not 

needed to invest in these funds as they function the same way the stock market does. 

Another option is through closed or open ended funds that each have different 

infrastructure strategies like project type, geographies, sub-sector and so forth. Closed 

ended funds have specified maturity dates whereas open ended funds have an indefinite 

term. 

Construction companies 

Construction companies are responsible for the realisation of assets and are often 

included in the SPV, whom requires them to provide equity to the consortium as a sign 

of good will and a commitment for the duration of the project. However, there are 

construction companies that move away from the provision of equity to act solely as a 

'design & construct' contractor within the SPV, in an attempt to minimise their costs 

and risks (Jefferies et al., 2008). It is important that the construction company involved 
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is fully aware, able to manage risk and has the capabilities and resources to cape with 

the risk eventuating. 

Operational management companies 

The realised assets are maintained by operational companies on a daily basis. These are 

aften contracted by the SPV to deliver a certain quality of service and receive a 

performance fee in return. The service is guaranteed by the fees and can be withheld if 

the quality standard is not met. 

3.6 Summary and conclusion 

Public private partnerships come in different variabons depending on the preferenee of 

the stakeholders for the amount of risk transfer. In the context of the user-financed and 

budget-financed revenue models, the lower-risk revenues are those that are budget

financed without demand risk. User-financed models come with a demand risk and 

shortfalls or surpluses in projected revenues can influence the income directly. Higher 

risk can translate to fewer potential investors and those interested will require higher 

returns. PPP with demand risk transferred to the private sector are services with user

fees like roads, bridges, tunnels, ports and airports. Availability- and performance-based 

projects are most aften used in the health and education sector, where patronage is 

given for the overall availability or performance. For all the stakeholders involved, it is 

imperative that they know all the risk involved by participating in a partnership and 

have the resources to bear and manage the risks. Failing to understand all these risks 

can lead to downright failure of a PPP projector excessive risk premiums. This will also 

trigger critics against the public and private sector with possible consequences that 

could harm the interest ofPPP. 

After finding out on how infrastructure assets are realised, the next chapter will 

explore the focus area of this study: the view of institutional investors and 

infrastructure funds. 
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Chapter 4 

Institutional investors & infrastructure funds 

T his chapter will provide insight on the institutional 
investors and the infrastructure funds that invest in 

social infrastructure. What is the incentive for each to 
invest in social infrastructure? What are the benefits, risks 
and return? And whoare the stakeholders? 
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There is a growing demand for infrastructure assets by institutional investors looking at 

infrastructure for stable, long-term returns that are higher than government bonds 

(Financial Times, 2012): Most infrastructure investments have underlying long-term 

assets that offer long durations. This is attractive to institutional investors like pension 

funds that require long-term yield generating assets that match their liabilities. 

Properly structured infrastructure assets possess attractive inflation proteetion 

attributes typically linked to CPI or GDP (EPEC, 2010; Inderst, 2009; Martin, 2011; Weber 

& Alfen, 2011). Infrastructure assets also offer diversification within a portfolio due to 

low correlation of returns with bonds, equity, private equity and real estate (CFS 

research, 2006; Chambers, 2007; Inderst, 2009; Inderst, 2010). But what are the 

differences and similarities between these investment classes? Infrastructure 

investment shares some of the characteristics of fixed income, real estate and private 

equity as seen in Table 1. However, because entry barriers for infrastructure are 

substantial and often involve essential services, they tend to be less exposed to 

competition and economie cycles (Martin, 2011) . 

Table 1. Charaderistics between infrastructure and other classes (Martin, 2011). 

Similarities Ditterences 

Private • Management control • Different risk-return objective; lower exposure to economie 

equity over investments I cycle 

• Converging investment • Longer investment horizon; return less driven by exit 

techniques 

I • 
strategy 

Strong cash yieldflower capita! growth 

Real Estate • Cash yield is significant • Control over operating companies 

part of return • Barriers to entry; less exposure to valuation cycles 

• Absolute return • Longer cash flow predictability, higher gearing 
objective focus • N ormally larger individual as set size 

• lmportance oflocation 

Equities • Equity ownership I • Lower level of securitisationfliquidity 

• Upside return potential l • Lower correlation with business cycle 

• Relatively predictabie and high cash yield 

Fixed • Long-term, predictabie • Asset ownership 
in co me cash yield • Growthfupside potential 

• Long duration asset • loflation hedge features 

• Low market risk • Indirect exposure to interest risk 

The main focus of this thesis, as described in paragraph 1. 7 scope and limitations (p. 10), 

is about pension fund investments in unlisted infrastructure funds on indirect 

infrastructure investments. Nonetheless, it is important to keep a broader perspective 

on the different investment routes available, which will be explored in the next 

paragraph. 
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4.1 Ways of investing in social infrastructure 

How can institutional investors like pension funds gain social infrastructure exposure? 

Nowadays, various ways exists to gain exposure in social infrastructure as seen in Figure 

14. Options in infrastructure investment.Figure 14, options like greenfield or brownfield 

and emerging markets or developed markets (OECD). The following options are available 

for the investors that are looking for social infrastructure investments (Martin, 2011): 

Primary or secondary market I 
Greenfield or brownfield 

The primary market refers to 

infrastructure proj ects that are still in 

start-up phase, e.g. building a new 

hospital. It involves the entire process 

from procurement, construction to 

delivery of the asset. The secondary 

market refers to established cash flow 

generating assets, that are fully 

operational and stable, e.g. an 

operational school facility. An 

institutional investor can buy shares of 

the project through investments. 

Primary market investments are 

typically of higher risk profile and 

require higher return expectations 

Figure 14. Options in infrastructure investment. 

than secondary market investments. This is because the risk level for new projects are 

higher than existing projects with proven track record. The interest in the primary 

market lies with the growth potential of the project. However, the cash flow in the first 

years is likely to be negative due to a high initial capital investment and gradually 

develops into a positive cash flow. This is also known as aJ-curve profile as seen in 

Figure 15 from private equity investments (Inderst, 2010; Weber & Alfen, 2010). 

The main interest in secondary market is the high and stabie dividends. After the 

project construction period comes the growth phase of a ]-curve profile, which is 

considered as the stabie income part (Inderst, 2010). In regards to investment style, 

secondary market investments match income-style investors and primary market 

investments will suit the growth-style investors. The primary- and secondary market 

are also referred as greenfield- and brownfield investments. 
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Figure 15.]-Cuve profile. 

Equity or debt finance 

Infrastructure projects are financed through combinations of debt and equity. The debt 

is dominated by the bank loans, but large companies exist that issue infrastructure 

boncis like PFI boncis in the UK. The equity comes from investors seeking equity 

participation. The amount of debt in infrastructure projects is considered to be 

relatively high, depending on the infrastructure category ranging from 30 - 90 percent 

of the total capital (Inderst, 2009). Beeferman (2008) lists an average leverage of 50 

percent for toll roads and airports up to 65 percent for utilities and even 90 percent for 

social infrastructure (Bitsch et al., 2010). This can be perceived as a sign of its low risk, 

but may also be considered as a high risk. The debt risk will be discussed in greater 

detail in chapter 4.2. 

Listed or unlisted companies 

Infrastructure companies or SPV can be listed on the stock exchange or go unlisted. 

Investment in listed companies is similar to regular stocks and can be bought and sold 

on a daily basis, investment in unlisted companies is similar to private equity 

investments and requires more time and resources for exposure (Della Croce, 2011). 

Listed investments are less appropriate for institutional investors seeking long-term 

return as these are exposed to stock market volatility (CFS Research, 2006). They are, 

however, more accessible for smaller institutions that cannot meet the higher minimum 

investment requirements for unlisted funds. 

Listed or unlisted infrastructure funds 

Infrastructure funds may also be listed on the stock exchange (such as closed end funds 

or investment trusts) or go unlisted. The pooled capitalinthese types of funds is used to 

invest over multiple assets diversified by sub-sectors and geographic location. There are 

a number of implications, such as different regulation, governance, investment 

constraints, reporting requirements and access to the funds (Peng & Newell, 2007). 

Unlisted infrastructure funds often have over $1 billion in assets under management 
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and require a substantial investment to join (Beeferman, 2008). An important difference 

between an infrastructure fund and -company is a higher diversification in the former. 

Open-end or closecl-end infrastructure fund 

Closecl-end infrastructure funds have fixed maturity dates and private equity like 

structures and fees. Investors can buy into these funds during the period when these 

funds are open in the initial capital raising phase. Typical duration for a closecl-end 

infrastructure fund is between twelve to fifteen years with two or three year extensions 

(Beeferman, 2008). A ten year term is often considered as a mismatch with long-term 

institutional investors that are seeking assets that can be held for thirty years or more. 

They do not like the idea to sell assets that are bought to match their long-term 

liabilities {Inderst, 2009). Open-end infrastructure funds have an indefinite term and 

allow a longer duration of ongoing investment and revenue stream. They are also 

considered more liquid than closecl-end funds, allowing purchase and sales of shares at 

any time during the life of a scheme. This translates to a fluctuating share price on a 

daily basis. Closecl-end funds are by definition illiquid, because no withdrawals are 

allowed until the fund is liquidated at the end. Fund participation can be sold however 

on the secondary market, but will require more time and resources. 

Direct or indirect investment 

Indirect investment can be bought easily in the form of infrastructure companies or 

funds on the stock exchange. Direct investment like the name suggest offers direct 

control and saves on the performance fee, but is also more complicated and requires a 

great deal of expertise, time and resources. Larger institutional investors like pension 

funds with in-house expertise have started to invest directly in unlisted infrastructure 

companies (Financial Times, 2011; PGGM, 2011). The more common route for 

infrastructure investment by pension fund, however, is through infrastructure funds 

(Inderst, 2010). 

General partner or limited partners 

Most infrastructure funds take the form of limited partnersbips similar to private

equity type funds (Chambers, 2007). These funds consist of a fund manager referred as 

the General Partner (GP) and investors referred as Limited Partners (LP). The GP is often 

part of a bigger financial group and manages the fund and the LP have a more passive 

role in the fund. 

Dornestic or international 

All funds have different geographical polides that are either dornestic or international. 

Infrastructure funds can have a purely dornestic or international focus based on 
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investor preferences or regulatory and tax constraints. There are also funds with 

regional focus, e.g. European, Asian; and funds in Emerging markets, e.g. Brazil, Russia, 

India and China (BRIC) (Chambers, 2007). 

Single-sector or multi-sector 

Infrastructure investment funds can have different sub-sector exposure, which is 

important for the diversification purpose. Some funds can be single-sector, e.g. purely 

transport, utilities or social infrastructure or multi-sector with diversification across a 

combination of sectors (Inderst, 2009). Not all investment options are available to 

institutional investors or necessary suitable. The selection of suitable funds is highly 

dependent on the overall strategy of the investor. 

It is important for the investors to select the right asset that matches their 

investment strategy. Failure to do so can harm the perceived results of the investment. 

4.2 Benefits on social infrastructure investment 

Institutional investors like pension funds with large pools of capital and long-term 

liabilities are sometimes referred to as a perfect match with infrastructure investments 

in generaL The benefits of the overall infrastructure investment class are applicable to 

all subcategories including social infrastructure. These benefits are: 
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• Assets are long-lived: Infrastructure investments can last up to 15-30 years, 

depending on the subcategory and the path to investment, providing 

attractive long-term returns; (Beeferman, 2008; CFS Research, 2006; 

Chambers, 2007; Inderst, 2009; Inderst, 2010; Kohn, 2009; Ottesen, 2011; 

Peng & Newell, 2007; Weber & Alfen, 2010) 

• Assets provide stable cash flows: Assets generate stabie cash flow with low 

volatility due to a combination of beneficia! characteristics. This is one of 

the main reasons that infrastructure support has a significant level of 

leverage up to ninety percent; (Beeferman, 2008; CFS Research, 2006; 

Chambers, 2007; Inderst, 2009; Inderst, 2010; Kohn, 2009; Ottesen, 2011; 

Peng & Newell, 2007; Weber & Alfen, 2010) 



• Essential service: Infrastructure assets provide important services that are 

essential for a society; (Beeferman, 2008; Inderst, 2009; Inderst, 2010; Kohn, 

2009; Peng & Newell, 2007; Weber & Alfen, 2010) 

• Monopolistic nature: Infrastructure assets often have monopolistic market 

position, that in most cases are in combination with ongoing regulation; 

(Beeferman, 2008; Chambers, 2007; Inderst, 2010; Kohn, 2009; Peng & 

Newell, 2007; Weber & Alfen, 2010) 

• Inelastic Demand: The demand profile for these services are relatively 

inelastic and predictable; (Beeferman, 2008; Inderst, 2009; Inderst, 2010; 

Kohn, 2009; Peng & Newell, 2007; Weber & Alfen, 2010) 

• High Barriers to Entry: Difficult to enter market with no competition, adding 

more stability to the cash flows; (Chambers, 2007; Inderst, 2009; Inderst, 

2010; Peng & Newell, 2007; Weber & Alfen, 2010) 

• Inflation protection: Revenues, from user-fees or budget-fees, often include 

inflation linked framework; (Beeferman, 2008; CFS Research, 2006; 

Chambers, 2007; Inderst, 2009; Inderst, 2010; Kohn, 2009; Ottesen, 2011; 

Weber & Alfen, 2010) 

• Diversification benefits: Underlying assets have low correlation to equities, 

bonds, private equity and real estate; (Beeferman, 2008; Inderst, 2009; 

Inderst, 2010; Kohn, 2009; Weber & Alfen, 2010) 

• Corporate Social Responsibility: Providing social responsible services, that 

enhances the corporate image. (Inderst, 2009; Inderst, 2010; Weber & Alfen, 

2010) 

• Low risk: Risk of capita! loss is considered to be low, thereby providing 

attractive risk/return ratio. (Chambers, 2007; Inderst, 2009; Inderst, 2010; 

Kohn, 2009; Peng & Newell, 2007; Weber & Alfen, 2010) 

4.3 Risk on social infrastructure investment 

Risks of infrastructure projects lies in the quality and performance of the underlying 

assets as covered in paragraph 3.3. However, investment in infrastructure also entails 

additional sector and macro risk on a regional, national and international scale that 

should be examined before any investments are made. These risks on fund level as 

illustrated in Figure 16 are: 
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Riskon 
infrastructure 

Investment 

Figure 16. Risk on infrastructure investment level. 

Comparability 

The lack of a reliable benchmark to compare these highly heterogeneaus assets makes it 

hard to compare infrastructure performances. Despite new research papers in this area, 

historie data and reliable performance data are lacking. This means that individual 

analysis of the assets and the expertise of the respective managers is unavoidable until a 
proven system is invented, which is not for years to come (Weber & Alfen, 2010). 

Fe es 

The fees of infrastructure funds are still 

largely based on private equity funds, 

cash flow profiles and fund terms as 

53% of all infrastructure funds closed in 

2010 to 2012 still have 2% private equity 

management fees (see Figure 17). Preqin 

(2012a) mentions the discrepancy 

between the risk/return profile of 

infrastructure assets and the level of 

• 2.00% 

• 1.75-1.99% 

• 1.50-1.74% 

• 1.25-1.49% 

<1.25% 

Figure 17. Management fee charged during 
the investment period for funds 
raising and vintage 2010-2012 
funds closed. (Preqin, 2012a) 

management fees charged in infrastructure funds. According to one investor (Preqin, 

2012a): "There are very few core fund offerings with reasonable fees. The private equity 

model is too expensive given the return characteristics of the underlying asset." 

Institutional investors are now aware and less willing to pay high fees, particularly to 

managers without a proven track record or those targeting assets that are likely to 
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generate lower return. However, many GP's still operate under the private equity fee of 

2/20 on 10/12 year terms(2% management fee and 20% performance fee) (Inderst, 2010). 

Govemance, management and operations 

All Infrastructure investments have challenges in the governance, management and 

operations of the asset. Most institutional investors have zero experience in 

infrastructure investments, and those involved have track records of five years on 

average (Inderst, 2009). Expertise therein is important for the perceived success of an 

infrastructure project. 

Legal and tax risk 

Every country has its own specific regulation and additional legal and tax issues that 

require different procedures (Weber & Alfen, 2010). Describing each is falls out of the 

scope of this study because they varypercountry and per investor. However, every due 

diligence should take this into account. 

Liquidity 

Unlisted infrastructure investments are generally not that easy to liquidate on a short 

notice (Inderst, 2009; Weber & Alfen, 2010). Institutional investors like pension funds 

with long-term goals might not have need for immediate liquidations, but others might 

find this crucial. 

Manager risk 

Investors must rely on the ability of a manager to identify, evaluate and resolve all 

significant risks affecting transactions. As such, it is important to spend time and money 

on manager due diligence. It is essential to match the right infrastructure investment 

strategy with an appropriate investor and its portfolio (Weber & Alfen, 2010). It is 

equally important to find the best fund manager within the desired target segment. 

Marketrisk 

Market inefficiencies, due to the low amount of historie data available on unlisted 

closecl-end infrastructure investments, allow investors to benefit 'first mover' 

advantages with the opportunity to earn attractive returns. But this can also entail a 

risk due to the limited experience of the participants involved. The financial crisis was 

an exemplary illustration of this risk. Some infrastructure fund managers ran into 

significant difficulties, often taking on too much market risk, leverage and had little 

experience (Weber & Alfen, 2010). Managers were aiming for high returns, 

underestimating the downside of risk and in some cases failed to indentify or were 

clueless about the risk they were taking. 
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Political/regulatory risk 

PPP projects are always involved with the public sector and in that sense, they have 

different stakeholders with various interests throughout the lifetime of the investment. 

Pressure groups may not share the same interest and politicians will change several 

times during the lifecycle of a project. A scenario with projects facing delays because of 

political discussions or inability to make decisions can seriously harm the realisation. Or 

when the government fails to meet their commitment and payments, likely only to 

occur in undemocratic ordeveloping countries (Liu & Wilkinson, 2011; Weber & Alfen, 

2010). A project that is subject to public dispute mayalso hurt the investor's reputation. 

Pricing 

Valuations on infrastructure are harder than ether traded assets and typically 

performed quarterly or in longer periods, whereas stocks for example are used on daily 

market price valuations (Chambers, 2007; Inderst, 2009). 

Strategy drift 

This phenomenon occurs when the fund manager fails to fellow the agreed investment 

strategy. For instance, when investors have committed to a fund based on current 

income or the liquidity situation. For example, changes in the strategy resulting in no 

income can cause serieus problems for the investor {Weber & Alfen, 2010). 

Termand disposability 

The term for infrastructure investment funds are stilllargely similar to private equity 

funds, whose goal usually is to develop projects and sell them rather quickly after the 

development phase. Closecl-end infrastructure funds have terms of 10-12 years with two 

or three year extensions (Beeferman, 2008). Investors seeking long-term investment 

with stable income, are usually not interested to sell assets with remaining lifecycles of 

several decades (Weber & Alfen, 2010). 

Timing 

It is important to know when the money is actually drawn down and invested in the PPP 

projects (Inderst, 2009). Many funds have allocated and committed capital for 

infrastructure projects, but have not invested the ca pi tal yet and are therefore unable to 

generate the expected return. 
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Sunk due diligence costs 

The due diligence cost for any infrastructure investment is intensive in both time and 

cost. Furthermore, difference in project size has little change on the level of intensity 

needed for the process. Therefore, institutional investors with larger commitments 

prefer larger projects, with significant investment amounts (Blanc-Brude, 2012). 

4.4 Return on social infrastructure investment 

The return profile on infrastructure investment is dependent on the risk, type and 

location factors. Although all infrastructure assets fall under the same definition, they 

are highly heterogeneaus and therefore can vary greatly in terms of risk and return. 

Investors have been presented different kinds of risk-return charts at the start of the 

infrastructure boom, often showing bond-like risk and private equity-like returns with 

double digit return expectations. The comparison between ether asset classes can be 

seen in Figure 18. 

Greenfield project development 

Airports New toll roads 

Desalination ' Merchant power plants 

Rail infrastructure 
Greenfield 

Infrastructure 
Electricity generation 

Gas processing 

Ports 

Seasoned toll roads "'

Social infrastructure Brownfield 

Infrastructure 

Expected risks 

Figure 18. Risk-Return profiles of infrastructure investments in relation to 
traditional asset classes (Credit Suisse Asset Management; from Inderst, 
2010). 

JP Morgan (Kohn, 2010) presented a similar illustrative chart on risk and return 

profiles and included tangible return expectations based on historie data (see Table 2). 

The social infrastructure assets are categorized under Private Finance Initiative (PFI), 

the framewerk that finances these assets. PFI assets are expected to provide the lewest 
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internal rate of return (IRR) (6 - 9 percent). New social infrastructure projects may 

return as much as 10-12 percent as compensation for the greater risk (see Table 2). 

Table 2. Illustrative infrastructure return based on historica! data prior to july 2008. Source: 
JP Morgan Asset Management 

Assettype Risk Avg. cash yield Avg. leveraged Ca pi tal appreciation 
% (yrs 1-5) IRR (%) potential 

PPP/PFI Low-Medium 4-5% 6-9% Extremely Limited 

Tollroads Low-Medium 4-6% 8-12% Limited 

Contracted energy Low-Medium 4-7% 10-13% Limited 

Regulated Assets Low-Medium 5-8% 10-15% Limited 

Rail Medium 8-12% 14-18% Yes 

Airports/Seaparts Medium 4-7% 14-18% Yes 

Toll Roads-Greenfield Medium-High 3-5% 12-20% Yes 

Broadcast Networles Medium-High 4-7% 15-20% Yes 

Power generation High 4-12% 15-25% Yes 

Average I Medium 5-8% 12-17% Modest 

JP Morgan (Kohn, 2010) also mentioned that the core infrastructure assets in Figure 

19 have generated low double digit returns in the developed countries, the majority of 

that return coming from cash yield and the rest from capital appreciation. 

Core and Core Plus 

Bridges, tunnels , toll roads 

Pipelines, energy trans

mission and distribution 

Water and wastewater 

systems 

Schools, hospitals, prisons 

and courthouses 

Value-Added 

Airports, seaports 

Raillinks 

Contracted power 

generation 

Rapid rail transit 

Opportunistic 

Development project 

Satellite networks 

Merchant power 

generation 

Non-OECD country 

infrastructure 

Figure 19. Illustrative infrastructure risk-return profile. Source: JP Morgan Asset 
Management. 

One of the first markets that tried to produce historica! data for unlisted funds is 

Australia. Peng and Newell (2007) were two of the first to analyse quarterly returns of 

Australian funds. They reported an annual average return on unlisted infrastructure of 
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14.1% (see Table 3) over a 10 year period from '95-'06, which is high compared to other 

asset classes. Inderst (2010) has combined different studies on the same subject as seen 

in Table 3. Most notable, is the large difference between studies (14.1% and 8.2%). The 

most likely reason for the difference is that available data are aften from small samples, 

incomplete, gathered from different sourees or limited in the analysed period. These 

factors are the reasans why benchmarking is a challenging feat. 

Table 3. Returns of unlisted infrastructure in Australia in comparison (Inderst, 2010) 

Study Period Freq. Unlisted Equities Bonds Listed Direct Listed 

infra. property property infra. 

Average annual 
return 
PengandNewell Q3 1995- quarterly 14.1% 

(2007) Q2 2006 

Newelletal. Q3 1995- quarterly 14.1% 

(forthcoming) Q2 2009 

Newell et al Q3 2007- quarterly 8.2% 

(forthcoming) Q2 2009 

Finkenzeiler et Q3 1994- quarterly 8.2% 

al. (2010) ~ Q2 2009 

12.9% 

9.1% 

-13.2% 

7.9% 

7.2% 13 .8% 10.9% 22.4% 

7.0% 4.9% 10.6% 16.7% 

7.1% -35.8% 3.3% -23 .9% 

8.2% 9.8% 15.6% 

Infrastructure Asset management specialist RREEF (2011) has reported a global 

annualised return average on unlisted infrastructure of one, three and five year periods 

(Respectively 12.14%, 6.29%, 10.43%). These return figures are somewhat camparabie 

within the bandwidth as reported in Table 3. The return figures from RREEF are based 

on one of the most complete unlisted fund index available, the 'Mercer's Equally 

Weighted Composite Unlisted Australian Index'. However, RREEF mentions that this 

index is only reflective of a limited number of unlisted funds. 

A different souree for 

infrastructure performance data is 

the alternative asset intelligent 

data agency Preqin (2012b). From 

a database with performance data 

of 120 unlisted infrastructure 

funds worldwide, Preqin reported 

a median net IRR from the year 

2005 to 2008 within the bandwidth 

of the 0% - 10% range. Figure 20 

shows the median net IRR for the 

vintage years from 1993 to 2009. 
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Figure 20. Median, maximum and minimum 
net IRR for unlisted infrastructure 
funds by vintage years. (Preqin, 
2012) 
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Notable numbers are: vintages 1993 - 1999 with a 9% median net IRR, most of these 

funds already liquidated to date; vintages 2000 - 2003 produced a 25% median net IRR; 

vintages 2004 - 2008 that coincided with the financial crises produced a 7% median net 

IRR and vintage 2009 showed a recovery of a 19% median net IRR. 

A comparison is made by Preqin 

(2012b) with infrastructure and 
§ 
'5. 
(J} 

other private equity classes as seen _g 
g 

in Figure 21. The comparison shows v; 

g 
a strong performance of unlisted ~ 

infrastructure funds versus other 

private equity asset classes. Several 

remarks can be made on the return 

development in recent times. First, 

the growing infrastructure 

investment trend that is crowding 

infrastructure market, slowly 

dissolving the first rnavers 

advantage. Second, the economie 

circumstances have changed as a 
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Figure 21. Infrastructure comparison with 
other private equity classes. 
Median net IRR by vintage years. 
(Preqin, 2012) 

the 

result of the global financial crisis. Finally, different sectors vary greatly in their risk

return profile and how they perfarm in an economie boom and bust, hence the highly 

heterogeneaus characteristic. However, adjustments to the risk-return profile only 

appear to come through slowly and gradually. Despite the financial crisis, targets 

remain fairly similar as post-crisis ambitions. Essential to achieving the ambitieus IRR 

are the substantiallevels ofleverage in the infrastructure projects {Inderst, 2010). 

4.5 Stakeholders on investment level 

The stakeholders on PPP project level have been described in chapter 3.5, however, the 

stakeholders on investment level are not the same. The stakeholders that have 

influence on institutional investment level are seen in Figure 22: 
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Figure 22. Stakeholders for institutional investment by institutional investors like pension 
funds and insurance companies. 

• Pension and insurance participants: Parbeipants in pension funds and insurance 

companies pay contribubon respectively, to build up pension and buy insurance 

to cover unexpected expenses; 

• Pensioners /retirees and beneficiaries: The parbeipants on the receiving end have 

reached rebrement age and or have experienced an incident that require 

financial aid; 

• Pension fund and insurance company: Institutional investors receive contributions 

from parbeipants and have financialliabilities to the beneficiaries. Most pension 

funds have long-term liabilities, especially in current society with increasingly 

higher life expectancy. The cash flow for insurance companies is more volatile on 

short term, because they cannot predict when parbeipants requires insurance 

payments; 
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• Infrastructure fund: Many institutional investors seeking infrastructure exposure 

choose to do so indirectly through infrastructure funds. These funds have 

managers with the expertise to select, build and buy infrastructure assets. An 

amount of fee is charged for their expertise, often a base percentage added with 

a performance awarded percentage; 

• Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV): A SPV consortium is formed between financial 

backers, construction companies and the public sector to build the infrastructure 

asset using the PPP framework. This asset will enable the service provision for 

the community; 

• Govemment and community: The governments serve as the community 

representative and serve as project initiators depending on the neecis of the 

nation. The people are the end users of the infrastructure services and are 

indirectly responsible for the demand. 

The blue squared 'Focus area of this study' in the figure envelops the pension funds 

and insurance companies (institutional investors) and the infrastructure funds. It 

illustrates the focus of this study on the interaction that happens between these two 

institutions, the infrastructure investments of institutional investors through 

infrastructure funds. 

4.6 Summary and conclusion 

The charaderistics of social infrastructure investments are attractive for institutional 

investors in terms of risk and return profile. The road for social infrastructure exposure 

is diverse and many options are available to investors. The benefits of social 

infrastructure are in line with the general infrastructure sector, often related to the 

monopolistic nature of the assets and essential services for the society. These benefits 

are partially the reason why social infrastructure are able to provide long-term stabie 

cash flows. Any investor interested in this sector should be fully aware of the risks 

involved that exist on PPP project level and on fund investment level. The relatively 

young sector has a short track record on historie data for benchmarking and 

comparison purpose, which can be perceived as a risk as wellas an opportunity. Many 

of the micro and macro risks ought to be defined, e.g. management experience, market 

risk, polities, legal and liquidity risk with good due diligence before any interest is 

turned into investments. The return profile for social infrastructure investments are 

depending on the risk, type and location factors. The assets in social infrastructure 

investments are highly heterogeneaus and are therefore greatly different. The data that 
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is available has shown that the return of social infrastructure is relatively low compared 

to other investment classes, however, the risk level is low as well. Due to the low risk 

and return profile social infrastructure has been labelled in the Core/Core Plus 

category. Return rates in the double digit bandwidth have been achieved in the previous 

decade when it began, but is currently stabilising into a single high digit. Factors that 

are causing the return rate to drop are: the vaporisation of the first movers advantage, 

increased investors competition in quality investments and increasing managerial 

experience. 
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Chapter 5 

Qualitative research methodology 

T his chapter will describe the research method and 
the reeruitment process of the interview 

participants. the research design of this study is focused on 
the institutional investor and the data is gathered from 
interviews with unlisted closed-end infrastructure funds 
and the pension funds. 
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5.1 Motive for qualitative research 

The literature study on social infrastructure investment has shown that the research 

focus of infrastructure investment lies more in the economie infrastructure sector than 

the social infrastructure sector. Further research on social infrastructure investment is 

required to have a better insight in this sector. The deal flow on social infrastructure 

investment in Europe has increased in the last decade, but why should they invest in 

this sector and for what reasons? 

Information is lacking on possible diEferences in the perception of social 

infrastructure between infrastructure funds and pension funds that invests in social 

infrastructure. The information on the similarities and diEferences can give a better 

understanding of the social infrastructure investment sector, improving the quality of 

future investments. 

5.2 Interview respondents 

Two interview groups have been recruited for this study. In the first group are 

professionals working for infrastructure funds with social infrastructure investments, 

also referred as fund managers. These fund managers seek capital to invest in quality 

infrastructures. In the second group are infrastructure professionals working for 

pension funds that have exposure to the infrastructure sector, preferably in social 
infrastructure. These pension funds have capital that seek quality investments. 

5.2.1 Reeruitment of respondents 

The interview respondents are found using non-probability sampling. Due to limitations 

of this thesis it is near impossible to randomly sample the entire population, like a true 

random sampling method would do. The type of non-probability sampling in this study 

is defined as convenience sampling method. With convenience sampling, the samples 

are selected because they are accessible to the researcher. Potential participants should 

be inclined to participate because of the goodwill and the networkof Grontmij Capital 

Consultants. Convenience sampling is considered as one of the easiest, and least time 

consuming method. The downside of using this sampling method is that the findings 

may not represent the entire population accurately. 
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Some fund managers are selected from the network of GCC and others from a 

shortlist on infrastructure funds . The shortlist came from an internal project on 

infrastructure funds distilled from a long list of hundreds of European funds. The 

potential parbeipants were then filtered out by looking at their social infrastructure 

allocations. The pension funds were selected from looking at the top twenty-five Dutch 

pension fundsbasedon assets under management (see Appendix 11). Every pension fund 

in the list are then analysed and filtered on infrastructure commitment as found intheir 

annual reports. All the potential respondents have been contacted using an 

introductory mail to explain the content and goals of this study, inviting them to 

participate. The amount of respondents is less important in qualitative research 

compared to quantitative research, more important for the former is the validity of the 

sample size. In addition, saturation is also a factor when dealing with qualitative 

research. This means that interview answers tend to saturate depending on the 

complexity of the research subject (Baarda, 2009). 

5.2.2 Characteristics of respondents 

A total of eight infrastructure funds and eight pension funds were invited to participate 

for this study. One infrastructure fund and pension fund were interested to participate 

but were not capable, another infrastructure fund showed no sign of interest. 

Nonetheless, 13 of 16 respondents agreed to participate, six infrastructure funds and 

seven pension funds (see Table 4). 

Table 4. List of the interview participants. 

Fund managers 

AXA Private Equity (FR) 

Dalmore Capital (UK) 

DIF (NL) 

M&G Investments(UK) 

Meridiam (FR) 

OFI InfraVia (FR) 

Pension funds 
APG (NL) 

Bouwinvest* (NL) 

PGGM (NL) 

Spoorweg Pensioenfonds (NL) 

Timeos* (NL) 

Anonymous (1) (NL) 

Anonymous (2) (NL) 

There are two respondents (marked with *) that are institutions hired by a pension 

fund to manage their infrastructure and other investment biddings. Additionally, two 

pension funds preferred to stay fully anonymous. 
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Fund managers 

The total average asset under management of the fund managers is € 5.5 billion with an 

average infrastructure commitment of € 1.3 billion (23,8%) and an average social 

infrastructure commitment of € 231 million (4,2%). These numbers are skewed because 

one fund is part of a private investment group, that manages a substantial amount of 

capital in other asset categories. The remaining five respondents are 100% 

infrastructure funds. 

Pension funds 
The total average asset under management of the pension funds is € 66.5 billion with an 
average infrastructure commitment of € 2.15 billion (3,2%) and an average social 
infrastructure commitment of € 39 million (0,06%). An important remark on the Dutch 
pension fund list (see Appendix 11) is the difference in size. The asset under management 
of the biggest fund is twice the size of the runner-up and equal to the accumulated total 
of the last twenty-three pension funds of the top 25. 

In general 

The experience and professional responsibilities of the respondents are important for 

the quality of the interview results. The experiences and professional titles of the 

respondents are shown in Table 5 and Table 6. The majority of the respondents and the 

funds they represent have some vintage years of experience in social infrastructure, but 

a relatively short track record. 

Table 5. Average experience years of respondents. 

Experience in years FM IN ALL Range 
Average period of current professional position 3,4 3,2 3,3 0,5-6,5 

Average respondent' experience in social infra 10,7 3,9 7,0 0-18 

Average fund experience in social infra 8,3 4,9 6,5 0-20 

Table 6. Professional titles of respondents. 

Professional title of respondents 
Infrastructure funds (FM) Managing Directer Asset Investment finance Directer investors 

Di rector Manager Directer Directer relation 

1 2 1 1 1 

lnstitutional investors (IN) Portfolio Strategie Investment Investment Total 
Manager Analist Manager 

5 1 1 13 

The respondents have also been given the definition of social infrastructure and the 

sub-categories in this study as seen in § 2.1 Figure 7. The investments of the 
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respondents in each sub-category can be seen in Table 7. Two infrastructure fund 

managers included answers that could not be defined under the social infrastructure 

categories as derived from the literature study. In their portfolio, they define 

availability based PPP projects, like road transport, water and waste management types, 

under the same social infrastructure definition. It does not matter what the underlying 

asset is intheir opinion, in other words, they categorise by PPP definition. 

Table 7. Social infrastructure investment categoriesof all respondents 

Social infra investments sub-categocy FM IN ALL 
Care 5 of6 4 of7 9 of13 

Education 3 of6 4 of7 7 of13 

Culture/Sport/Leisure 3 of 6 3 of7 6 ofl3 

Government 3 of 6 3 of7 6 of13 

Security 3 of6 2 of7 5 of13 

Other * 2 of 6 0 of7 2 of13 

The majority of the respondents are focused mainly in Europe with minor 

commitment in North-America, Australia and Asia (see Table 8). Although the 

respondents are selected on their affinity with Europe, most pension funds have polides 

that allow global investments. But taking the risk-averse nature of the respondents into 

account, it is logical that they choose only to invest in certain regions of the world. 

Table 8. Social infrastructure investments country focus of all respondents . 

Social infrastructure investments country focus 
Infrastructure funds (FM) Italy UK W-EU EU UK EU, N-A 

Institutional investors (IN) Main-EU, N-A, NL None Main-EU, NW-EU W-EU EU, N-A 
Asia, Aust. N-A, Aust. 

A control question has been used to test the validity of the respondents. They all 

answered positively on the question if they are potenbal and viabie business partners of 

each other. 

5.3 Qualitative research design 

A qualitative research design has been chosen for this study in consideration of the 

limitations. The goal is to gather an in-depth understanding of the investment 

behaviour of pension funds in social infrastructure investment. A qualitative methad 

faveurs research that investigates the why and how decision are made, hence, the use of 
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a smaller but focused sample size (Baarda et al., 2009). The input from bath groups of 

professionals are invaluable to this study. 

5.3.1 Method 

This study uses interviews to gather qualitative data for analysis and results. A few 

choices are required that define the type and structure of the interview method: 

• The amount of structure in the interviews (structured, semi-structured or 

unstructured interviews). A structured interview is chosen for this study to ensure 

that the answers can be reliably aggregated and that camparisen can be made 

between subgroups. A structured interview is a quantitative research methad 

commonly used in survey research. The aim of structured interview is to ensure 

that each interview is presented with exactly the same questions in the same 

order. 

• Closed-ended or open-ended questions. The questions in the interview are of 

open-ended nature, giving room for the interviewee to give his view. 

• lndividual versus group sessions. The respondents are to be interviewed 

individually. Giving more time per respondent to give answers and views for this 

study, without peer pressure and at their convenience. Although, group sessions 

might give the advantage of inspiring each other on certain ideas, there are 

down sicles to it. One in particular is to plan a group session, especially when 

dealing with professionals. 

• The choice of medium (oral, written or electronic interview). The choice of oral 
interview in the farm of face-to-face or phone interviews was chosen for this 

study. The in-persen interview is one of the most popular and oldest farm of 

survey data collection. And it is also the best farm of data colleetien to minimize 

non-response and maximise the quality of the data collected. Face-to-face 

interviews are aften used to solicit information that can be considered to be very 

sensitive. One of the main advantages of the oral interview is the presence of the 

interviewer, which makes it easier for the respondent to clarify answers or ask 

for clarification. 

The interview structure in this study has been chosen in consideration of the 

potential respondents that are professionals involved in the (social) infrastructure 

investment discipline with demanding time schedules. 
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5.3.2 Operationalisation 

After agreeing on participation, all the respondents were given an in-depth description 

on the research problems, objectives and questions. In addition, all respondents were 

given a topic list of subjects, therefore, giving them prior information on the questions 

asked. 

Topic list 

1. General questions 

• Professionaljob descri ption 

• Responsibilities 

• Fund information 

• Experience in infrastructure investment 

• Experience in social infrastructure investment 

2. Features of social infrastructure 

• Charaderistics of social infrastructure investment 

• Attributes of social infrastructure investment 

3. Questions on social infrastructure 

• Benchmarks of social infrastructure investment 

• Expected development in social infrastructure investment 

The interviews (see Appendix lil) are structured in three parts. In the first part are 

general questions about the fund and the respondent including experiences, fund size, 

allocation size and geographic focus. In the second part, the respondents have been 

asked to give their opinion on the benefits and risks of social infrastructure investment 

on an ordinal scale(chapter 3 & 4). These characteristics have either positive or negative 

effect on social infrastructure investments, depending on the outcome. The two groups 

have been asked different questions in this part, the questions for the pension funds are 

about their views on the importance of the attributes (see Figure 23). The questions for 

the fund managers are about the institutional investors perception on the importance 

of the attributes. The third part contains questions on return rates, development 

expectations and fund expectations of social infrastructure investments. And at the end, 

all respondents have been given the time to give additional input on the matter. 
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Figure 23. Interview structure. 

All the answers except for the ordinal data in the secend part can be analysed using 

qualitative analysis methods (Baarda, 2009). The analysis begins with a labelling process 

of all the answers on fragment level. Finding a label that carry the same context as the 

fragment. The labels are sorted on relevanee in relation to the context of this study and 

then grouped together. All the grouped labels then receive a care label that is 

characteristic to the underlying labels. Finally, an overview is created by accumulating 

the labels for each time that any of the underlying labels are mentioned. The ordinal 

data in the secend part of the interview are analysed in terms of frequency and the care 

labels are used for analysis to find similarities or diEferences in the perception of social 

infrastructure investment by bath groups. The entire process is divided in seven steps 

and are explained in detail in paragraph §5.3.4. 

5.3.3 Fieldwork research process 

The interviews have been performed with professionals from pension funds and 

infrastructure funds. Every respondent has been given an introduetion on social 

infrastructure investment and the objective of this study. The best methad to perfarm 

in-depth interview is a face-to-face interview that enables direct and fast 

communication. The ability to easily clarify answers or ask for clarification is very 

useful and the preferred methad for this study. However, the resources available for this 

study has only been sufficient for face-to-face interviews within the Netherlands. The 
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respondents that live abroad have been interviewed using a phone. A phone interview 

has several downsides, like technica! risk on signal strength, audio quality and inability 

to detect facial expressions and body language, nonetheless, the second best option. 

Thirteen interviews have been completed for this study, six infrastructure fund and 

seven pension fund respondents. Respondents have been interviewed in no specific 

order. Interviewing both groups in separate time frames, allowing time for analysis on 

one group before interviewing the other, has been evaluated. But the probability of that 

idea turning into an advantage on the end results in this study did not outweigh the 

limitations on time and resources. Eight respondents are stationed in the Netherlands 

and six of them were interviewed using the face-to-face method. That means a total of 

six face-to-face and seven phone interviews. Five out of six infrastructure funds are 

based in Europe and all seven pension funds are based in the Netherlands. Although the 

respondents are all proficient in the English language, some interviews have been 

conducted using the Dutch language. The interviews included seven native Dutch 

speakers and six English speakers. Four versions of the same interview have been used 

because of the multilingual nature and the two different group of respondents. 

5.3.4 Data analysis 

•!• The first step - the labelling process. 

All the text fragments that are relevant to the research questions are labelled. The 

labelling process converts the data into meaningful reductions of the research data, in 

relevanee to the subject. The label has to encompass all the relevant aspects of the 

respective fragment (see appendix IV). Every fragment is numbered and given a minus 

(-) for a negative view, plus ( +) for a positive view or nothing depending on the context. 

One respondent for example said: "The social infrastructure sector is young and 

requires more time and energy, but ultimately poses as an opportunity. It is therefore 

nota negative attribute". The respondent is basically saying that the negative attribute 

is nota valid one, the fragment will therefore receive '+youngsector'. 

•!• The second step - Sorting labels and finding relational contexts. 

The next step will sort the labels and bring structure in the data. It is important to keep 

the research objective and questions in mind, during the sorting process. The processof 

finding structure and order is an iterative process. An example of the sorting process 

can be seen in Figure 24 of one respondent. 
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Sorting of labels concerning Social Jnfrastructure investment of respondent 1 FM 
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Figure 24. Sorting oflabels in relation to the research subject of respondent 1. 

The structure is created by putting the labels with similar context together and 

separating the grouped labels horizontally (tangible level) and vertically (importance 

level) . The tangible labels are put on the left side and the abstract labels to the right. 

The labels in the top have higher relevanee to the research questions than the ones in 

the bottom. The e:xpectations labels on social infrastructure are placed in the top as these 

are most relevant to the research questions. The labels on attributes and risk are placed 

in the middle left or right depending on the abstract level. The remaining twelve 

respondentscan beseen in appendix V. 

•!• The third step - Interpreting and defining the label structure. 

The nested groups of labels are then given a theme (dimension), accumulated and 

sorted, creating an hierarchical structure of the labels (see Figure 25 & Figure 26, p. 67). 

The sorted labels are screened on similarities and the labels that are the same are put 

together. 
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•!• The fourth step - checking validity of the labels. 

The label structure has been repeated on the remaining interview data, each time 

checking the validity of the labels. Additionallabels are added accordingly, until no new 

labels arise. This is an iterative process applied on all the interview data. 

•!• The fifth step - defining the core labels. 

The dimensions found in the third step are also known as core labels. The core labels are 

grouped hierarchically in two separate groups, namely: 'social infrastructure 

opinion/view' and 'social infrastructure characteristics' (see Figure 27 & Figure 28, p. 

67). These labels are then defined to encompass the underlying context of the labels. 

The definitions are as follows: 

social infrastructure opinion/view 
• expectations - expectations includes labels that have a concept of expectations on 

social infrastructure investment. the expected development in their funds and the 

mark et. 

• decisive factors - decisive factors are labels that serve as a control question for the 

ordinal data of the attributes list. 

• support PPP investment - support PPP investment covers labels that mentions the 

support of the public sector, private sector and government on using PPP. 

• PPP - this label includes the view of using PPP as the praeurement methad for social 

infrastructure. 

social infrastructure characteristics 
• positive attribute list - positive attribute list are labels that expresses the views of 

respondents on the validity of the attributes. 

• negative attribute list - negative attribute list are labels that expresses the views of 

respondents on the validity of the attributes. 

• return- return includes labels that describe the return rate. 

•!• The sixth step - Analysing ordinal data on frequency. 

The ordinal data on the positive and negative attributes list for social infrastructure 

investment are the benefits and risks distilled from chapter 3 & 4. They are used in the 

interview in a five point scale, one equal to not important, two equal to slightly 

important, three equal to normal importance, four equal to fairly important and five 

equal to very important for their investment decisions. The ordinal data has been split 

in positive and negative attributes and the results are analysed in terms of frequency 
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and divided per interview group. The data can provide insight on the similarities and 

differences of the fund managers and pension funds on social infrastructure (see Figure 

29 & Figure 30, p. 68). 

•!• The seventh step - Answering the research questions. 

The last step of the analysis answer the research questions using the data. The content 

analysis on decisive labels can be compared with the ordinal data of positive and 

negative attributes in step six. 

5.4 Summary and conclusion 

The motive of this study is to gain in-depth knowledge on social infrastructure 

investment, to discover what drives the pension funds and the infrastructure funds to 

embrace this infrastructure category. Are they driven by the same factors or do they 

differ from each other? Thirteen depth interviews have been conducted with 

professionals in pension funds and infrastructure funds, to discuss subjects such as the 

charaderistics of social infrastructure, the return rate on investments, risks involved 

and development expectations. The respondents are selected from a non-probability 

sample, with focus on European based infrastructure funds and Dutch based pension 

funds. Therefore, the results are limited and cannot be used in generalisation of the 

entire institutional population. The answers are analysed using qualitative methods for 

the purpose of interpretation, comparison andresultsin the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6 

Research data analysis & results 

T he similarities and differences between the 
interviews of both groups are analysed, discussed 

and then compared with the literature and finally 
concluded in answers for the research questions. 
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6.1 Results of the analysis steps 

The first three analysis steps are responsible for the labelling, sorting and structure that 

lead to an hierarchical structure as seen in Figure 25 & Figure 26. The numbers in the 

parentheses are the accumulated total of fragments that have a positive or negative 

contexts and the font size of the labels are linked to accumulated total. More detailed 

tables are presented in Appendix VI, containing the process of grouping and defining 

the dimensions. Step four included a validity check that runs the same labelling 

structure through all the interview data until no new labels arise, this happened after 

analysing four/five interviews. A substantial amount of the content are related to the 

positive and negative attribute lists foliowed by expectations and decisive factors. 

Sorting of dimensions concerning Social Infrastructure investment of all fund managers 

Expectations +(7)/-(9) 

Decisive factors +(15)/-{3) 

Return +(4)/-(1) ppp +(14)/-{2) 

Positive attribute list 
+(6)/-(13) 

Negative attribute list 
+(21)/-{21) 

Support PPP investment 
+(1)/-(8) 

~Tartgible Abstract > 
Figure 25. Dimensions sorted by labels of all fund manager respondents. 
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Sorting of dimensions concerning Social Infrastructure investment of all pension funds 

Expectations +(12)/ -(7) 

Decisive factors +(15)/-(11) 

Positive attribute list 
+(14)/-(9) 

<Tangible 

Return +(1)/-(3) 

Negative attribute list 
+(19)/-(27) 

ppp +(3)/-(2) 

Abstract 

Figure 26. Dimensions sorted by labels of all pension fund respondents. 
> 

Step five summarises the core labels after being condensed in the earlier steps. The 

summarised overview depiets the frequency of the content in a visual manner (see 

Figure 27 & Figure 28). 

Core labels - fund managers 

Social infrastructure opinion/view 

Decisive factors +(15)/-(3) 

Expectations +(7)/ -(9) 

ppp +(14)/-(2) 

Support PPP in vestment +(1)/ -(8) 

Social infrastructure charad eristics 

Negative attribute list +(21)/ -(21) 

Positive attribute list +(6)/ -(13) 

Return +(4)/-(1) 

Figure 27. Hierarchical structure of the core labels- fund managers. 

Core labels - pension funds 

Social infrastructure opinion/view 

Decisive factors +(15)/-(11) 

Expectations +(12)/-(7) 

ppp +(3)/-(2) 

Social infrastructure charaderistics 

Negative attribute list +(19)/-(27) 

Positive attribute list +(14)/-(9) 

Return +(1)/ -(3) 

Figure 28. Hierarchical structure of the co re labels - pension funds. 

The positive ( +) and negative (-) context of the labels are used in comparison with the 

data derived from the ordinal data in step six. A summary of the ordinal data sorted in a 
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positive and negative attribute list can be seen in Figure 29 & Figure 30. A colour scheme 

has been applied to emphasise the difference in average scores, a redder cell means an 

higher importance score. The average in general does not differ much between the two 

groups, however, some diEferences stand out. 

Positive attribute list avg avg Dif Stand. 

FM = Fund manager, IN = Pension fund FM IN Avg Dev. 

Essential public services 4,2 4,1 0,1 1,34 

Low price elasticity of demand 3,7 4,1 0,4 1,19 

High threshold to enter 2,3 3,9 1,6 1,46 

Regulation 0,4 0,66 

Long lifecycle -0,7 0,85 

Inflation proteetion 0,9 0,91 

Regular stable cash flow -0 ,1 0,65 

Low risk PPP contracts 4,0 4,3 0,3 4,2 4 0,69 

Low correlation with other in vestment categories 3,8 4,1 0,3 4,0 4 0,91 

Low default ra te 4,0 4,4 0,4 4,2 4 0,60 

Corporate Social Responsibility 3,2 4,0 0,8 3,6 3 0,87 

Figure 29. Results of positive attribute list. 

Negative attribute list avg avg Dif Stand. 

FM = Fund managers, IN = Institutional Investors FM IN Avg Dev. 

Politics and regulation 3,7 4,3 0,6 1,00 

Average project size is small 3,5 3,3 -0,2 1,52 

Total social infrastructure sector is young 2,0 2,7 0,7 1,12 

No standard for benchmarks 2,0 2,9 0,9 1,20 

Transparency lacking 2,3 3,9 1,6 1,28 

Return less than classic investment categories 2,2 2,9 0,7 2,5 2 1,13 

Illiquidity 2,2 2,6 0,4 2,4 1 1,33 

High leverage 2,5 1,5 

Fund cost 3,8 0,8 

Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector 3,7 3,4 -0,3 

Figure 30. Results of negative attribute list. 

The 'Dif-Avg' indicates the difference in apinion by both groups and seven out of 

twenty one scores have a difference of approximately 1 or more. The 'mode' column 

refers to the most frequent score answered and the 'Stand. Dev.' column refers to the 

standard deviation, which means how much the scores differ from the average of the 

respondents. The cells for 'Stand. Dev.' are coloured from green to yellow and the closer 
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the scores are to zero, the more unified the consensus and the greener the colour 

shade .. 

A characteristic worth mentioning in the lists are the minus scores under the column 

of difference in average 'Dif Avg'. Although the absolute value is what matters for the 

difference, there are five minus scores in the columns and all of them are low number 

values. The minus score occurs when the average importance score of fund managers 

exceeds the average score of the pension funds. This means that infrastructure 

managers are more optimistic on the attributes than the pension fund managers. 

6.2 Results of the data analysis 

6.2.1 Negative attribute list 

The overview of all dimensions in Figure 27 & Figure 28 shows that the negative 

attribute list has the largest amount of content in the interview data. The interview data 

and the negative list in Figure 30 & Figure 31 are compared and analysed. 

Politics and regulation 

Average project size is smal! 

Young sector 

No standard for benchmarks 

Transparencylacking 

Less return 

Illiquidity 

High leverage 

Fund co st 

Experience lacking 

FM 

1 2 3 

IN 

4 5 1 2 3 

0 0 1 

0 1 3 

0 4 1 

1 

0 1 1 

0 1 1 

0 0 

1 0 1 

ALL 

4 5 1 2 3 4 

3 3 0 1 3 

1 1 1 1 5 

3 5 2 

3 4 4 1 1 

3 2 1 4 2 4 2 

2 5 4 1 1 

4 4 2 2 1 

1 

Figure 31. Negative attribute list accumulated total with ordinal scale of not 
important (1) to very important (5). 

The colour scale in Figure 31 clearly shows the visual diEferences of the two groups 

when the colours are not matching. Every attribute should be compared horizontally, 

e.g. 'FM' (infrastructure managers) with 'IN' (pension funds). The different shades of red 

highlights the frequency of each chosen score. For pension fund managers the shades of 

red are spread in the middle and right side and the fund managers more to the left side. 
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•!• Small difference 

This group of attributes shows little to no diEferenee between the fund managers and 

pension fund managers. The scores of the two respondent groups are put on top of each 

other for a detailed overview. The average diEferenee on the three negative attributes 

are smaller than 0,4 and red colours indicating frequency is found in the same 

importance region for both groups. The consensus on these attributes is rather similar 

(see Figure 32). 

lNot 2 Slight 3Norm 4 Fairly SVery Avg 

I 
AVG 

Diff 

llliquidity (llliquid assets 
Total FM 2,2 

TotaiiN 2,6 
cannot be sold overnight) 

Total ALL 

Average project si ze is small 
Total FM 

TotaiiN 
(small investment volumes) 

Total ALL 

Experience lacking in social Total FM 

intra. sector (governance, TotaiiN 1 3,4 

Total ALL 1 1 3,5 0,2 

Figure 32. Negative attributes with a smal! difference. 

Illiquidity is considered as slightly important with an average score of 2,4. One pension 

fund manager states that social infrastructure is only a small fraction of the investment 

portfolio, therefore, lessof an issue regarding illiquidity. Another respondent mentions 

that qualitative assets will have no problems to sell on the secondary market. 

The small investment volume attribute is fairly important with an average score of 3,4. 

Multiple respondents ofboth groups pointed out their investment preferenee for larger 

project size and volume. Some fund managers mentions that the costof praeurement is 

approximately the same for small or large projects. Additionally, multiple respondents 

added that having many small projects will require a higher administrative workload. 

Pension funds can avoid the intensive administration by investing through specialist 

infrastructure funds, that can do most of the work for the institutional investor. 

Lacking experience in social infrastructure is acknowledged by both groups as fairly 

important with an average score of 3,5. The importance of experienced managers goes 

without questions. 

•!• Noteworthy difference 
This group of negative attributes have a noteworthy diEferenee in scores between the 

two respondent groups. The diEferenee in these attributes can be seen in the average 

diEferenee of each attribute. All the average scores of fund managers are lower by 

approximately half a point than the pension fund managers (see Figure 33). 
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1Not 2 Slight 3Norm 4 Fairly SVery Avg 

Import Import Import Import Import 
AVG 

Diff 

Fund cost (managers fee, Total FM 0 0 2 3 3,8 

0 0 1 1 

3 4 

1 1 

sector is young (lack of 1 2 

historie data and transactions 2 3 

Return less than classic 1 

investment categories (Less 0 

return on 1 2,5 

Politics and regulation 2 3,7 

(politica! powers are prone to TotaiiN 0 1 3 4,3 

term Total ALL 0 3 4 

Figure 33. Negative attributes with a noteworthy difference. 

fund cast is perceived as very important by bath groups with an average score of 4,2. 

The pension fund managers, however, are clearly more inclined towards the 'very 

important' five score. A few fund managers pointed out that the fund structure has 

changed already, cutting down the fees that are similar to the private equity funds, this 

has also been mentioned by one pension fund manager. However, the majority of the 

pension fund managers perceive this as very important and highly dependent of the 

experience and skill of the fund manager. This attribute is so important that it has 

motivated one pension fund to gain in-house expertise for direct investment. 

The young social infrastructure sector attribute is considered as slightly important with an 

average score of 2,4. Same fund managers disagree with this attribute completely, 

stating that social infrastructure has been around long enough to be considered as 

mature. On the other hand, pension fund managers agree with the attribute, but they do 

not consider it as an important attribute. This attribute is rather seen as an opportunity 

by a few. 

Return less than classic investment categones is perceived as slightly important with an 

average score of 2,5. The majority of all respondents commented that the lower return 

is generally accepted and justified by the lower risk profile. Therefore, some even 

argued that this attribute is not a negative one. 

Politics and regulation attribute is seen as fairly important with an average score of 4. 

Bath agree that the cyclic changes of governments does pose a certain risk, but as one 

respondent stated: "In developed countries this should not be a problem. Any drastic 

changes will deteriorate the trust of the private sector, possibly hampering the interest 

in infrastructure as a result." Another respondent agreed that it has a certain risk level, 

however, social infrastructure investment are protected by contractual agreements. The 

investor is basically investing in a contract that even a government has to abide by. 
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•!• Large difference 
This group of negative attributes have a clear difference in perceived importance by 

fund managers and pension fund managers. These attributes have the highest 

difference in average perceived importance score by the two groups of respondents(see 

Figure 34). 

1Not 2Siight 3Norm 4 Fairly SVery 

I 
AVG 

Total FM 
Transparency lacking (data 

1 Tata IN 
aften considered proprietary) 

1 Tata ALL 

High leverage (pro je cts with Total FM 

high leverage are sensitive to TotaiiN 4,0 

economie Total ALL 3,3 

No standard tor benchmarks Total FM 2,0 

( camparing performance is TotaiiN 1 1 

difficult) Total ALL 3 1 

Figure 34. Negative attributes with a large difference. 

Lacking transparency is perceived as slightly important by the fund managers and fairly 

important by the pension fund managers with an average score of 2,3 and 3,9 

respectively. Most fund managers have addressed this attribute as untrue, stating that 

institutions do have access to data. The pension fund managers on the other hand, 

perceive this as a very important issue and mentions that the accountability is a serious 

issue. 

High leverage is seen as slightly important with an average score of 2,5 by the fund 

managers and fairly important by the pension fund managers with an average score of 4. 

The fund managers clearly have a different perception of this attribute. As social 

infrastructure investments are heavily geared, aften in the 80-90% range. The high 

leverage is aften considered acceptable when dealing with strong and stabie income. 

One manager stated that this would only be a serious issue if the investor does not 

understand the asset. The high leverage risk is lower for projects that have long-term 

loans, i.e. less refinancing risk. The pension fund managers on the other hand, are 

cautious for the high amount of leverage. One respondent pointed out that the amount 

of debts in social infrastructure projects are aften more than pension funds are willing 

to handle. One pension fund manager cites that any model relying heavily on debt is not 

a good one. 

No standard for benchmarks is seen as slightly important by the fund managers with an 

average score of 2 and normal importance by the pension fund managers with an average 

score of 2,9. The overall view of the fund managers disagrees with this attribute. A few 

fund managers pointed out that this is not true and that data is available in most 

developed countries, especially in the UK where the social infrastructure investment 

earned its popularity. The pension fund managers, however, dothink that this attribute 
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is of importance, but the majority pointed out that this would not be a deal breaker to 

invest in infrastructure. 

•!• Additional negative attributes 

A few additional entries are pointed out by the respondents that are missing from the 

list of negative attributes. These are as follows: 

• Reputation risk; Infrastructure funds with legal responsibilities for certain 

public amenities can risk their own reputation, if quality of services are not 

dealt with swiftly. 

• Construction risk; mainly for infrastructure funds with investments in 

greenfield projects. The greenfield projects require experienced managers to 

realise the assets. 

• Currency risk; this occurs when dealing with infrastructure funds or investor 

that operate across borders, i.e. British pounds in the United Kingdom or 

American dollars in the United States. 

6.2.2 Positive attribute list 

The next care label of the dimension of social infrastructure charaderistics is the 

positive attribute list (see Figure 35). The same analytica} processis used as §6.2.1 on the 

positive list to find similarities and differences. A glance at the red colours of frequency 

shows that the responses of the two groups are almast identical. This is an indication 

that the positive attributes list has a unified consensus of the two respondent groups. 

FM IN ALL 

Score given 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 

Essential public services 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 8 
Low price elasticity of demand 1 0 1 0 3 4 5 

High threshold toenter 2 3 2 3 3 

Regulation 0 0 1 4 8 

Long lifecycle 0 0 3 3 7 

Inflation proteetion 0 0 0 1 2 6 4 

Regular stabie cash flow 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 

Low risk PPP contracts 0 0 1 3 3 0 0 2 7 4 

Low correlation with economy 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 1 4 2 0 1 2 6 4 

Low default ra te 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 .. 4 

Corporate Social Responsibility 0 0 0 3 2 0 1 5 5 2 

Figure 35. Positive attribute list accumulated total with ordinal scale of not important 
(1) to very important (5). 
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•!• Small difference 

This group shows little to no difference between responses of the fund managers and 

pension fund managers. The consensus of both respondent groups on these attributes 

are remarkably similar, when looking at the red shades of frequency (see Figure 36). 

1Not 2Siight 3Norm 4 Fairly SVery Avg 
AVG 

I Diff 

Low default rate ( stabie Total FM 0 0 4 

income) TotaiiN 0 0 

Total ALL 0 0 

Regulation (authorities can Total FM 0 0 

correct prices and offer TotaiiN 0 0 

Total ALL 0 0 

Low correlation withother Total FM 0 1 2 
investment categories TotaiiN 0 

rsifi Total ALL 0 

Low risk PPP contracts Total FM 0 

(dealing with public TotaiiN 0 

authorities Total ALL 0 

Regular stabie cash flow Total FM 0 

(investments provide stabie TotaiiN 0 0 

and dictabie income Total ALL 0 0 0,1 

Essential public services Total FM 1 0 

(causes long and stabie TotaiiN 0 1 

de mand) Total ALL 1 1 0,0 

Figure 36. Positive attributes with a small difference. 

Low default rate is perceived as a fairly important positive attribute by both respondent 

groups with an average score of 4,2. One respondent, conversely, pointed out that with 

the current economie crisis it is not entirely unlikely that governments are trouble free . 

Regulations for guarantees is seen as very important by the two groups with an average 

score of 4,5 . However, a fund manager and portfolio manager pointed out that the PPP 

market is a contract market According to the fund manager: "Any regulation from the 

government is disliked and frowned upon." The monopolistic nature of some assets are 

in some cases regulated, with the purpose of keeping these facilities accessible for the 

people. 

Low correlation is perceived as fairly important by both respondent groups with an 

average score of 4. Many respondents agree on its importance. 

Low risk PPP contracts, regular stabie cash flow and essential public services are all three 

seen as fairly important attributes by both groups with an average score of 4,2/4,6/4,2 

respectively. The importance of these attributes are acknowledged by the respondents. 

however, according tosome respondents these attributes are essentially linked. 
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•!• Noteworthy difference 

This group of attributes have a noteworthy difference in responses by the fund 

managers and pension fund managers (see Figure 37). 

1 Not 2 Slight 3 Norm 4 Fairly 5 Very 

Import Import Import Import Import 

Long lifecycle (assets come Total FM 0 0 0 2 4 
with 25 year concessions or TotaiiN 0 0 I 3 1 ~~- ~ langer) Total ALL 0 0 3 3 

Low price elasticity of Total FM 1 ' 0 

I 
1 2 2 

demand (lncrease in price has TotaiiN 0 0 2 2 3 
low influence on demand) Total ALL f I 3 4 ~-"''"'"" ... 1 0 

Figure 37. Positive attributes with a noteworthy difference. 

AVG 

4,7 

4,0 

4,3 

3,7 

4,1 

3,9 

Avg 

Diff 

0,7 

0,5 

Long lifecycle and low price elasticity of demand are both considered as fairly important by 

both groups with averages of 4,3 and 3,9 respectively. The notabie difference for long 

life cycle attribute is that the risk averse pension fund managers, in this rare occasion, 

grade this attribute on a lower average importance score than the fund managers. 

•!• Large difference 

This group of attributes have significant diEferences in responses by the fund managers 

and pension fund managers (see Figure 38). 

1 Not 2 Slight 3 Norm 4 Fairly 5 Very 
AVG 

High threshold toenter (high Total FM '---=---, 
startup costand difficult to TotaiiN 

Total ALL 

Total FM 

offer room forintlation TotaiiN 

Total ALL 

Corporate Social Total FM 

Responsibility (public TotaiiN 

re Total ALL 

Figure 38. Positive attributes with a large difference. 

High threshold to enter is considered as slightly important by the fund managers and 

fairly important by the pension fund with averages of 2,3 and 3,9 respectively. The 

perception of this attribute differs greatly between the two groups. For many of the 

fund managers this is not that important, as their task is to provide quality assets. In 

addition, all assets are signed with long-term contracts, which makes this attribute less 

important. One fund manager even claimed that this attribute is not true at all. Only 

two pension fund managers gave this attribute the a similar low score as the fund 
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managers. The remaining pension fund respondents viewed this attribute as very 

important. 

Inflation proteetion is considered as fairly important by the fund managers and very 

important by the pension fund managers withaverage scores of 3,5 and 4,4 respectively. 

For most of the respondents in both groups it is clear that this is a very attractive and 

important attribute in theory. But many of them pointed out that they are unsure how 

much of the inflation proteetion can be seen in the end. Equity providers stand last in 

line to receive their payment and are therefore questioning the added value. 

Furthermore, according to one fund manager not all countries are willing to provide 

inflation proteetion for infrastructure assets. 

Corporate social responsibility is considered as normal importance by the fund managers 

and fairly important by the pension fund managers with average scores of 3,2 and 4,0 

respectively. Most of the pension fund respondents and a few fund managers agree that 

this is not something actively sought after. Several funds, pension funds in particular, 

have included responsible investment strategies in their investment policy. This 

attribute is often considered inferior to the financialliability, which stands closer to the 

primary goal of the fund. 

•!• Attribute lists ranked by average importance score 

The analysis of the data has shown the similarities and differences in how the fund 

managers and pension fund managers perceive the attributes of social infrastructure 
investments. But is there a difference in terms of ranking by both groups and are some 

attributes more important? An overview of the ranking based on the scores of both 

groups can be seen in Figure 39 & Figure 40. 

Negative list rank summary FM IN All 
Rank and average score # avg # avg # avg 
Fund cost 1 3,8 1 r 1 4,2 
Politics and regulation 2 3,7 2 4,3 2 4,0 
Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector 3 3,7 5 3,4 3 3,5 
Average project si ze is smal! 4 3,5 6 3,3 4 3,4 
High leverage 5 2,5 3 4,0 5 3,3 
Transparency lacking 6 2,3 4 3,9 6 3,2 
Return less than classic investment categories 7 2,2 8 2,9 7 2,5 
No standard for benchmarks 

,. 
10 2,0 7 2,9 8 2,5 

Total social infrastructure sector is young 9 2,0 9 2,7 9 2,4 
llliquidity 8 2,2 10 2,6 10 2,4 

Figure 39. Negative attribute list sorted by 'All- avg'. 
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Positive list rank summary FM IN All 
Rank and average score # avg # avg # avg 
Regular stabie cash flow 2 T7 2 o\6 1 4.6 
Reguiatien 3 4,3 1 4"7 2 4,5 
Long lifecycle 1 o\1 10 4,0 3 4,3 
Low default rate 6 4,0 4 4,4 4 4,2 
Essential public services 4 4,2 6 4,1 5 4,2 
Low risk PPP contracts 5 4,0 5 4,3 6 4,2 
Intlation proteetion 9 3,5 3 .. 4,4 7 4,0 
Low correlation withether investment categories 7 3,8 7 4,1 8 4,0 
Low price elasticity of de mand 8 3,7 8 4,1 9 3,9 
Corporate Social Responsibility 10 3,2 9 4,0 10 3,6 

High threshold toenter 11 2,3 11 3,9 11 3,2 

Figure 40. Positive attribute list sorted by 'All - avg'. 

The negative attribute of fund cast is regarcled as the number one aspect of the entire 

list by both groups. The majority of the negative attributes do not vary much in termsof 

rank position between the two respondent groups. The biggest difference in rank is the 

attribute of no standard for benchmarks last in line (rank #10) by the fund managers, 

whereas pension fund managers give it a mid tier ranking {rank #7). 

When looking at the average scores in the negative attribute list, it can be seen that 

the scores are systematically higher for the pension funds managers [IN- range 2,6-4,6] 

than the fund managers [FM - range 2,0-3,8]. The fund managers have a lower 

importance perception than the pension fund managers on average for the negative 

attributes. 

The majority of the positive attributes do not vary much in terms of rank position 

between the two respondent groups, except for two attributes. The fund managers 

perceive the long lifecycle attribute as the most important attribute (rank #1). The 

pension fund managers perceive the same attribute as fairly important, however, rank it 

almost at the bottorn of the list (rank #10). The next big difference is the infiation 
proteetion attribute, which the fund managers perceive as normal importance and rank it 

in the bottorn (rank #9). The pension fund managers ranked the same attribute in the 

top (rank #3). Similar to the negative attribute list, it can beseen that the average scores 

in the positive list are systematically higher for the pension fund managers [IN - range 

3,9-4,7] than the fund managers [FM - range 2,3-4,7]. The fund managers, once more, 

have a lower importance perception on the positive attributes than the pension fund 

managers on average. More detailed analysis can be seen in appendix VII. 

The core label of decisive factors serve as a control question on the ordinal data for 

the reasons why institutional investors decide to invest in social infrastructure. In a 

perfect situation these attributes would be the same as the attributes list derived from 

the ordinal data in Figure 39 & Figure 40. The result of the open question on why the 
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respondents would or would not invest in social infrastructure is seen in Figure 41. The 

majority of the attributes mentioned in the decisive list are fairly consistent and 

appears in the top positions in Figure 39 & Figure 40, however, some are clearly not 

mentioned in the list. The decisive positive and negative attribute list, yet again, is 

larger for pension funds than the infrastructure managers and indicates the risk-averse 

nature of pension funds or the fund managers' confidence earned through experience. 

Decisive attributes Positive 

Fund managers - regular stabie cash flow 

Pension funds 

low correlation with economy 

long-term cash flow 

- low risk profile 

essential services 

regular stabie cash flow 

- low correlation with economy 

low risk profile 

low volatility 

regulation 

essential service 

inflation proteetion 

Negative 

experience of manager 

small in vestment volume 

high leverage 

refinancing risk on 25-30 year 

project terrus 

- politics 

- high leverage 

lacking transparency 

- volume and supply of PPP 

- government and legal 

- lacking benchmarks 

- young sector 

corporate social responsibility - low return 

liquidity 

experience of manager. 

Figure 41. Decisive attributes sorted in order of frequency. 

6.2.3 Return 

This core label encompasses all the research data on the return rate for social 

infrastructure investments. Multiple sourees in the literature study for social 
infrastructure returns mentions the low risk profile with a matching low return profile 

(see chapter 4.2). However, historie data for social infrastructure investments are 

lacking in the academie literature for possible reasans like sensitive company 

information or simply a young asset class. The respondents have been asked on the 

social infrastructure performances in their fund for greenfield and/ or brownfield as sets 

in combination with historie, current and future return rates (see Table 9 ). 
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Table 9. Average return rates on social infrastructure investments from the respondents. 

Return on social Avg. Avg. 
All Range Range 

infrastructure investments FM IN 

Past performance 
Greenfield net IRR 13,7% 12-15% 13,1% 10-15% 13,4% 

Brownfield net IRR 10,2% 9-12% 8,5% 6-12% 9,3% 

Present performance 
Greenfield net IRR 12,1% 10-14% 12,5% 10-15% 12,3% 

Brownfield net IRR 8,6% 7-11% 7,9% 6-12% 8,2% 

Future performance 
Greenfield net IRR 12,4% 10-14% 13,0% 10-15% 12,7% 

Brownfield net IRR 8,4% 7-11% 7,6% 6-12% 8,0% 

The average experience of the respondents in social infrastructure investments is 6,5 

years (see Table 5). It is important to keep in mind that most of the respondents have 

track records shorter than a decade, which is relatively short in the investment 

business. Their knowledge on the performance data of social infrastructure have been 

obtained through research, due diligence and market information. Additionally, social 

infrastructure assets are highly heterogeneaus objects with different location, 

government, stake holders and environment and is therefore difficult to campare 

performances. This performance data for social infrastructure investments indicates the 

bandwidth prevalent in social infrastructure investments. 

The data on return rates ofboth groups have been analysed and put in an overview in 

Table 9. The first remark is about the similarity on the average return rate by the two 

respondent groups. The similarity in performance data can be an indication that both 

respondent groups have up-to-date market information and are well aware of the 

market standard. The second remark is about the brownfield data, that infrastructure 

funds are more optimistic than pension funds on average by ~1%. A third remark is the 

fact that the crisis did not affect the benchmarks in the slightest, because assets have 

contracts with long-term agreements. The final remark, as several respondents 

mentioned that in the early days when social infrastructure investments just came 

around the corner, return rates of 15%-25% were not uncommon. The high return rates 

in the early days are due to first movers advantages for early adapters that have long 

since evaporated. The growing demand of long-term institutional investments has 

caused it to drop and stabilise to its current return rate. One respondent pointed out 

that the UK, which has the biggest PPP market in the world, has a lower entry return 

rate than continental Europe because of the high demand. However, most respondents 

have answered a similar view on the future performance returns, which will stay near 

similar levels as the current performance data, under the assumption of similar 

economie circumstances. The reason that the downward trend will not last is because a 
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lower return rate would approach the 'risk-free' rates of the obligation market, 

however, the low risk profile of social infrastructure will never be on par with the 'risk

free' obligations. The overall consensus is that brownfield investments will not go below 

7-8% NET IRR for quality assets. 

6.2.4 Expectations 

The expectations core label encompass all the interview content on the forecast of 

professionals in social infrastructure investments. The data has been sorted into two 

categories: market expectations and fund expectations. The market expectations 

focuses on developments in Europe mainly and the fund expectations focuses on the 

developments of the respondents' fund. 

Expectations market 

The overall consensus of the respondents on the social infrastructure market is bleak. 

The strained public budgets, lack of bank debt and uncertainty in government support 

caused a stagnant development in social infrastructure investments. The short term PPP 

deal flow is low and is predicted by most respondents to stay stagnant for the time 

being, because the governments are barely signing any deals. Although, investments in 

social infrastructure are happening at a slower pace, it is expected to rise when the 

economy grows again. As the social infrastructure assets are necessary amenities to 

provide the services required in a society, the demand for it is a certain thing. On the 

other hand, the amount of investments in social infrastructure will have supply 

limitations, e.g. building more hospitals or schools than necessary is not viabie and 

unlikely to happen. However, the return rates can drop to lower rates due to an 

increased demand. This is already the case in the UK, which has the biggest PPP market 

in the world that has a lower entry IRR than continental Europe. The market is 

predicted to have no significant change in short-term under the current economie 

climate. Unwanted changes that affects the return rate (e.g. interest rates, restrictions) 

could deter the interest for investments in the sector making it less attractive. 

According to one fund manager the low deal flow will result in a negative 

development on the expertise available. The amount of assets requiring professionals 

are decreasing, causing an outflow of expertise in PPP management, operations and 

gavernanee towards other countries that do have continuous strong deal flow. When 

the tie turns and new projects arise, new teams will have to be educated and face the 

same obstacles again. 
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Expectations fund 

In contrast with the market expectations most respondents are relatively optimistic 

with the expectations in their funds. Most of the fund managers closed funds 

successfully and are opening or fundraising for new funds in the few years that have 

passed since the crisis began. The majority of the pension fund managers have stated 

their interest of an opportunistic nature, and that they would not walk away from an 

opportunity. However, as pension fund portfolies use diversification to spread risk, 

social infrastructure can only take a limited portion of the allocation. The low risk and 

low return nature of social infrastructure makes it an excellent asset class for pension 

funds to a certain extent. Having a large portion of social infrastructure assets will have 

a strong effect on the total return. The total social infrastructure allocation is defined by 

every pension fund using an 'Asset-Liability Management' study as there is no optimal 

salution that fits all institution. To put everything in perspective it is important to 

realise that pension funds aften hold assets under management of several hundred 

million to several hundred billion Euros. A mere one percent allocation can translate to 

several million Euros, but to cite a respondent: "Social infrastructure is only a niche 

within a niche". 

6.2.5 Support PPP investment 

This label encompass all the interview data that relates to the support for social 

infrastructure investments that uses the PPP model. With 'support' this study refers to 

the public sector, private sector or the society. In the beginning of the PPP praeurement 

method governments were looking for private sector capital and expertise to maintain 

and build infrastructure. One fund manager pointed out that currently, the support 

from the UK government is wavering and turning away from its original intentions, 

blaming the private sector for taking too much profit in the early days. However, the 

focus might be too obsessed on the profitability of projects in the early years, when the 

market has led to increased competition and lower returns for investors over the years. 

Partnership in PPP can only workif it is truly a partnership. The government desires the 

private sectors' expertise and capital for infrastructure investments but at the same 

time holcis an increasing hostility to private sector profits. According to one UK 

respondent: "The original intention was good, but because of the bad stigma, people are 

turning away from privatisation". 

Insights on the bad stigma of social infrastructure in the UK: In the beginning 

when social infrastructure investment grew, project managers were able to sign 

loans for seventeen years on concessions with life cycles of thirty years and more. 
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The revenue increased after fully repaying the debt after seventeen years, 
however, not all stakeholders were able to profit from the increased income as 
some of them stand last in line to receive payment. In addition, project managers 
were able to refinance loans with lower interest rate in the remaining concession 
term for extra leverage, which skyrocketed the profit in the 25%-30% IRR range. 
This was part of the reason of the bad stigma in the UK mar ket. The public sector 
got notice of the high profits and wanted a portion of the refinance gains, which 
was agreed upon by the private sector on a voluntary basis. The private sector 
proposed a thirty percent share of the re-finance profit to the public sector. The 
government, soon after agreeing wanted more and demanded fifty percent. 
However, the proposal was based entirely on voluntary basis as no contractual 
agreements were signed on refinancing gains. But in the private sectors' eyes fifty 
percent was too much and therefore changed their strategy. Assets were put in 
short-term funds and sold to long-term funds. The sale would extract all the 
capital gains from the refinance risk and therefore exclude all the profit for the 
public sector. The public sector changed the contractual framewerk soon after 
this experience (The House of Commons, 2007). 

Not all governments share the wavering intentions of the UK government, as the 

tendency for partial or complete privatisation continues on a global scale. Several 

respondents receive periadie inquiries from public institutions on certain privatisations 

and partnerships. It is important for the governments nat to forget the reason for using 

private capital in the first place after several years. 

6.2.6 ppp 

The last care label encompasses all the interview data that relates to the use of the PPP 

framework in social infrastructure investment. The general consensus for all funds is 

that social infrastructure is nat considered as a separate class, but part of the bigger 

infrastructure asset class and treated as such. Several respondents mentions that the 

social infrastructure definition in their funds include the transport sector, as they feel 

that transport sectoralso supports the social side ofthe society. For the majority of the 

respondents, it is less important whether an asset is defined under the social 

infrastructure definition, more so if the asset is contracted under the availability based 

or user-fee based revenue model. No fund has a specific policy for social infrastructure. 

Same respondents have dedicated allocations specific for PPP assets which includes 

social infrastructure. The overall charaderistic that is sought after by pension funds are 

PPP projects with availability based revenue models. Although they have lower IRR, 

they do nat have the demand risk and are therefore more favourable. The importance 

for the availability model is a good contract and nat the underlying asset, which is a 
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characteristic that applies not only to the social infrastructure but the entire 

infrastructure sector. 

In North America assets are bigger and the supply is growing. In the Netherlands the 

assets are smaller and the supply is stagnant. One factor that could stimulate the growth 

in the Netherlands and other countries is a standardisation model for PPP projects that 

can be used by all the partners, similar to the PFI that is standardised by the HM 

Treasury in the UK market In addition, the public knowledge and understanding is 

lagging behind and should be addressed. 

There is an increasing investment trend for developed PPP markets and public 

sectors with increasing confidence are entering the PPP market, as the investment 

sector becomes more mainstream. The competition in the infrastructure fund sector 

increases as the listed funds are comfortable with lower return rates, because their 

clients are satisfied with lower yields, giving room for competition with the unlisted 

funds. The contractors are setting up infrastructure funds, and the banks are getting 

more involved with infrastructure. The future, however, will not change much because 

the demand in social infrastructure might grow but the supply will be limited and 

remain the same, e.g. building more hospitals and schools than necessary is unlikely to 

happen. The return rates can drop because of the higher demand. 

6.3 Literature in comparison with the respondents 

•!• Negative and positive attribute list 

The Negative and Positive attributes list contains characteristics of social infrastructure 

investment that could affect the assets negatively or positively in terms of 

attractiveness for investment. They are the benefits and risks that have been acquired 

from various studies in the academie world. Professionals in the infrastructure sector 

have been interviewed on the importance of these characteristics, which have netted 

interesting results. The majority of the characteristics received a high score by the 

respondents, this means that the respondents are confirming the validity of the 

literature. The respondents and literature study share the same view on those high 

score attributes. There are, however, a few characteristics that are deemed of lesser 

importance and even downright invalid (see Figure 29 & Figure 30, p. 68). In other 

words, the respondents are not fully convineed that some of these attributes, derived 

from the literature study of social infrastructure, are true and in some cases might have 

changed and even be wrong. The attributes that are perceived differently by the 

respondents and or the literature are as fellows: 
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• The four attributes of 'total social infrastructure sector is young', 'no standard 

for benchmarks', 'return less than classic investment categories' & 'illiquidity' 

received low scores by both groups. A few respondents are even doubting the 

validity of these attributes, but they all disagree with the literature on these 

attributes and state that they have little/no importance when deciding to invest 

in social infrastructure. 

• The three attributes of 'high threshold to enter', 'transparency lacking' & 'high 

leverage' are disputed only by the infrastructure managers. The last attribute of 

high leverage should not be perceived as a very important negative attribute, 

once understood, according to the infrastructure fund managers. On the 

contrary, pension fund managers agrees with the literature study on all three 

attributes as fairly important negative attributes. 

• Finally two attributes with noteworthy remarks and differences. Intlation 

proteetion is considered as a fairly important attribute for infrastructure 

managers and highly important for pension fund managers. However, several 

respondents from both groups have pointed out that although they gladly accept 

any intlation proteetion mechanism in their investments, they are doubtful on 

the net profit it will result. The literature studies do not mention the uncertainty 

of the intlation protection, because investors stand last in line to receive their 

end of the share after all costs have been deducted. The other attribute is fund 

cost, which is considered as fairly important by the infrastructure fund managers 

and highly important by the pension fund managers. The infrastructure funds 

should be rewarded for their expertise and administrative work when rnanaging 

infrastructure investments, but as the sector increased in popularity so did the 

awareness of the workload. The early funds used private equity type fee 

structures and are currently still used in the infrastructure funds. Even though 

they are criticised that the workload to invest and monitor infrastructure assets 

does not compare to the workload of private equity funds, especially the case for 

brownfield infrastructure assets that are already operational. The fund managers 

in this study do acknowledge the importance, but are pointing out that the fund 

costs are already dropping due to market competition. According to Preqin 

(2012a), however, fifty-three percent of the infrastructure funds that raised 

capital in 2010-2012 still have the private equity like managementfeesof 2/20. 

•!• Return rates 

It is important to realise that infrastructure assets are highly unique. The geographic 

location of a research sample is highly intluential on the results of the data. The rare 
amount of studies that have performance data are from an Australian index and an 

extensive but incomplete global database ofPreqin. 
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The performance data of this study in table 9 has a sample size of thirteen 

respondents, which is significantly smaller compared to the quantitative studies in the 

literature in chapter 4.4. The results of this study, however, are remarkably similar to 

the literature study. The results of this study reports an average brownfield net IRR of 

9,3% in the past decades, 8,2% IRR presently and 8% IRR in the future, compared to the 

6-9% bandwidth found in the literature study. 

•!• Fund and market expectations 

The comparison of fund and market expectations in the infrastructure investment 

market is rather hard to make. The small amount of academie literature mostly reports 

on what happened in the past and refrains from making future expectations. However, 

the indirect consensus of the literature study is positive when the economy manages to 

outgrow the crisis. The respondents have the same apinion and expect the social 

infrastructure sector to increase in deal flow again after the crisis to a certain extent. 

Most of the respondents' funds have new investments in the pipeline and others stay 

opportunistic for new investments. 

•!• Support for PPP investment 

Most of the interview data about the support for PPP investments are focused on the 

UK, the biggest PPP market in the world. Which is not odd, since there is a high chance 

for any investor to have allocation in the UK market. 

The problems in the UK can be exemplary for countries that are interested or already 

using the PPP praeurement methad and learn from their mistakes. The respondents 

pointed out that the UK government, although keen on private capital and expertise, 

are wavering in their support on the PPP framework. Criticism found in the literature 

study included excessive returns in the past and lengthy praeurement periods that can 

run up the cost. However, several respondents pleaded that this is no langer the case 

and still in the processof change. 

As this is a highly active issue, the UK government has not been idling and are soon 

announcing a new approach of PPP. The new praeurement framework is going to be 

called PFI 2 and addresses the fundamental concerns that have been expressed by the 

critics (HM Treasury, 2012). The PFI is different from PFI 2 in their area of 

implementation, where the farmer is mainly 'the infrastructure' or 'physical asset', the 

latter includes the successful implementation of the social services, e.g. the academie 

services in schools, the health care services in hospitals. 
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The amount of academie literature on social infrastructure is lagging behind when 

compared to other investment categories. The results of the interview data, however, 

revealed that for most investors it is not a question of social infrastructure versus 

economie infrastructure versus other sectors. The question is what contract is applied 

on the asset, is it procured under an availability based PPP model or the riskier user

financed PPP model? The emphasis lies on the contract and PPP praeurement method, 

which defines the risk level and not the underlying asset. 

6.4 Summary and conclusion 

Six care labels have been created that matches all the fragments of the interview data, 

these are: negative attribute list, positive attribute list, return, expectations, support 

PPP investment and PPP. 

The results of the negative and positive attribute lists have resulted in a data set in 

ordinal scale and used for comparison. Six attributes out of the twenty-one total stand 

out and are perceived differently by the two respondent groups, these are (three 

positive and three negative attributes): transparency lacking, high leverage, no standard 

for benchmarks, high threshold to enter, inflation proteetion and corporate social 

responsibility. The overall difference of all the attributes, and these six in particular, is 

that they are consistently viewed as less important by the infrastructure fund managers 

than the pension fund managers. A possible explanation is the risk averse nature of 

pension funds and the professional confidence of the infrastructure funds nurtured by 

their increasing expertise. 

Social infrastructure assets are highly heterogeneaus with varying return rates 

depending on many factors. A uniform benchmark methad is stilllacking to increase the 

comparability of the sector. A few studies of social infrastructure performance exists 

derived from Australian indexes and global indexes with incomplete sample sizes. The 

comparability between assets in the same region is a difficult task, not to mention 

internationally. Even so, this remains an extraordinary task for the future to create a 

standardisation methad that allows for benchmarking and comparability globally. The 

results of the performance data are similar to the literature study, with double digit 

return rates in the past dropping to single high digit in the present, where it is 

predicted to stay in the future. 

The investors' expectations on social infrastructure is shrouded by the fog of the 

economie crisis. Although the operational assets are in no harm, the strained public 
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budgets have caused the deal flow of new social infrastructure investments to stagnate. 

The strained supply is in contrast with the growing demand by the institutional 

investors, as many of the respondents indicate plans for further investments in social 

infrastructure or are interested in opportunities that lie ahead intheir path. The overall 

risk profile is expected to remain the same with increasing demand of institutional 

investors. The return rate could vary a little due to lower interest rates or market 

competition, but is not expected to change much. A lower return rate could approach 

the levels of obligations, which are considered the safest investment category, but the 

low risk of social infrastructure will not likely be the same as obligations. The dropping 

return rates of social infrastructure will, therefore, be limited to a certain amount and 

stay above those of obligations. 

The support for the PPP praeurement is wavering in the UK, the leading PPP market 

in the world. Critics are hostile about the excessive return rates and management fees, 

which is a concern shared among the pension fund respondents. The infrastructure 

managers however claim that this is not true anymore and that the funds are changing. 

Evidence has been found that the excessive returns is changing in favour of the critics, 

however, many are still holding on to old ways and plenty of room for impravement 

remains. In the wake of the critics, a new praeurement method is being introduced in 

the UK market by the government, the PFI 2. Which is still a work in progress at the 

time of finalising this study. The new PFI method includes the physical asset and the 

appropriate service to ensure a healthy and sustainable partnership, transferring more 

risks to the private sector compared to the old framework. 

There is a clear gap between the academie literatures on social infrastructure 

investment and general infrastructure investment. The focus in the academie world 

emphasises a clear definition in all assets. Although, investors in the infrastructure 

sector are knowledgeable on the definition, it appears that they approach it less on the 

sector's definition, but more on what PPP contract it has. The long-term institutional 

investors prefer the availability PPP model for the simple reason of the lower risk 

profile. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions, discussions and recommendations 

T he conclusions are formulated in accordance with 
the research question and sub-questions. F cliowed by 

a discussion. The conclusions are then used as a guideline 
for the recommendations. 
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7.1 Conclusions 

The research question of this study is as follows: "What are the prospects of social 

infrastructure investment by institutional investors through infrastructure funds and 

do these two institutions share the same view on social infrastructure investments?" 

The condusion of this study is formed by answering the sub-research quesbons. 

The most popular definition for infrastructure defines the term in two categories: 

economie and social infrastructure. Social infrastructure includes the essenbal facilities 

and services that are needed for the social nature of a community or society, such as 

health care, education, culture and government administration. These amenibes do not 

have clear revenue streams for potenbal investors and are often so important that 

governments are committed to stay in controL Economie infrastructure on the other 

hand, are generally bigger in scale like telecommunication, utility and transport sectors. 

Public private partnership (PPP) is a popular praeurement method of the 

government to develop facilities and services for the community. The method allows a 

great deal of risks that arise from building and maintaining infrastructure projects to be 

transferred to the private sector. The ideology is to invite the capital and expertise of 

the private sector in exchange for a financial return. Transferring the risk to the 

stakeholder that is best able to manage the risk and under the assumption that private 

sector is more cost and time efficient than the public sector. There are several revenue 

models for PPP infrastructure to generate income. The preferred method for long-term 

institutional investors like pension funds are availability- or performance-based 

revenue model. The contracts in these model have agreements for the amount of 

interest paid to the private sector, based on the time of availability of an amenity or 

how well it performs. These revenue models are also considered the safest of its kind for 

an investor, because they do nottransfer the demand risk of an amenity to the private 

sector unlike other revenue models. 

The benefits of social infrastructure investments sterns from the basic need for the 

essenbal facilities and services of a society. One of the responsibilities of a government 

is to provide social services and is parbally the reason why social infrastructure is able 
to provide long-term stabie cash flows. The road to successful investments in social 

infrastructure, however, is not a straightforward one due to various risks that needs to 

be dealt with, risks like management experience, market risk, polities, legal, liquidity, 

fund fee and sunk due diligence cost. The selection of quality assets, the appropriate 

risk/return profile and the right infrastructure manager requires an informed investor, 

the failure to do so can hamper the perception of its success. 
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There have been reports on social infrastructure investments with extreme 

performances of 20-30% IRR in the 80s and 90s, however, that is no longer the true in 

this day and age. Those excessive returns have caused critics to oppose PPP 

investments, but those returns were achieved partly due to first movers advantages and 

financial windfall. The return rates have long since been pressured by the growing 

competition and evaporating first movers advantage. The reality now is that the return 

rates are in the single high digit - double low digit bandwidth. Even though the return 

rates are not as extreme as the early projects and some might even say on the low side 

compared to other investment categories like private equity, they are still considered 

attractive because of the equally low risk profile. 

The benefits and risks charaderistics of social infrastructure have been researched in 

the literature study. These benefits and risks are important attributes and have positive 

or negative influence for the social investment decisions. 

• Eleven positive attributes are defined, they are: essential public services, low price 
elasticity of demand, high threshold to enter, regulation, long lifecycle, infiation 
protection, regular stabie cash flow, low risk PPP contracts, low correlation with other 
investment categories, low default rate and Corporate Social Responsibility. 

• And ten negative attributes, these are: politics and regulation, average project size is 
small, total sodal infrastructure sector is young, no standard for benchmarks, 
transparency lacking, return less than classic investment categories, illiquidity, high 
leverage, fund cost, experience lacking in social infrastructure sector. 

But how are attributes perceived by the institutional investors and which are important 

for the investors according to the infrastructure funds? The results revealed several 

interesting conclusions on the twenty one attributes in total. 

• F ourteen attributes have been confirmed by both investor groups as valid ones, 

they are important and true as described in the literature study. 

• Four negative attributes have been defined as unimportant ones and according 

to several investors not representative to the current reality, these attributes 

are: young sector with lacking historie data, no standard for benchmarks, return less than 

classic investment categones and illiquidity. These attributes have little to no 

influence on the social infrastructure decisions for the both groups of investors. 

• Then there are two negative and one positive attributes that have a great 

difference in perception by the two investor groups, these attributes are: 

transparency lacking, high leverage and high threshold to enter the market 

respectively. All three are waved off by the infrastructure funds and diminished 

as unimportant or invalid. The institutional investor, on the other hand, 

confirms their validity and importance. 

The majority of the attributes received a consistent consensus by the institutional 

investors and infrastructure funds, confirming the validity of fourteen attributes and 
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discrediting four attributes. Three attributes, however, have completely different views 

and are somewhat in conflict. The expertise of the more experienced infrastructure 

funds could outweigh that of the institutional investors, but the issue of who is right or 

wrong falls out of the scope of this study as each of these attribute are big enough for a 

complete academie study. The differences of these attributes indicate that there is still 

room for impravement in the understanding of social infrastructure investments 

between the pension funds and infrastructure funds. 

Another interesting result is the fact that institutional investors have consistently 

graded the attributes on a higher importance score than the infrastructure funds. 

Nearly all attributes are more important for the pension fund respondents than the 

infrastructure fund managers. A possible reason could be that pension funds 

respondents have a stronger risk-averse nature than the infrastructure funds or that 

the infrastructure funds have higher confidence levels due to their constant 

commitment to the sector. 

The publics' definition of infrastructure often does not include more than traditional 

road, water or rail network, however, the informed public is aware of the economie and 

social infrastructure definition as found in many academie literatures. But the 

perception alters when looking at the level of the institutional investors and 

infrastructure funds for social infrastructure. The experienced investor looks at the 

asset, not asking if it is economie or social infrastructure but the PPP revenue model. 

The assets in social infrastructure investments are highly heterogeneaus for the simple 

fact that the object will be fixed after its realisation. It is impossible to change the 

location, environment or politica! landscape during the operational phase. However, it 

is not the underlying asset and the risks that pertains to the asset that matters for an 

investor. The availability- or performance-based PPP framework solely transfers 

building and operational risks to the private sector and not the exploitation risks, it is 

the contract that matters and not the underlying asset. 

Although the current social infrastructure deal flow is stagnant in the Euro zone due 

to the ongoing crisis, it is expected to grow again after the economy recovers. The 

expectations are somewhat bleak in the current market, but most of the investor 
respondents have infrastructure commitments planned in their funds now or in the 

near future. Other respondents pointed out that they are open to opportunities if they 

come across one. The overall consensus is that the social infrastructure market will 

continue to provide low risk stabie return assets and stay in demand. Governments will 

most likely continue to develop infrastructure projects through PPP praeurement and 

investors will continue to seek diversification in the social infrastructure sector. 
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7.2 Discussions 

A qualitative research methodology was chosen in consideration of the available 

knowledge on social infrastructure and the time limitations of this study. An empirical 

and quantitative research methodology would net more significant results, confirming 

the findings in this study or reveal even more. 

There are some remarks to be made that could have had influence on the research 

conclusions. One remark is that the interviewer and the interviewee in some cases were 

using English as non-native speakers, which could have lead to misinterpretations. 

A different remark is that the interview process of this study had no specific 

interview order of the two respondent groups. However, similar studies could benefit by 

interviewing each group in a subsequent time-frame. Adapting the content of one 

interview group with another. 

Then a remark on the sample size of interviews. A total of 16 respondents were 

invited and 13 have participated. The qualitative nature that explored the in-depth 

understanding is said to saturate after several interviews, when dealing with an expert 

panel. Although this might be the case, the small sample size cannot represent a 

condusion of significant population size. However, as stated in the literature study, 

academie research on social infrastructure investment is lacking in comparison with 

economie infrastructure investment. This study has increased the knowledge on the 

views of pension fund investors and infrastructure funds. Furthermore, an in-depth 

understanding on the prospects of social infrastructure investments in the future of 
2013 by these two institutions. 

7.3 Recommendations 

There are several recommendations that can be made in continuatien of the conclusions 

of this study aimed at the public sector and the private sector. 

To improve or implement a standardised PPP framework: A big hurdle for social 

infrastructure investment is the amount of due diligence necessary before an 

investment is made. There is a lot of efficiency to be gained in the bidding process and 

the large costs that come with it. Using a standardised framewerk like the PFI in the UK 

and an institution actively developing the standard has helped the UK PFI market to 
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become one of the biggest in the world. The same feat can be achieved in many 

countries that are lagging behind. 

Increase the awareness of the risks and benefits of social infrastructure investment 

using PPP: There are still many institutions, public and private, that are unaware of the 

full potential of PPP investments. Either out of negligence or have turned away their 

interest after reading reviews of early stage projects. 

Create corresponding education: The professionals that work in the field of 

infrastructure investments have a variety of academie disciplines like finance, asset 

management or real estate. A question remained why there was no academie 

infrastructure professionals. The most likely answer is because there is no institution 

offering this particular academie discipline. 

Handling criticism: The deal flow of social infrastructure investment is affected by 

the public support and it is the task ofboth sectors to deal with criticism accordingly for 

the continuity of this sector. Reviews of transactions that have completely one-sided 

benefits (usually for the private sector) will have negative impact on its support. The 

public and private sector should focus on achieving common goals as the partnership in 

PPP refers. 

There are several recommendations that can be made for future research on the 

subject of social infrastructure investments. 

Each individual positive or negative attribute that came from the literature study has 

enough complexity to allow complete studies to be dedicated to them. However, the 

three attributes that stand out are the ones that are perceived in contradiction. These 

are: Transparency lacking, high leverage and high threshold to enter the market. Furthermore, 

the four attributes that have been defined as not important or even untrue are 

definitely interesting for future research. These attributes are: young sector with 

lacking historie data, no standard for benchmarks, return less than classic investment 

categories and illiquidity. The research on any of these attributes would definitely 

benefit the knowledge on this sector and help the decision process for future 

investments. 

The PFI served as a role model for the PPP framewerk in many countries, but the UK 

government has released a statement that a successor will soon be introduced, the PFI2. 

The new PFI2 model will undoubtedly have an impact on the risk profile for the social 

infrastructure projects in the UK and perhaps the rest of the PPP countries. What are 

the charaderistics of PFI2? What is different compared to the old model? Why did they 

release a new model? Is it an example for other governments to follow? 
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Appendix I: Risk Matrix for PPP infrastructure projects. 

Table 10. Risk matrix for public private sector infrastructure investments. 
Risk matrix for publiefprivate sector infrastructure in vestment (Ng & Loosemore, 2007) 

Type of risk Souree of risk Risk taken by 

Site risk 

Site conditions 

Site preparatien 

Land use 

Technica! risks 

Construction risks 

Cost overrun 

Delay in completion 

Failure tomeet 

performance criteria 

eperating risks 

Operating costoverrun 

Delays/interruption 

Shortfall in service quality 

Revenue risks 

lncrease in input prices 

Changes in taxes, tariffs 

Demand for output 

Financial risks 

Interest rates 

In flation 

Force majeure risk 

Reguiatory /politica! risks 

Changes in law 

Politica! interference 

Project default risks 

Assetrisks 

100 

- Ground conditions, supporting structures 

- Site redempbon, tenure, pollution/discharge, 
obtaining permits, community liaison 

- Pre-exisbng liability 
- Native title, cultural heritage 

- Fault in tender specificabons 
- Contractor design fault 

- Inefficiency work and material 
-Changes in law, delays in approval, etc. 
- Lack of coordination of contractors 
- Insured force majeure events 
- Quality shortfall, defects in construction, 

commissioning test failure 

- Project company request/ change in pracbce 
- Repairs, safety, maintenance and other costs 
- Government change to output specifications 
- Operator fault 
- Government delays in approvals 
- Operator fault 
- Project company fault 

- Contractual violabons by government-owned 
support network 

- Contractual violabons by private supplier 
- Other 

- Fall in revenue 

- Decreased demand 

- Fluctuations with insufficient bedging 

- Payments eroded by intlation 

- Floods, earthquakes, riots, strikes 

- Construction period 
- Operabng period 

- Breach/ cancellation of license 
- Expropriation 

- Failure to renew approvals discriminatory 
taxes, import restrictions 

- Combination of risks 

- Sponsor suitability risk 
- Technica! obsolescence 
- Terminatien 
- Residual transfer value 

- Construction contractor 

- Operating company/project 
company 

- Government 
- Government 

- Government 
- Design contractor 

- Construction contractor 
- Project company/ investors 
- Construction contractor 
- Insurer 
- Construction contractor/ 

project company 

- Project company/investors 
- Operator 
- Government 
- Operator 
- Government 
- Operator 
- Project company/investors 

- Government 

- Private supplier 
- Project company/investors 
- Project company/investors 

- Project company/investors 

- Project company/government 

- Project company I government 

- Shared 

- Construction contractor 
- Project company, with 

government compensation 
- Government 
- Insurer, project company/ 

investor 
- Government 

- Equity investors foliowed by 
banks, bondbolders and 
institutionallenders 

- Government 
- Project company 
- Project company/operator 
- Government 



Table 11. Risk allocation in PPP projects. 
Risk allocation in PPP projects (ü, Akintoye et al., n.d.) 

Public Private Shared Preferred Risk Allocation 

Nationalisation/ expropriation 79.4% 8.8% 11.8% Public Sector 

Poor politica! decision-making process 69.0% 6.9% 24.1% 

Politica! opposition 62.5% 21.9% 15.6% 

Site availability 60.6% 12.1% 27.3% 

Government stability 58.3% 25.0% 16.7% 

Level of public support 45.8% 41.7% 12.5% Strongly Depending 

Project approval and permit 35.1% 32.4% 32.4% 

Contract variatien 33.3% 25.6% 41.0% 

Lack of experiences in PPP arrangement 13.3% 43.3% 43.3% 

Lack of commitment from public/private partner 24.1% 10.3% 65.5% Shared 

Force majeure 18.4% 13.2% 68.4% 

Legislation change 17.1% 22.0% 61.0% 

Responsibilities and risk distribution 0.0% 22.6% 77.4% 

Authority distribution between partnerships 4.0% 28.0% 68.0% 

Tax regulation change 17.9% 51.3% 30.8% Primarily to Private Sector 

Late design changes 26.3% 52.6% 21.1% 

Residual risk 22.6% 54.8% 22.6% 

Intlation 7.3% 56.1% 36.6% 

Tradition of private provision of public service 27.3% 59.1% 13.6% 

Staff crisis 6.7% 60.0% 33.3% 

Third party tort liability 3.3% 60.0% 36.7% 

Influential economie events 8.3% 69.4% 22.2% 

Financial attraction of project 3.0% 69.7% 27.3% 

Level of demanding project 7.7% 73.1% 19.2% 

Different working methods 0.0% 73.3% 26.7% 

Industrial regulatory change 0.0% 75.0% 25.0% Solely to Private Sector 

High financing cost 3.0% 75.8% 21.2% 

Interest rate 2.4% 78.0% 19.5% 

Organisation and coordination risk 0.0% 80.6% 19.4% 

Weather 0.0% 82.1% 17.9% 

Environment 0.0% 84.2% 15.8% 

Availability of finance 0.0% 85.3% 14.7% 

Ground condition 5.1% 87.2% 7.7% 

Operational revenue below par 2.7% 89.2% 8.1% 

Financial market 0.0% 89.5% 10.5% 

Quality of werkmanship 2.5% 92.5% 5.0% 

Construction costoverrun 0.0% 92.5% 7.5% 

Frequency of maintenance 0.0% 92.5% 7.5% 

Availability of Iabour / material 0.0% 94.4% 5.6% 

Insolvency of subcontractors/ suppliers 0.0% 94.7% 5.3% 

Low eperating productivity 0.0% 94.9% 5.1% 

Design deficiency 0.0% 95.0% 5.0% 

Unproven engineering techniques 0.0% 97.0% 3.0% 

Operabon costoverrun 0.0% 97.5% 2.5% 

Higher maintenance cost 0.0% 97.5% 2.5% 

Construction time delay 0.0% 97.6% 2.4% 
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Appendix 11: Top twenty-five Dutch pension funds 

Overview top 25 Dutch pensionfunds- June 2012 ( Companyinfo, 2012) 

lnfra in 
lnfra 

€ in mil. year 
€ mil. 

Organisation report 

Stichting Pensioenfonds ABP € 265.683 Yes €4.995 

Stichting Pensioenfonds Zorg en Welzijn € 130.002 Yes n.a. 

Stichting Pensioenfonds Metaal en Techniek € 37.525 Yes n.a. 

Stichting Bedrijfstakpensioenfonds voor de Bouwnijverheid € 29.332 Yes n.a. 

Stichting Pensioenfonds van de Metalektro (PME) € 23.796 Yes €143 

Stichting Shell Pensioenfonds € 18.470 Yes n.a. 

Stichting Pensioenfonds ING € 15.931 No 

Stichting Philips Pensioenfonds € 14.738 No 

Stichting Rabobank Pensioenfonds € 13.586 Yes €112 
Stichting Spoorwegpensioenfonds € 11.685 Yes 

Stichting Pensioenfonds voor de Grafische Bedrijven € 11.066 Yes €91 

Stichting Bedrijfstakpensioenfonds voor het Beroepsvervoer € 10.936 Yes €136 

Stichting Pensioenfonds van de ABN AMRO Bank N.V. € 10.1d8 No 

Stichting Bedrijfstakpensioenfonds voor de Detailhandel € 9.047 Yes €113 

Stichting Bedrijfspensioenfonds voor de Landbouw € 8.700 Yes €149 

Stichting Pensioenfonds voor Huisartsen € 7.476 Yes €98 

Stichting Pensioenfonds Hoogovens € 6.280 Yes €155 

Stichting Pensioenfonds Vliegend Personeel KLM € 6.091 No 

Stichting Pensioenfonds PostNL € 5.871 No 

Stichting Pensioenfonds Medisch Specialisten € 5.783 No 

Stichting Pensioenfonds voor de Woningcorporaties € 5.719 Yes €38 
Stichting Pensioenfonds DSM Nederland € 5.255 Yes €40 

Stichting Algemeen Pensioenfonds KLM € 5.226 No 
Stichting Pensioenfonds KPN € 5.041 No 

Stichtin~ Pensioenfonds UWV € 4.488 Yes n.a. 
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Appendix 111: Interview template 

Question list for institutional investors 

Pension fund name: Date interview: Name respondent: 

General questions: 

Ql. What job function do you have and what are your responsibilities? 

Q2. How long did you perform this job function? 

Social infrastructure is the collective term of amenities, which residents of a region of all ages can call 

upon or can go to. They are amenities needed for the society to function. Sub-markets include 

(community) schools, child care, health care, churches, government buildings, police stations, flrehouses, 

prisons and libraries. Social infrastructure markets are generally realized through pubhe-private 

partnersbips in funds that allow investments from investors . 

Q3. How many years of experience in social infrastructure investment do you have? 

Q4. How many years of experience in social infrastructure investment does your fund have? 

Q5. What is the total assets under management (AuM) of your fund in euro's I percentage and how 

much is allocated in infrastructure? 

Total AuM portfolio €: Infrastructure in €: % of total portfolio: 

Q6. \Vhat is the total social infrastructure AuM of your fund in euro's I percentage specifically? 

Social infrastructure in €: % van total portfolio: 

Q 7. Which of the social infrastructure categories below has investments from your fund and how 

much? 

Total social infrastructure in €: 

Care (diagnostic, therapy, rehabilitation, senior) 

Education (Children, teenagers, adults, retired) 

Culture, sport and leisure 

Government (administration, municipality, city hall) 

Security (prisons, Police, Fire, Defense) 

AuM in € 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Q8. In which countries are these investments located and what percentage of investment is allocated? 

Belgium D Greece D East Europe D 
Denmark D Italy D North America D 
Germany D Nederland D South America D 
UK D Austria D Asia D 
France D Portugal D Oceania D 
Finland D Spain D Other.: D 
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One of the most important factors in the investment world is the riskandreturn profile that is part of an 

investment portfolio heavily dependent on the diversification. This is fundamental for all investment 

categories including social infrastructure. Every fund has chosen a risk profile chosen is traceable in all 

decisions of the organization. Institutional investors like pension fund share the important goal of 

providing for the long term liabilities to their members. 

Q9. Below is a list with positive attributes for social infrastructure investments. Fill in the list on 

matter of importance for social infrastructure investments. 

Positive attributes. 

(1 not important/ no weight - 5 very important/heavy weight) 1 2 3 4 

Essenrial public services (causes long and stabk demand) D D D D 
Low price elasticity of demand h-.n·ue ;r /.,.I ' ,,l, •' > J• f.!trJ rJJr ,f,f:,h/,~c 01/ ;d; D D D D 
High threshold to enter (b~gb .r/artup coJt (JJZd dfflimlt to d;ijJ/i,:äle) D D D D 
Regulation .1//{/lfi/ï/.'(.1 ,/}, ·ot"l(. i' /'t;· ·~ f I!/:/ '!f/(~I D D D D 
Long lifecycle (assets come with 25 yea.r concessions or Jonger) D D D D 
Inflation proteetion · a~;l'i" c1n lLl\-c 1ntlwon uHrecung nK·cluni':'m~i D D D D 
Regular stabie cash flow (irtresfmenf.î prrn1ide /table cmd prrdid:t/Jk imvme) D D D D 
Low risk PPP contracts ,/ ,{il/.'' o•,,'l t.r ~,, d/'//,oo/!u' :j'·"·~· /t,,:rer n.,·k) D D D D 
Low correlation withother investrnent categones (diversification) D D D D 
Low default rate ·,t/)/> r:f.'..li!J/, D D D D 
Corporate Social Responsibility (public reputation) D D D D 

Ql 0. Are there any remarks on the positive list of attributes above? 

Q11 . Are there positive attributes not mentioned above, but important for the decision process of 

social infrastructure investments? 

Q12. Below is a list with negative attributes for social infrastructure investments. Fill in the list on 

matter of importance for social infrastructure investments. 

Negative attributes. 

(1 not important/ no weight - 5 very important/heavy weight) 1 2 3 4 

Politics and regulation (politica} powc.rs are prone to change) D D D D 
Average project size is small ,nullH\1 L>lmcnt Yolumç:; 1 D D D D 
Total social infrastructure sector is young (!at·k r!fbi<toric dctta) D D D D 
No standard for benchmarks cumparing performance i5 <Mlicul li D D D D 
Transparency lacking (data oflen co;uiden:d pmprieta!)? D D D D 
Return less than classic investment categories 'I_,_.. .. n·!;1m o1 ./t>il.lh D D D D 
Illiquidity (flliqttidtwet.r t'tJ!lfl.OI /Je .iold O/let'fligbt) D D D D 
High leverage (pro;,·d.r n·i!/1 I'!:/• kl•,;;f~, .11:· ·'';".-i/i!'( !o Oil!tJilli. · !",/, ,, D D D D 
Fund cost (mcmqgersjee, performaJJt.tJèe. t!Jonirming_fte basedon ptit,ate eqttityfimdi) D D D D 
Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector :\. ~0/'t'lïld/l, 't!, J)/;llld'!.,t'!Jli'lll ,J/ld D D D D 
opl'!: t!loJ:.') 

5 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

5 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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Q13. Are there any remarks on the negative list of attributes above? 

Q14. Are there negative attributes not mentioned above, but important for the decision processof 

social infrastructure investments? 

(Return is referring to IRR, Cash-on-Cash Return and Equity Multiples) 

Q15. What are the returns in the past on social infrastructure investments (specify period and 

bandwidth)? 

Q16. How are these social infrastructure investrnents performing in 2012, if they changed, why? 

Q1 7. What do you think will happen in the future with the long-term return on social infrastructure 

investments and why? 

Q18. What is the preferred expected return for social infrastructure investrnents? 

Q19. \Vhat is the absolute minimum expected return for social infrastructure investments? 

Q20. What investrnent policy is used on social infrastructure investrnents in your fund? 

Q21. What attributes (see Q9/ Q12) are decisive for new investrnents or bigger allocation investments 

in social infrastructure? 

Q22. (Repeat for every attribute) What do you mean by ..... condition? Why is this condition of 

importance for your fund? What is your expectation on this condition ... ? What is your 

preference? 

Q23. What are the expectations on social infrastructure investrnents in your fund (investrnent volume, 

countries of allocation, contract structures en risk diversification, kinds of assets, other; short 

term and long term)? 

Q24. What are the expectations on social infrastructure investrnents in general(market, investrnent 

volume, countries of allocation, contract structures en risk diversification, kinds of assets , other; 

short termand long term)? 

Q25. Does your fund have plans to invest more in social infrastructure investrnents? 
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Question list for fund managers 

Fund name: Date interview: Name respondent: 

General questions: 

Ql. What job function do you have and what are your responsibilities? 

Q2. How long did you perform this job function? 

Q3. How many years of experience in social infrastructure investment do you have? 

Q4. How many years of experience in social infrastructure investment does your fund have? 

QS. What is the total assets under management (AuM) of your fund in euro's I percentage and how 

much is allocated in infrastructure? 

Total AuM portfolio €: % of total portfolio: 

Q6. What is the total social infrastructure AuM of your fund in euro's I percentage specifically? 

Social infrastructure in €: % van total portfolio: 

Q7. Which of the social infrastructure categories below has investments from your fund and how 

much? 

Total social infrastructure in €: 

Care (diagnos tic, therapy, rehabilitation, senior) 

Education (Children, teenagers, adults, retired) 

Culture, sport and leisure 

Government (administration, municipality, city hall) 

Security (prisons, Police, Fire, Defense) 

AuMin € 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Q8. In which countries are these investments located and what percentage of inves tment is allocated? 

Q9. Below is a list with positive attributes for social infrastructure investments. Fill in the list on 

matter of importance for institutional investors inves ting in social infrastructure. 

Positive attributes. 

(1 not important/ no weight - 5 very important/heavy weight) 1 2 3 4 

Essenrial public services (causes long and stabic demand) D D D D 
Low price elasticity of demand I 1!<1<': /i! T /''' ;,,u lol!' rll/llle/1:\' i)// tlcm. i!i:l) D D D D 
High threshold to enter (!Jig/J .îlmtup <"v.rt at1d dijfit:u!t to d?tplicate) D D D D 
Regulation thor/, ,;m ,,,ntd tri,·e.,. ,mr/ D D D D 
Long lifecycle (~ssets cmne \v-:ith 25 year concessions or longer) D D D D 
loflation proteetion la~..:cts offer room f, >r tntlation cnrrccting mcchanism~' D D D D 
Regular stabie cash flow (inwstmmts pmmäe stabk t.md predil tab!.: Îll<ome) D D D D 
Low risk PPP contracts 'rluli11; il'·tl / :ti·1i .. li/1!-r;riri<'.• :~i ..... lo.•cr n .. l.:...) D D D D 
Low correlation withother investrnent categones (diversifi.cation) D D D D 
Low default rate (.f!!lh!t· iJhr1111t) D D D D 
Corporate Social Responsibility (public reputll.tion) D D D D 
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Q10. Are there any remarks on the positive list of attributes above? 

Q11. Are there positive attributes not mentioned above, but important for the decision processof 

institutional investors in social infrastructure investrnents? 

Q12. Below is a list with negative attributes for social infrastructure investments. Fill in the list on 

matter of importance for institutional investors investing in social infrastructure. 

Negative attributes. 

(1 not important/ no weight - 5 very important/heavy weight) 1 2 3 4 

Politics and regulation (politie al powe.rs are prone to change during long 
D D D D term investments) 

Average project size is small dl tm·esrmcm 'nlumc~ D D D D 
Total social infrastructure sector is young (iatk of hisloricdäta and trarut~diow) D D D D 
No standard for benchmarks .companng performance is difticull D D D D 
Transparency lacking (data t?ltt)t?;fJnsirlerPc! proprieft11J') D D D D 
Return less than classic investrnent categories ·] J: .'l/rJ; 'I(· 'ti: D D D D 
Illiquidity (Ilfiquid anvts tt:mno/ be sok/ oz•ern~ght) D D D D 
High leverage · it/• /·;~/· /; UI'" lo J .. D D D D 
Fund co st {!m:mager-J'jèe, pedónnaf!t'(fét, motlitoring.foe btJ . .J'ed fJIJ prà:ate equitJ',[t<n.d.s) D D D D 
Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector lf{' I D D D D 

Q13. Are there any remarks on the negattve list of attnbutes above? 

Q14. Are there negative attributes not mentioned above, but important for the decision processof 

institutional investors in social infrastructure investrnents? 

(Return is referring to IRR, Cash-on-Cash Return and Equity Multiples) 

Q15. What are the returns in the past on social infrastructure investrnents (specify period and 

bandwidth)? 

Q16. How are these social infrastructure investrnents performing in 2012, if they changed, why? 

Q 17. What do you think will happen in the future with the long-term return on social infrastructure 

investments and why? 

Q 18. What is the preferred expected return for institutional investors on social infrastructure 

investments? 

5 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Q19. What is the absolute minimu7m expected return for institutional investors on social infrastructure 

investrnents? 

Q20. What investrnent policy is used on social infrastructure investrnents in your fund? 

Q21. What attributes (see Q9/ Q12) are, according to you as a fundmanager, decisive for new 

investments or bigger allocation investrnents by institutional investors in social infrastructure? 
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Q22. (Repeat for every attribute) What do you mean by ..... condition? Why is this condition of 

importance for the institutional investor? What is your expectation on tlus condition ... ? What is 

your preference? 

Q23. What are the expectations on social infrastructure investments in your fund (investment volume, 

countries of allocation, contract structures en risk diversification, kinds of assets, other; short 

termand long term)? 

Q24. What are the expectations on social infrastructure investments in general(market, investment 

volume, countries of allocation, contract structures en risk diversification, kinds of assets, other; 

short termand long term)? 

Q25. What measures does your fund apply to stimulate more social infrastructure investments? 
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Appendix IV: data labels. 
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Core labels 

Core labels concerning social infrastrudure investment trom all 6 FM respondents 

Social infrastrudure opinion/view 

Decisive factors +(15)/-(3) 

Expectations +(7)/-(9) 

ppp +(14)/-(2) 

Support PPP investment +(1)/-(8) 

Social infrastructure charaderistics 

Negative attribute list +(21)/-(21) 

Positive attribute list +(6)/-(13) 

Return +(4)/-(1) 

Core labels concerning social infrastructure investment trom all 7 IN respondents 

Social infrastructure opinion/view 

Decisive factors +(15)/-(11) 

Expectations +(12)/-(7) 

ppp +(3)/-(2) 

Social infrastructure charaderistics 

Negative attribute list +(19)/-(27) 

Positive attribute list +(14)/-(9) 

Return +(1)/-(3) 

Note: Number between brackets is the amount of t imes mentioned by respondent. The labels are 

sorted in groups that are related to each other, and in context with the research questions. 

Definitions of core labels 

Decisive factors Decisive factors are labels that are considered most 

important for institutiona l investors when investing in 

social infrastructure. 

Expectations Expectations includes labels that have a concept of 

expectations on socia l infrastructure investment. The 

expected development intheir funds, market and any 

country. 

Support PPP investment Support PPP investment covers labels that mentions the 

support of the public, private and government on using 

PPP. 
ppp PPP includes labels on the view of using PPP as 

praeurement for social infrastructure. 

Positive attribute list Positive attribute list are labels that expresses the views 

of respondents on the validity of the attributes. 

negative attribute list negative attribute list are labels that expresses the 

views of respondents on the validity of the attributes. 

Return Return includes labels that describe the return rate. 

Present in the report. 



Appendix V: sorting labels and finding relational contexts. 
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Dimensions (themes) 

Note: 

Note2 : 

Note3 : 

Red and green labels inside are the di menslons 

Number between brackets is the amount of times mentioned by respondent. 

labels are sorted in groups that are related toeach other, and in consideration of the research objectlve. 

Sortinl of labels lncludlnl dlmenslons concernins soclallnfrastructure investment of all 6 FM respondents 

+expectationsmarket (1) 

-expectationsmarket (5) 

+expectationsfund (5) 

-excpectationinfund (2) 

-investmentdealflow 

+decisive 

+declsivelongterm 

-declsiveinvestmentvolume 

+decisivelowcorrelation (2) 

+decisiveriskprofile 

+de<:isiveiowrisk 

-decisiveleverage 

+decisivecashyield 

+decisivestablereturn (2) 

-CSR 
-pricee lasticity 

+essentia lservice 

-essentialservice 

+lowcorrelation 

-lowcorre la tion 

-government 

-h ighbarriere (3) 

-riskofdefault 

+lifecyde 

-inflationprotection (3) 

-regulation 

-politcs (2) 

-projectsize 

-lackingexperience 

+sufficientexperience 

-nostdbenchmark (4) 

-lackingtransparancy (3) 

+sufficienttransparanr:v (3) 

+riskprofi lenochange 

Expectations 

+(7) 

-(9) 
-expertiseoutflow 

+socia linfrain portfolio 

-decisivesmal lproject 

+decisivelargeprojectsize 

+soclalinfra (3) 

+decisiveexpertise 

Oecisive factors 

+(15) 

-(3) 

+currentyield 

+Revenuegarantee 

+networkrelations 

Positlve attribute list 

+(6) 

-(13) 

-interest 

-riskreputation 

-rlskpublicentity 

-constructionrisk 

-supportgovernment (3) 

-supportpeople (4) 

-supportgeneral 

Return 

+(4) 

-(1) 

+pppcontracts 

+pppallocation 

+PPP (2) 

+PPPinterest 

-pppdealflow 

-pppcompetltlon (2) 

+publidnterest 

Support PPP investment 

+(1) 

-(8) 

+returnfuture 

+returndrop 

-returndrop (3) 

+return (2) 

PPP 
+(14) 

-(2) 

+greenfieldPPP 

+availability (6) 

-availabi lity (1) 

+earlyadopters 

+PPPtran sport 

- -- - - - -------------------------

Sortlng of labels including dimensions conceming sociallnfrastructure fnvestment of all7 IN respondents 

+expectationsmarket 

-expectationsmarket 

+expectationsfund (4) 

-expectationsfund (3) 

+expectationsUSA 

+expectationsPPP 

+expectationsNL 

-expectationsNL (2) 

+decisivesupply 

-decisivetooyoungsector 

+decisiveriskreturn 

+decisivelowrisk 

+declsive lowcorre lation (2) 

+decisfvestableeashflow (3) 

+declsiveprieeelasticity 

-dee isiveleverage (3) 

-decisiveliquidity 

+decisivefundexpertise 

+declsivelowvolatllity 

·essentialserviee 

+stableeashflow (2) 

+lowcorrelation (3) 

-loweorrelation (2) 

-highbarriere 

+lifecycle 

-inflationprotection (2) 

+inflationprotection 

+regulation (3) 

· regulation 

+polities 

-pol~ics (4) 
+projectsize 

-nostdbenchmark (2) 

+stdbenchmark (3) 

+expectationsContinentaiEU 

+nichemarket 

· socialinfraniche 

+returnriskprofile (2) 

Expectations 

+(12) 

-(7) 

+decisiveCSR 

+decisiveessentialservice 

-decisivejustifieation 

--decisivenotranspara ncy 

-.decisivenostdbenchmark 

-decisivepolitics (2) 

+decisiveinflationprotection 

+decisiveguarantee 

-deeisivefundcost 

Decisive factors 

+(15) 

-(11) 

+CSR (3) 

-CSR (2) 

Positive attribute list 

+(14) 

-(9) 

+socia lresponsible 

investing 

+currency 

+noexpertise 

-currencyrisk 

· reputationrisk 

-entryiRRdrop 

return 

+(1) 

-(3) 

-PPPstandard 

+PPPcontract 

+PPP 

+diversification 

-bankrujXygovernments 

+directinvestment 

-returneconomicinfra 

+returnbrownfie ld 

· return drop 

ppp 

+(3) 

-(2) 

+PPPreturnlimit 

-PPPpriceeompetition 

+soda linfra retina neerisk 

+qualitymarketanalysis 

+flexibel report ing 

+necessaryRE 



+sectortooyoung (3) 

-sectortooyoung 

-lackingdata 

+sufficientdata 

+return lessth a nel a ss ie 

+leve rage (5) 

~ highfundeest 

-h ighfu ndcost 

+l ll iquid~y (2) 

-illiquidity 

Negative attrîbute list 

+(21) 

-(21) 

-jobdrain 

-debt 

+flexiblecontracts +stimulance (3) 

-stlmulance (3) 

Sortlng of labels concernh11: Sociallnfrastructure investment of all6 FM respondents 
+expectationsmarket (1) 

-expectationsmarket (5) 

+expectationsfund (5) 

-excpectationinfund (2) 

-investmentdealflow 

+decisive 

+decisivelongterm 

-decisiveinvestmentvolume 

+decisivelowcorrelation (2) 

+decisiveriskprofile 

+decisivelowrisk 

-decisiveleverage 

+decisivecashyield 

+decisivestablereturn (2) 

-CSR 

-priceeiasticity 

+essentia lservice 

-essentia lservice 

+iowcorreiation 

-iowcorrelation 

-government 

-highbarriere (3) 

-riskofdefault 

+lifecycle 

-inflationprotection (3) 

-regu lation 

-pol ~cs (2) 

-projectsize 

-lackingexperience 

+sufficientexperience 

-nostdbenchmark (4) 

+stdbenchmark (3) 

-lackingtransparancy (3) 

+sufficienttransparancy (3) 

+sectortooyoung (3) 

-sectortooyoung (1) 

-lackingdata 

+sufficientdata 

+retu rnlesstha nciassic 

+leverage (5) 

+highfundcost 

-highfundcost 

+illiquid~y (2) 
-illiouidity (!) 

+riskprofilenochange 

+socialinfrainportfolio 

-decisivesmallproject 

+decisivelargeprojectsize 

+socialinfra (3) 

+decisiveexpertise 

+currentyield 

+Revenuegarantee 

+networkrelations 

-interest 

-riskreputation 

-rlskpublicentity 

-construct ionrisk 

-debt 

-category 

-supportgovernment (3) +publicinterest 

-supportpeople (4) 

-supportgeneral 

-expertiseoutflow 

+returnfuture 

+returndrop (1) 

-return drop (3) 

+return (2) 

+pppcontracts +greenfieldPPP 

+pppallocation 
+availability (6) 

-availability (1) 

+PPP (2) +earlyadopters 

+PPPinterest +PP?transport 

-pppdealflow 

-pppcompetition (2) 

-jobdrain 

+flexiblecontracts 

+stimulance (3) 

-stimulance (3) 

+transparancy 

-transparancy (3) 

-tooyoungsector (4) 

+youngsector (3) 

+returnlessthandassk (4) 

+ leverage 

-leverage (4) 

+highfundcost 

-highfundcost (2) 
+illiquidity (2} 

-illiquidity 

Negative attribute list 

+(19) 

-(27) 

-confHctofinterest 

+necessaryservice 

+stimulance (2) 

-stimulance 

Sorting of labels conceming Soclallnfrastructure investment of all7 IN respondents 
+expectationsmarket 

-expectationsmarket 

+expectationsfund (4) 

-expectationsfund (3) 

+expectationsUSA 

+expectationsPPP 

+expectationsNL 

-expectationsNl (2) 

+decisivesupply 

-decisivetooyoungsector 

+decisiveriskreturn 

+decisivelowrisk 

+decisivelowcorrelation (2) 

+decisivestablecashflow (3) 

+decisivepriceelasticity 

-decisiveleverage (3) 

-decisiveliquidity 

+decisivefundexpertise 

+CSR (3) 

-CSR (2) 
-essentialservice 

+sta biecashflow (2) 

+lowcorrelation (3) 

-lowcorrelation (2) 

-highbarriere 

+l ifecycte 

-inflationprotection (2) 

+inflationprotection 

+regulation (3) 

-regulation 

+polities 

-politics(4) 

+projectsize 

-projectsize (3) 

-nostdbenchmark (2) 

+stdbenchmark (3) 

-transparancy 

-transparancy (3) 

-tooyoungsector (4) 

+youngsector {3) 

+returnlessthanclassic (4) 

+leve rage 

-leverage (4) 

+h ighfu ndcost 

-high fundcost (2) 

-illiquidity 

+illiquidity (2) 

+e xpectat i onsContin en ta IE U 

+nichemarket 

~socia li nfraniche 

+return riskprofile (2) 

+decisiveCSR 

+decisiveesse nt ia lserv ice 

-d ecisive ju st ification 

-decisivenotransparancy 

-decisivenostdbenchmark 

-decisivepolitics (2) 

+decisiveinflationprotection 

+decisiveguarantee 

-decisivefundcost 

+currency 

+noexpertise 

-currencyrisk 

-reputationrisk 

+decisivelowvolatility 

-PPPstandard 

+PPPcontract 

+PPPreturn limit 

-PPPpricecompetition 

+necessaryserv ice 

+socialresponsible 

in vesting 

+stimulance (2) 

-stimulance 

+diversification 

-bankrupcygovernments 

-returneconomicinfra 

+directinvestment 

+returnbrownfield 

- returndrop 

+soda I i nfra retina nee risk 

+qualitymarketanalysis 

+flexibelreporting 

+necessaryRE 

-conflictofinterest 

-entryiRRdrop 

-nosociatinfra 



Sortin& of labels eoncernin& Sod allnfr.ut rueture investment from respondent 1 FM 

-government 

+PPP 

+expectationmarket 

-nostdbenchmark 
+stdbenchmark 

-I ackingtran spa ran 01 

+sufficienttransparan01 

·jobdrain 

-investmentvolume 

·decisiveinvestmentvolume 

-returndrop 

+availability 

·highbarriere 

· riskofdefault 

-riskreputation 
-riskpublicentity 

·category 

·exc.pectationinfund 

+riskprofilenochange 

+decisiveriskprofile 

+decisivelowrisk 

+lowcorrelation 

+assetinportfolio 

-stimu lance 

-lackingdata 
+sufficientdata 

-lackingexperience 
+sufficientexperience 

~ ~ 

Concrete Abstrad 

Important 

less 
important 

---- ··---- ----- --------------- ----------

Sortlna of labels concemina Sodallnfrastrueture investment from respondent 2 FM 

+expectationsfund 
+availability 
+availability 

-essentialservice 

-Highfundcost -highbarriere 
-decisiveteverage 

+leverage 
-nostdbenchmark 
+stdbenchmark 

· Politcs 
-I acki ngtran spa ran 01 

+sufficienrtransparan01 

-regulation 

+stimu lance 

-expectationsmarket 
+pppallocation 

+Revenuegarantee 

+lifecycle 
· lowcorrelation 

-pric.ee lasticity 

-pppdealflow 

+decisive 

· inftationprotection 

+sectortooyoung 

Sortina of labels concernins Sociallnfrastructure fnvestment from respondent 3 FM Sortint: óf labels concernins sóciallnfrastructure lnvestment t rom respondent 4 FM 

+decisivestablereturn 

+decisivelowcorrelation 

+leve rage 

+expectationsfund 
+availability 

-lackingtransparan01 
+sufficienttransparan01 

-stimulance 

-expectationsmarket 

+PPPtransport 

+liquidity 

+return 
+networkrelations 

Sortln& of labels conce mln& Soda llnfrastructure lnvestment from respondent 5 FM 

-expectationsmarket +expectationsfund 

+decisiveloogterm ·supportgovernment ·supportgovernment -supportgovernment 
+decisivelowcorrelation ·supportpeople -supportpeople 

-Polities -supportgeneral ·supportpeople ·pppcompetition 
-projectsize ·supportpeople ·pppcompetition 

+sectortooyoung +earlyadopters 
+decisivelargeprojectsize +illiquidity +return +returnfuture 

+leverage 
· nostdbenchmark 

-returndrop 
+stdbenchmark 

-debt +fundcost 

·decisivesmallproject ·expertise 
+flexiblecont racts 

-stimulance 

+expectationsfund 

+yield 

+essentialservice 

-constructionrisk 

-interest 

+expectationsmarket 
-expectationsmarket 

+decisivecashyield 

+greenfieldPPP 

-stimulance 

-re turndrop 

+returndrop 

Sortin& of labels conc:emin& Sodal lnfra struc:ture lnvestment from respondent 6 FM 

·expectationsfund +expectat ionsfunds 
+PPPinterest +publicinterest 

+pppcontracts +decisiveexpertise 
+availability +availability 
-availability +socialinfra 

+socialinfra +socialinfra 
+decisivestablereturn 

-highbarriere -nostdbenchmark +PPP 
·inflationprotection 

· tooyoungsector 
+youngsector 

+leverage -illiquid +returnlessthandassic 

+stimulate 



Sortlns of la bels concernin& Sociallnfra structure investment from respondent 71N 

+expectationsfund 
+expectationsUSA +expectationsPPP 

-expectationsNL 

+lifecycle +niche market 
+inflationprotectlon 

-projectsize 
+returnbrownfield -polities 

+decisivesupply 
-tooyoungsector 

+youngsector 
-leverage +nostd benchmark -transparancy 
-fund oost +returnlessthanclassic 

+CSR 

+stimulance -conflictofinterest 

Sortlna of labels concemine Scx:ia l lnfrastructure lnvestment from respondent 9\N 

-expectationsfund 

-socialinfraniche 

-tooyoungsector +decisivelowcorrelation -decisiveleverage 

-transparancy +decisivestablecash -decisiveliquidity 
+regulation +decisiveguarantee -decisivefundcost 

-dedsiveleverage 

+diversification 
-leverage +youngsector -politi es 

-nostdbenchmark 
-liquidity +stdbenchmark -CSR 

stimulance -bankrupcygovernments 
-returneconomicinfra 

Sortln1 of labels concernln1 Soda llnfrastructure lnvestment from respondent lliN 

+youngsector 
+transparancy 
-projectsize 
-fundcost 

+lowcorrelation 

-inflationprotection 

+returnlessthanclacdc 
+liquidity 
+leverage 
+noexpertise 

-regulation 

+expectationsfund 

-highbarriere 
-reputat ionrlsk 

+socialinfrarefinancerisk -CSR 

-polities 

-------------- ---------- -------------------------------------------------

Sorting of labels concemlng Socia l lnfrastructure investment from respondent 8 IN 

+stablecashflow 
+lowcorrelation 

-leverage 

+CSR 

-transparancy 

+expectationsfund 

+retu rn I essth anclassic 

+dedsiveessentialserviee 

+necessaryRE 

+expectationsmarket 
+expectationNL 

+regulation 

-decisivetooyoungsector +decisivelowris k 

+decisivestablecash flow -decisivepolitics 

-decisivejustification -decisivenostdbenchmark 
-decisivenotransparancy 

Sortina of labels concem in1 Sod al lnfrastructure lnvestment from respondent 10 IN 

+polities 
+regulation 

-nostdbenchmark 
+stdbenchmark 

-youngsector 
+liquidity 
-leverage 

-expectationNl 

-projectsize 
+projectsize 

+lowcorrelation 
+fundcost 

+currency 

+flexibelreporting 

+qualitymarketanalysi s 

-expectationsfund 
+returnlessthanclassic 

-polities 

+decisiveinflationprotection 
+decisivepriceelasticity 

+decisivelowcorrelation 

+decisiveCSR 
-decisivepolitics 

-PPPstandard 

+decisiveriskreturn 

+CS R 

Sortina: of labels concem ln& Sodallnfrastructure fnvestment from respondent 12 IN 

-essentialservice 

-inflat ionprotection 

+stableincome 

-expectationsfund 

+PPPcontract 
+PPP 

-currencyrisk 

·nosocialinfra 

+ex pectationsfund 

+riskprofile 
+PPPreturnlimit 

+returnriskprofile 

+dedsiveleverage 

+stimulance 

+necessaryservice 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------

Summary 

Respondents' professional title 

Average professional experience in years 
Average social int ra exp. of respondent in years 
Average social intra exp. of fund in years 
Average Asset under Management (AuM) of fund 
Average infrast ructure commitment of fund 
Average infrastructure % commitment of fund *[1] 
Average social intra commitment of fund 
Average social intra% commitment of fund 

Fund social intra sub-category investments 
Care 
Eduat ion 
Culture/Sport/Leisu re 
Government 
Security 
Other *[2] 

Fund social infra country of investment *[3] 

Return on social infra investments (past) *[4] 
Greenfield net IRR 
Brownfi eld net IRR 

Return on social intra investments (present) 
Greenfield net IRR 
Brownfield net IRR 

Retu rn on socia l intra investments (future) * [5] 
Greenfield net IRR 
Brownfi eld net IRR 

Preterred expected return on SI for inst. lnvestors * [6] 
Greenfield net I RR 
Brownfield net IRR 

Minimum expected return on SI for inst. lnvestors *[7] 

lnvestment poli cy for social infrastructure 

M easures to stimulate more social int ra investment 

Managin 
g 

Di rector 

FM 

3,4 
10,7 
8,3 

5.576 
1.326 

23,77% 
231 

4,15% 

ltaly 

15% 

10-11% 
7-9% 

10-11% 
7-9% 

10-11% 

7-9% 

6% 

lnfrastructure funds (FM) lnstitutional investors (IN) 

Director lnvestment Finance Director Portfolio Strategie lnvestment 
Asset investors lnvestment Total 

Manager Director Director relation Manager Anal ist Manager 

2 

IN 

3,2 
3,9 
4,9 

66.486 
2.151 
3,23% 

39 
0,06% 

ALL 

3,3 
7,0 

6,5 
38.373 in mil € EUR 
1.770 in mil € EUR 
4,61% 

128 in mil € EUR 
0,33% 

lnfrastructure funds (FM) 

x 

x 

lnfrastructure funds (FM) 

x 

x 

x 
x 

UK W-EU EU UK 

5 

x 

EU, N-A Main-EU, N· 
A, 

Asla, Aust. 

1 13 

lnstitutional investors (IN) 

x 

x 

x 

lnstitutional investors (IN) 
NL None Main-EU, NW-EU 

N-A, 

Au st . 

x 

x 
x 

W-EU EU, N-A 

FM 
5 of 6 
3 of6 
3 of 6 
3 of 6 
3 of6 
2 of 6 

IN 
4 of7 
4 of 7 

3 of7 
3 of 7 
2 of 7 

0 of 7 

ALL 

9 of 13 
7 of 13 
6 of 13 
6 of 13 
5 of 13 

2 of 13 

lnfrastructure funds (FM) lnstitutional investors (IN) Avg. FM Avg. IN Avg. ALL 

Toa short 
12-14% 12% 

9% 

lnfrastructure funds (FM) 

15% 13-14% 
11-12% 9-11% 

12-14% 12% 11·12% 13-14% 
9-11% 9% 7,5-8% 7-9% 

9% 

lnfrastructure funds (FM) 
12-14% 12% 

7,5-8% 

lnfrastructure funds (FM) 

Depends 
12-14% 

Depends 

lnfrastructure funds (FM) 
Depends Depends 7% 

13% 
7% 

13% 
7% 

7% 

13-14% 
9-11% 

13% 
10% 

8% 

10-13% 
7-10% 

10-13% 
7-10% 

11-12% 
8-9% 

11-12% 
8-9% 

8% 

7·9% 

7-9% 

10-20% 
7-9% 

8% 

7% 

None Toa short 
15% 
7-9% 

lnstitutional investors (IN) 

None 
6% 

11-14% 
7% 

15% 10·12% 13,7% 
6-12% 8-10% 10,2% 

15% 
6-12% 

Avg. FM 
10-12% 12,1% 
8-10% 8,6% 

13,1% 
8,5% 

Avg. IN 
12,5% 
7,9% 

13,4% 
9,3% 

Avg. ALL 
12,3% 
8,2% 

lnstitutional investors (IN) Avg. FM Avg. IN Avg. ALL 
11-14% 15% 10-12% 12,4% 

4-6% 6-7% 7% 6-12% 8-10% 8,4% 

lnstitutional investors (IN) 

7-9% 6-8% 7-9% 
Depends 

6-8% 

lnstitutional investors (IN) 
7% 6-8% Depends Depends 6-8% 

Avg. FM 
12,4% 

8,3% 

Avg. FM 
7,0% 

13,0% 
7,6% 

Avg.IN 
11,5% 
7,8% 

Avg. IN 
7,2% 

12,7% 
8,0% 

Avg. ALL 
11,9% 

8,0% 

Avg. ALL 

7,1% 

The general consensus lor all funds is that social infrastructure is never considered as a separate class, but part of t he bigger infrastructure asset class and treated as 
such . No fund has specific policy l or social infrastructure. Same respondents have dedicated allocation specific for PPP assets w hich incfudes social infrastructure and 
more. The overall characteristic that is sought afterare PPP projects with availability based revenue models. Although they come with lower return income, it does nat 

Stimulating socia l infrastructure investment is nat considered as a task for the private sector according to the respondents. Same fund managersdoengage governments 
on the possibili t ies of using PPP praeurement But t he general thought is that the pub! ie sector shou ld generatea braader interest amongst investors . One of these 



Decisive attributes (Q9/12) to invest in SI 

Fund expectations on social intra investment 

Market expectations on social intra investment 

Control question on potential clients 

The fund managers have answered the following positive attributes as most decisive for institutional investors: regular stabie cash flow (x3), low correlation with 

economy (x2), long-term cash flow, low risk profile and essential services. And the following negative attributes: experience of manager (x2), small investment volume 
(x2), high leverage and refinancing risk on 25-30 year project terms. 
The pension fund respondents have answered the following positive attributes as most decisive for them: regular stabie cash flow (x3), low correlation (x2), low risk 
profile (x2), low volatility, regulation, essential service, intlation proteetion and eerparate social responsibi lity. And the following negative attributes: politics (x2), 
leverage (x2), transparen cv (x2), volume and supply of PPP (x2), government and legal, lacking benchmarks, young sector, low return, liquidity and experience of 

All infrastructure funds that are still open and raising capital have plans for social infrastructure investments in a certain degree. Same would target a certain geographic 
focus and others have a clear interest in brownfield or greenfield assets, it all depends on the strategy of a fund . Four pension funds have investments in social 
infrastructure and would likely to invest more in the future, albeit, that two of these pension funds are solely interested in direct investments. The other pension funds 
have investments in economie infrastructure sector only or none in the sector at all, but are interested if they come a cross an opportunity. The overall consensus of all 
funds is a positive view on the fund expectations in social infrastructure investment. Most of the respondents are actively committed and others have shown interest. 

The PPP market is currently stagnant because of the budget cuts of the governments in many European countries and the lower availability of loans from banks. One 
respondent stated that 20-25% of the current infrastructure deal flow are PPP projects. The deal flow is expected to increase in volume when the governments are 
reeavered from the crisis. The wavering government support for PFI in the United Kingdom has also been mentioned by two respondents, that is causing the stagnant 
movement One respondent explained that the people that supported the PFI in the beginning are forgetting the primary reasans why the praeurement methad have 
been chosen in the first place. Critics with misleading information, aften concentrate on the profitability of pioneer projects, when the market over the years has led to 
increased competition and lower returns for the investors. On the other hand, one respondent mentions the trend of public amenities being partially or fully privatised 
worldwide in the years to come. As they are occasionally approached by government organisations fortheir views on privatisations and partnerships. One respondent 
mentions the lack of a standard developed PPP model (contract) and the insufficient public reputation and understanding. The overall consensus has bath negative and 
positive connotations and averages each other out. A stagnate market that should grow again after the crisis, but at the sa me timesome pointers that should be 
attended and dealt with . As one respondent states: "the size of the infrastructure market is smal I because it is a niche within a niche." 

The respondents have all been asked if the other respondents are potential business clients fortheir own fund to confirm the validity of the data between two groups. 

Every respondent answered positively, confirming that the validity of the participants. 

*{1] : One infrastructure fund respondent is part of a bigger private equity investment company. The fiveether infrastructure funds have 100% commitment in infrastructure. 

*[2]: Two respondents from infrastructure funds induded answers that could nat be defined under the social infrastructure categoriesas derived from the literature study. Intheir portfolio, they define availability 

based PPP projects, like raad transport, water and waste management types, under the sa me social infrastructure definition . In ether words, intheir opinion, it does nat matter what the underlying asset is. 

*[3]: The majority of the funds are focused mainly in Europe and minor allocatlans in North-Am erica, Australia and Asia . When taking the limitations and risk-averse nature of the partleipants into account, a pattern 

can beseen in the global focus of these types of funds and investors . 

*(4]: lt was rather difficult to gather specific information a bout return on investment in termsof brownfield, greenfield and venture years. However, consistentwithall respondents and literature study, is that the 

risk of greenfield when developing sarnething new is credited with an added risk premium of 3-5% on return . 

*(5] : According to the respondets, return rates will stay the sa me if long-term interest rate, intlation level and risk profile remains at current levels. lf bands go up social infrastructure return w ill fellow. Lower return 

is unlikely because this will cause disinterest, as it will reach return levels near low risk obligations and debt. Return on brownfield w il I drop slightly because of increasing investors' interest creating more 

competition. Interest might a lso drop when bond rates and fixed deposits increases in return leve l. 

*(6] : Many respondents answered return numbers si mi lar tothereturn forecast numbers. The reasen is as some state : "these are the market averages and the investors areaware of it". Others have refrained from 

giving a percentage stating that it depends on toa many factors, including the strategy, structure of SPV and risk profile. 

*(7] : One respondent stated that going lower is possible, if it pertains to direct investment in a subsector with in-house experience . But the general consensus is that going toa low cause disinterest, especially, when 

camparing this withether investment categories outside the infrastructure world. Another respondent stated the return levels are closely linked to the interest rate, which are very low in current economie climate. 

*[8] : The general consensus for all funds is that social infrastructure is never considered as a separate class, but part of the bigger infrastructure asset class and treated as such. No fund has specific policy for social 

infrastructure. Same respondents have dedicated allocation specific for PPP assets which includes social infrastructure and more. The overall characteristic that is sought afterare PPP projects with availabili ty based 

revenue models. Although they come with lower return income, it does nat have the demand risk. 
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Analysis of the ordinal data on positive and negative attributes in termsof frequency. 
Total Pension Funds 
Totallnfrastructure funds 

Total all 

Q9 Positive list (1 net important/na weight- 5 very important/heavy weight) 
FM = Fund managers IN= lnstitutionallnvestors 

Essential public services (causes long and stabie demand) 
Low price elasticity of demand (lncrease in price has low influence on demand) 
High threshold toenter (high startup castand difficult to duplicate) 
Reguiatien (authorities can correct prices and offer guarantees) 

Long lifecycle (assets come with 25 year concessions or langer) 
Intlation proteetion (assets offer room lor intlation correcting mechanisms) 

Regular stabie cash flow (investments provide stabie and predictabie income) 
Low risk PPP contracts (dealing with public authorities gives lesser risk) 

Lew correlation withother i_nvestment categories (diversification) 
Low default rate (sta bie income) 
Corporate Social Responsibility (public reputation) 

Q12 Negative list (1 net Important/no weight- 5 very important/heavy weight) 

Politics and reguiatien (political powers are prone to change during long term investments) 
Average project size is smal i (small investment volumes) 

Total social infrastructure sector is young (lack of historiedatpand transactions) 
No standard for benchmarks ( camparing performance is difficult) 
Transparency lacking (data aften considered proprietary) 

Return less than classic investment categories (Less return on ca pitall 
llliquidity (llliquid assets cannot be sold overnight) 

High leverage (projects with high leverage are sensitive to economie tides) 

Fund cast (managers fee, performance fee, monitoring feebasedon private equity funds) 
Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector (governance, managementand operations) 

Essential public services (causes long and stabie demand) 
Lew price elasticity of demand (lncrease in price has lew influence on demand) 
High threshold te enter (high startup eest and difficult to duplicate) 
Reguiatien (authorities can correct prices and offer guarantees) 

Long lifecycle (assets come with 25 year concessions er langer) 
Intlation proteetion (assets offer room forintlation correcting mechanisms) 
Regular stabie cash flow (investments provide stabie and predictabie income) 
Lew risk PPP contracts (dealing with public authorities gives lesser risk) 

Lew correlation with ether investment categories (diversification) 
Lew default rate ( stabie income) 
Corporate Social Responsibility (public reputation) 

Politics and reguiatien (politica I powers are prone to change during long term investments) 
Average project size is small (small investment volumes) 

Total social infrastructure sector is young (lack of historie data and transactions) 
No standard for benchmarks ( camparing performance is difficult) 
Transparency lacking (data often considered proprietary) 
Return less than classic investment categories (Less return on capital) 

llliquidity (llliquid assets cannot be sold overnight) 
High leverage (projects with high leverage are sensitive te economie tides) 

Fund eest (managers fee, performance fee, monitoring fee based on private equity funds) 
Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector (governance, managementand operations) 

6 

13 

1 

FM 

5 
5 
1 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 

3 
4 

3 

3 
3 
4 
2 
2 
4 

3 
3 
4 
2 

1 Net 

0 
1 

3 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
0 
0 

Note: 
*[1]: 

*(2]: 

*[3]: 

2 3 
FM FM 
1 5 
1 3 
1 4 
5 5 
5 5 
3 5 
5 5 
5 4 
4 4 
5 4 

4 3 

4 5 
4 5 
2 3 
2 4 
4 2 
1 2 
4 3 
5 2 
3 4 
4 5 

Color schemes: the higher the ave rage, the redder the cells. 
Red flag means higher importante average for fund managerand green flag for pension fund investor. 

The mode shows the most frequent used importante score by all the respondents. 
The range shows how unified the views are of the respondents, i.e. a lew score means higher unified concensus. 

4 

FM 

5 
4 

3 
3 
4 
2 
4 
3 
2 
3 
4 

5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
5 
3 

5 
FM 
4 
4 
3 
4 
5 
4 

4 
4 

5 
4 

2 

3 
5 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
5 

6 
FM 

5 
5 
2 
5 
5 
3 
5 
4 
5 
4 

3 

2 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
4 

3 

7 

IN 

5 
4 

5 
4 

5 
4 

5 
5 
4 
4 

5 

5 
4 
2 
3 
5 
2 
2 
4 
5 
4 

8 
IN 

5 
4 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
4 

5 
5 
5 

4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
2 
2 
5 
3 
4 

9 
IN 

5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
4 

4 
4 

3 

5 
0 
2 
2 
4 
3 
5 
5 
5 
3 

10 
IN 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 

3 
5 
5 
4 

5 
3 
4 
5 
5 
3 
1 
4 
5 
4 

11 

IN 

3 
3 
2 
4 

3 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 

3 

4 

5 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

5 
1 

12 

IN 
2 
3 
2 
5 
3 
4 
3 
5 
3 
5 
4 

4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
4 

13 

IN 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
4 
5 
4 
4 
4 

4 

3 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 

4 

avg FM avg IN 
Dif Avg 

*(1] avg ALL 

4,17 4,14 ~ -0,02 
3,67 4,14 ~ 0,48 
2,33 3,86 ~ 1,52 

~ 0,38 
~ -0,67 

4,33 "~ 
~ 4,00 

3,50 4,43 ~ 0,93 

.... c4S1 ~ -0,10 
4,00 4,29 ~ 
3,83 4,14 ~ 
4,00 4,43 ~ 
3,17 400 ~ 

~ 0,62 
~ -0,17 

3,67 
4,291 

3,50 3,33 
2,00 2,71 ~ 0,71 
2,00 2,86 ~ 0,86 
2,33 3,86 ~ 1,52 
2,17 2,86 ~ 

~ 0,40 

"" 
1,50 

~ 0,74 
~ -0,24 

2,17 2,57 

2,50~ 
3,83 it,'IIJt 
3.67 3,43 

Accumulated total FM Accumulated totaiiN Accumulated total ALL 

2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 
Slight Fairly 5 Very 1 Net Slight Norm Fairly 5Very 1 Net Slight Norm 4 Fairly 5 Very 

Import Import Import Import Import Import Import Import Import Import 

0 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 2 8 
0 2 3 0 3 4 5 
0 2 2 3 3 
0 2 1 4 8 
0 1 3 3 7 
0 0 4 0 1 6 4 
0 0 0 0 3 ~ 
0 0 0 0 2 4 
0 0 0 1 2 4 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 3 4 
1 1 5 2 
3 5 2 3 
3 4 4 

3 1 4 2 4 2 
2 1 2 5 4 1 

2 2 1 
2 3 
2 0 3 4 
2 1 0 3 6 

Mode Range 
*[2] *[3] 

4 
4 

3 

2 
2 
3 
2 



Accumluated positive attribute 1 Not 2 Slight 3Norm 4 Fairly S Very Avg 

list 
AVG 

Diff 

High threshold toenter (high Total FM 2,33 

startup costand difficult to TatatiN 3,86 

duplicate) Total ALL 3,15 

lnflation proteetion (assets offer Total FM 0 1 1 3,50 

room for inflation correcting TatatiN 0 0 3 
mechanisms) Total ALL 0 1 4 

Corporate Social Responsibility Total FM 0 0 3,17 

(public reputation) TatatiN 0 2 

Total ALL 0 2 

Low price elasticity of demand Total FM 1 0 1 2 2 3,67 

(lncrease in price has low TatatiN 0 0 2 2 3 
influence on demand) Total ALL 1 0 3 4 

Low default rate (stable income) Total FM 0 0 1 4 1 4,00 

TatatiN 0 0 0 4 3 4,43 

Total ALL 0 0 1 4 4,23 

Regulation (authorities can Total FM 0 0 1 2 

correct prices and offer TotaiiN 0 0 0 2 

guarantees) Total ALL 0 0 1 4 

Low correlation with other Total FM 0 1 2 3,83 

investment categories TatatiN 0 0 2 

( diversification) Total ALL 0 1 4 

Low risk PPP contracts (dealing Total FM 0 0 1 4,00 

with pubtic authorities gives TatatiN 0 0 3 4,29 

lesser risk) Total ALL 0 0 4 4,15 

Essential pubtic services (causes Total FM 1 0 0 

long and stabie demand) TotaiiN 0 1 1 

Total ALL 1 1 1 

Regular stabie cash flow Total FM 0 0 0 

(investments provide stabie and TotaiiN 0 0 1 

predictabie income) Total ALL 0 0 1 

Long lifecycle (assets come with Total FM 0 0 4,67 

25 year concessions or langer) TotaiiN 0 0 4,00 

Total ALL 0 0 4,31 -0,67 



-- --- ------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------

Accumulated negative attribute 2 Slight 3 Norm 4 Fairly 5 Very Avg 

list I Import Import Import 
AVG 

Diff 

. Total FM 1 1 0 2,33 
Transparency lackmg (data often 

1 3 2 3,86 . TotaiiN 
cons1dered proprietary) 

Total ALL 2 2 

High leverage (projects with high Total FM 0 2,50 

leverage are sensitive to TotaiiN 1 4,00 

economie ti des) Total ALL 1 3,31 

No standard for benchmarks Total FM 0 2,00 

( camparing performance is TotaiiN 1-· 2,86 

difficult) Total ALL 1 2,46 0,86 I 

Fund cost (managers fee, Total FM 1 2 3,83 

performance fee, monitoring fee TotaiiN 1 1 

based on private equity funds) Total ALL 2 3 2 

Total social infrastructure sector Tota l FM 1 1 0 2,00 

is young (lack of historie data TotaiiN 1 2 0 2,71 

and transactions) Total ALL 2 3 0 2,38 0 71 I 

Return less than classic Total FM 

investment categories (Less TotaiiN 

return on capita!) Total ALL 

Politics and reguiatien (politica! Total FM 0 1 2 1 2 3,67 

powers are prone to change TotaiiN 0 0 1 3 3 
during long term investments) Total ALL 0 1 3 4 

llliquidity (llliquid assets cannot 
Total FM 1 0 2,17 

TotaiiN 0 1 2,57 
be sold overnight) 

Total ALL 1 1 2,38 0,40 J 

Average project size is small 
Total FM 1 1 2 3,50 

(small investment volumes) 
TotaiiN 0 1 1 3,33 

Total ALL 1 2 3 42 -0,17 

Experience lacking in social infra . Total FM 0 0 2 3 3,67 

sector (governance, TotaiiN 0 0 1 1 3,43 

managementand operations) Total ALL 0 0 3 4 3,54 -0,24 



1 Long lifecycle 

2 Regular stabie cash flow 

3 Reguiatien 

4 Essential public services 

5 Lew risk PPP contracts 

6 Low default ra te 

score 

7 Lew correlation withother investment categories 

8 Low price elast icity of demand 

9 Intlation proteetion 

10 Corporale Social Responsibility 

11 High threshold to enter 

Posit ive list ranked by average lmportance score IN 

1 Reguiat ien 

2 Regular stabie cash flow 

3 Intlation proteetion 

4 Low default rate 

5 Low risk PPP cont racts 

6 Essentia l public services 

7 Low correlation withether investment categories 

8 Low price elasticity of de mand 

9 Corporate Soda I Responsibili ty 

10 Long lifecycle 

11 High threshold toenter 

4 Low default rate 

5 Essential public services 

6 lew risk PPP contracts 
7 Intlation proteetion 

8 low correlation with ether investment categories 

9 lew price elasticity of de mand 
10 Corporale Social Responsibility 

11 i threshold to enter 

4,17 
4,00 
4,00 
3,83 
3,67 
3,50 

4,57 
4,43 
4,43 
4,29 
4,14 
4,14 
4,14 

4,00 
4,00 

3,86 

4,31 
4,23 
4,15 
4,15 
4,00 
4,00 

3,92 

Negatlve list ranked by average Importante score FM 

1 Fund eest 

2 Polit ics and reguiatien 

3 Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector 

4 Average project size is small 

5 High leverage 

6 Transparency lacking 

7 Return less than classic investment categories 

8 llliquidity 

9 Total social infrastructure sector is young 

10 No standard for benchmarks 

Negatlve list ranked by average importance score IN 

1 Fund eest 

2 Poll t ics and reguiatien 

3 High leverage 

4 Transparency lacking 

5 Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector 

6 Average project size is small 

7 No standard for benchmarks 

8 Return Ie ss than classic investment categories 

9 Total social infrastructure sector is young 

10 ll liquidity 

Negatlve list ranked by average lmportance score ALL 

1 Fund cost 

2 Polltics and reguiatien 

3 Experience lacking in social intrastructure sector 

4 Average project size is small 

5 High leverage 

6 Transparency lacking 

7 Return less than classic investment categories 

8 No standard for benchmarks 

9 Total social infrastructure sector is young 
10 llliquidity 

3,50 
2,50 

2,33 
2,17 

2,17 
2,00 

2,00 

avg IN 

4,29 
4,.00 
3,86 
3,43 

3,33 
2,86 
2,86 

2,71 
2,57 

2,46 
2,38 
2,38 

Posltlve list ra nk summary 

Corporate Social Responsibil ity 

Essential public services 

High threshold toenter 11 
lnflation proteetion 7 
Long lifecycle 3 
low correlation withether investment categories 8 
Low defau lt rate 6 4 
Low price elast icity of de mand 9 
Low risk PPP contracts 6 
Reg u lar stabie cash flow 

Reg u lation 

Negat ive list rank summary 

Average project size is small 

Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector 

Fund cast 

High leverage 

llliquidity 

No standard for benchmarks 

Politics and regulation 

Return less than classic investment categories 

Total social infrastructure sector is young 
Transparency lacking 
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Respondent 

Fund type 

Interview date 

lnfrastructure fund 

18 October 2012 

Nr Interview Question 

1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in infra 

5.2 Fund total in infra in% 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in% 

Interview Question 

7 In which social infra categories does 

your fund have investments? 

8 In which countries are these investments? 

10 Are there remarks on the positive list? 

answer 

Ma naging di rector, lead and manage investment team to purchase investments 

5,5 

Label 

category 

-category 

geoasset 

fundfocus 
-highbarriere 

+availability 

+PPP 

linked 

+lowcorrelation 

-riskofdefa ult 

-CSR 

28000 in mil EUR 
2500 in mil EUR 

9% 

5 in mil EUR 

0,20% 

Fragment Respondent 

1.1 1 project in the care sector. 

1.2 

1.3 
1.4 
1.5 

1.6 

1.7 
1.8 

1.9 
1.10 

looked at procuring in the education and security sector, but without succes. 

The 1 project is located in ltaly. 

General focus lies in Europe. 

High threshold toenter is not true. ln normal situation there will be several parties 

competing on an investment, most economical wins. 

PPP contracts arebasedon availability basis and not on performance. That means 

that if a hospita I has no clients, o r that a new hospita I is being built next door by the 
government. lt does not matter for your investment that has a contract of 25 years 

Essential public services and reg u lar stabie cash flow are linked (the sa me). 

low correlation withether investment categories is correct, not the sa me cycle 

11 Are there attributes missing in the positive list? -riskreputation 1.11 

Now that the economy is bad your counter party can have problems (Governments). 

Corpora te Social Responsibility is not always important. North American pension 

fund like the Doctors and Care pension fund for example have no interest investing 

Reputational risk (image) providing public services, i.e. French prisons require social 

workers when prisoners are released to helpthem get back on their feet. 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? youngsector 
-lackingdata 

+sufficientdata 
-nostdbenchmark 

+stdbenchmark 

-lackingtranspara ncy 

+sufficienttranspa rancy 

-lackingexperience 

+sufficientexperience 

14 Are there attributes missing in the negative list? -riskpublicentity 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the future? 

18 What is the preferred expected return 

on social infra for institutional investors? 

19 What is the minimum expected return 

on social infra for institutional investors? 

20 What investment policy applies 

for social infra in your fund? 

21 What attributes are decisive for institutional 

investors to invest in soda I infra? 

22 Additional remarks Q21 

23 What are the expectations on 

soda I infra investment in your fund? 

24 What are the expectations on social 

infra investment in the general market? 

25 What measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social infra investments? 

-jobdrain 

returnpast 

returnpresent 

-returndrop 

constructioncompany 

returnfuture 

preferredreturninvestor 

minreturninvestor 

investmentpolicy 

+decisiveriskprofile 

+decisivelowrisk 

-decisiveinvestmentvolume 

+riskprofilenochange 

-investmentdealflow 

-excpectationinfund 

debt 
-government 

expectationinfund 

+expectationmarket 

+socialinfrainportfolio 

-stimula nce 

1.12 

1.13 

1.14 

1.15 

1.16 

1.17 

1.18 
1.19 
1.20 

1.21 

1.22 

1.23 

1.24 

1.25 

1.26 

1.27 

1.28 
1.29 

1.30 

1.31 
1.32 
1.33 

1.34 

1.35 
1.36 

Total social infrastructure sector is young. 

but there is no lack of data and transactions. A lot of data and transaction ca me 

from UK and now the rest is catching up. 

No standard for benchmarks is not true. 

Transparancy lacking is not true. 

Experience lacking in social infrastructure sector is not true, maybe in some 

undeveloped countries 

Negative public entity risk .Perception of soda I infrastructure, some institutional 

investors like pension funds think that PPP's are taking away jobs (facility 

In the past in the UK 15% return on equity was achieved insome projects. 

Greenfield 10-11% and brownfield 7-9%. 

Reason for lower return: first movers advantage evaporating, bondsinterest are 

lower {Risk-free rate) and sametimes driven by construction sector and they care 

less about return on equity, because they earn on construction. 

Social infra projects sametimes driven by construct ion sector and they care Ie ss 

a bout return on equity, because they earn on construction. 

lf everything stays equal, than no change will occur. lf return on bonds go up, social 

infrastructure will fellow. 

large institutional investors target 10-11% on green and 7-9% on brown. They know 

what's achievable at present. 

6-7% in the past some invested for 6%. 

No policy, no limits, flexible anything is possible. 

On the pro si de, risk profile is goed and low risk on assets. 

On the con side, investment volume is too smal I. For example buying portfolies of 

10 assets would not be too smal!. 

Expectation on the risk profile is no change. 

For the investment volume, this will probably notchange because of governments 

wil I not be expanding in the near future. 
Th is won't be a big feature in my fund. 

Use of PPP is to decrease debt. 

Government will not expand on short term. 

Fundremains opportunistic, doesnotcare a bout the developments.lf opportunity 

presents, they will take the opportunity and invest. 

!t's a good way to do it. In 5 years maybe there will be a bigger market. 

!t's interesting on portfolio when buying a portfolio of several assets. 

Fund does little to nothing to stimulate more social infra investments. 

Note Are there any comments? Fund:category 1.37 Fund focus on buyouts, mezzanine and fund on fund investments. 

Fund:category 

Fund:term 

leverage 

1.38 
1.39 
1.40 

lnvestments in transport, water sewerage treatment, energy, gas and alternatives. 

lnvestments that areholdon to at least for 10 years. 

90 -95% leverage is standard 



Respondent 

Fund type lnfrastructure fund 

Interview date 19 November 2012 

Nr Interview Question answer 
1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

Directerasset management. Portfolio responsible for return . 

0,5 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in infra 

5.2 Fund total in infra in % 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in % 

18 

3 
151,80 in mil EUR 

151,80 in mil EUR 

100% 

151,80 in mil EUR 

100% 

f130 

1 GBP = 1,167 EUR 

Interview Question Label 

category 

Fragment Respondent 

7 In which social infra categories does 

your fund have investments? 

1.1 50% in care, 30% education and 20% security. 

8 In which countries are these investments? 

10 Are there remarks on the positive list? 

11 Are there attributes missing in the positive 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? 

+availability 

fundfocus 

-essentialservice 

-priceelasticity 

-highbarriere 

-regulation 

+lifecycle 

-inflationprotection 

-lowcorrelation 

+Revenuegarantee 
-Politcs 

+sectortooyoung 
-nostdbenchmark 

+stdbenchmark 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 
1.10 

1.11 
1.12 
1.13 

1.14 

-lackingtransparancy 1.15 

+sufficienttransparancy 

+leverage 1.16 

-Highfundcost 1.17 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? returnpast 1.18 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? returnpresent 1.19 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the future? returnfuture 1.20 

18 What is the preterred expected return preferredreturninvestor 1.21 

on social intra for institutional investors? 
19 What is the minimum expected return minreturninvestor 1.22 

on social infra for institutional investors? 

20 What investment policy applies policy 1.23 

for social infra in your fund? +availability 

21 What attributes are decisive for institutional +decisive 

investors to invest in social infra? 

23 Wh at are the expectations on 

social infra in vestment in your fund? 

24 Wh at are the expectations on social 

infra investment in the general market? 

25 Wh at measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social intra investments? 

-decisiveleverage 

+pppallocation 

+expectationsfund 

-pppdealflow 

-expectationsmarket 

+stimulance 

1.24 

1.25 

1.26 

1.27 

1.28 

And any PFI project on availability basis is a potential asset 

100% in UK PFI market 

Essential public services- The underlying asset is notimportant for investor. 

Low price elasticity of demand - Only availability based projects are 

High threshold toenter- They only want quality assets, so barriers are of no 

issue. 
Reguiatien- PFI is contracted market, any reguiatien from the government is 

disliked and frowned u pon. 

Long lifecycle (assets come with 25 year concessions or langer) 

lnflation proteetion -is not always true. There is a 50-75% correlation to 

low correlation withother investment categories - Never comes up as a 

Înplicit/ Explicit guarantee of the revenue. 
Politics and reguiatien- Governments might ren eg on contra cts. 

Total social infrastructure sector is young - Not an issue. 
No standard for benchmark - lt will always be difficult to benchmark, but it's 

nat a problem. 
Transparancy lacking I Return less than classic investment categories-Never 

an issue, and depends on which and when. 

High leverage - is only an issue if the investor doesn't understand the asset. 

Fund cost - High fund cast is not the case anymore. 

Funds is only 3 months in. So can 't say 

Brownfield NET IRR 9% expected 

Brownfield will reach NET IRR of 9% if nothing changes (long-term interest/ 

9% is the market average that is offered. But no clue what exactly is preterred 

by the investors. lt all depends. 

Depends on a lot of factors, there is no 1 answer fits all approach. 

Only social infrastructure with PFI availability model. 

All the positive attributes ranked 5 are important and decisive. 

High leverage is a decisive negative attribute. With 25 year term loans on 30 

year concession there is less retinanee risk, long-term debt is important for 
When the 300 million GBP target is raised in 6 months, it would take 12-18 

months to allocate this into investments all focused in the UK PFI market. 

On short term the PFI deal flow will stay stagnant, because there are nodeals 

from the government. Also the lack of bank debt, lack of government support 

and uncertainty for PFI causes this stagnant movement. 

Engaging government. 



Respondent 

Fund type 

Interview date 

lnfrastructure fund 

22 October 2012 

Nr Interview Question 

1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in infra 

5.2 Fund tot al in infra in % 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in% 

Interview Question 

7 In which social infra categories does 

your fund have investments? 

answer 
Asset manager. Rendement/performance halen over 10/12 assets. 

Label 
category 

+PPPtransport 

+availability 

6,5 In th e beginning involved on all processen, later on only on assets 

10 

7 

1100 in mil EUR 

1100 in mil EUR 

100% 

880 in mil EUR 

80% 

Fragment Respondent 

1.1 In deseending order, Largest tosmallest part of portfolio: Education, 

1.2 

1.3 

care, government, security and culture/sport/leisure. 

In our fund, PPP transport assets arealso classified as social 

Any availability based assets is interesting 

8 In which countries are these investments? fundfocus 1.4 

1.5 

Western Europe: Belgium, Den mark, Germany, UK, France, lreland, 

lnvestors relations- taking care of your network and trust between 11 Are there attributes missing in the positive list? +networkrelations 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list ? 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? 

17 What returns can be achieved in the future? 

18 What is the preferred expected return 

on social infra for institutional investors? 

19 What is the minimum expected return 

on social infra for institutional investors? 

20 Wh at investment policy applies 

for social infra in your fund? 

21 What attributes are decisive for institutional 

investors to invest in socia l infra? 
23 Wh at are the expectations on 

social infra investment in your fund ? 

24 Wh at are the expectations on social 

infra investment in the general market? 

25 What measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social infra investments? 

-lackingtransparancy 

+sufficienttransparancy 

+return 

+illiquidity 

+ leverage 

returnpast 

returnpresent 

returnfuture 

preferredreturninvestors 

minreturninvestors 

policy 

+decisivestablereturn 

+decisivelowcorrelation 

+expectationsfund 

-expectationsmarket 

-stimulance 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

1.12 

1.13 

1.14 

1.15 

1.16 

1.17 

1.18 

1.19 

partners for the long-term. 

Transparancy lacking is not an issue with big institutions, they have 

the information. 

Return less on classic investment categoriesis not true in 2012. 

Liquidity is important if social infra is big part of portfolio, but the 

average alocation is just a small percentage 

High leverage risk is really low with projects that have no refinancing 

There is a difference between brownfield and greenfield, brownfield 

Same, still12-14%. Economie crisis had little effect. 

The forecast is that it will remain around 12-14%, these assets are 

Around 12-14% 

Not defined 

None, conform private placement memorandum on max allocation 

per country 

Stabie return, low correlation with crisis 

New fund has target size of €700 mil with focus in West-Europe and 

canada mainly in PPP (including social infra) . Allocations will be 

Any restrictions on return wil I deter the most important incentive for 

the investors, making it less attractive to invest in infrastructure. 

Our fund is not the right institution that has the position to apply 

measures to stimulate more social infra. 



Respondent 

Fund type 

Interview date 

4 
lnfrastructure fund 

28 November 2012 

Nr Interview Question 
1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in infra 

5.2 Fund total in infra in % 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in % 

Interview Question 
7 In which social infra categories does 

your fund have investments? 

8 In which countries are these investments? 

10 Are there remarks on the positive list? 

11 Are there attributes missing in the positive list? 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? 

14 Are there attributes missing in the negative list? 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the future? 

18 What is the preterred expected return 

on social infra for institutional investors? 

19 What is the minimum expected return 

on social infra for institutional investors? 

20 What investment policy applies 

for social infra in your fund? 

21 What attributes are decisive for institutional 

investors to invest in social infra? 

23 What are the expectations on 

social infra investment in your fund? 

24 What are the expectations on social 

infra investment in the general market? 

25 What measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social infra investments? 

label : Sl=social infra 

answer 
lnvestment di rector 

label 

category 

fundfocus 

+essentialservice 

fundpolicy 

score 

+yield 

score 
-interest 

-constructionrisk 

returnpast 

returnpresent 

-returndrop 

returnfuture 

+returndrop 

12 

4 

350 in mil EUR 

350 in mil EUR 

100% 

5 in mil EUR 

1,5% 

Fragment Respondent 
1.1 One sport arena, with interest of building more projects 

1.2 

1.3 
1.4 
1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

1.12 

1.13 

1.14 

Mainly France and Europe 

Essential public services is what the clients ask us the most about, they 

Our fund tries its best to procure and keep high quality assets and less 

All the poslive attributes should be five,the once receiving the highest 

scores are the ones most inquired about by clients. 

Current Yield 

lnvestors never mentions the negative attributes that received a 1 

lack of interest. 

Construction yield risk. There is no return on equity with greenfield 

Greenfield 12% and brownfield 9%. Consistent 

Greenfield wil I stay 12% brownfield will drop to 7,5-8% due to 

Drop to 7,5-8% due to pressure. 

lf interest will stay the same, then return wil Is tay the same as 016. 

lower return is tricky and doubt that it will get lower. 

preferredreturninvestors 1.15 too diverse, can't answer depends on strategy and structure of SPV. 

minreturninvestors 

policy 

policy 

+decisivecashyield 

+greenfieldPPP 

+expectationsfund 

-expectationsmarket 

+expectationsmarket 

-stimulance 

1.16 

1.17 

1.18 

1.19 

1.20 

1.21 

1.22 

1.23 

7% is bottom, but interestrate is very low so can't say. 

Everything is possible within the investment policy there are no limits 

and everything is project based. 

No more than 50% allocation in one country. 

Cash yield 6-7% cash yield with acceptable risk (2% risk free - 5% risk 

premium) 

More greenfield PPPs. Return wil I remain 12% green and sell 8% 

brownfield assets. Assets can be held for 10 years for capital gain. 

Deal flow will slow down, governments are strained intheir budget. 

lnvestment will continue but slower. 

Alter the crisis will increase again 

Nothing in particular, altending conferences 



Respondent S 

Fund type lnfrastructure fund 

Date 20 November 2012 

Nr Interview Question 

1 job and responsibility 

2 job experie nce in years 

3 Setf expe rience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Expe rience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in intra 

5.2 Fund total in infra in % 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund t otal in SI in % 

answer 
Finance di rector 

13 

10 
1751,50 in mil EUR 

1751,50 in mil EUR 

100% 
291,92 in mil EUR 

15% 

n .soo 
1 GBP = 1,167 EUR 

f250 

Interview Question label 

category 

Fragment Respondent 

7 In which social intra categories does 

your fund have investments? 

8 In which count ries are these investments? 

10 Are there re marks on the positive list ? 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? 

fundfocus 

-supportgovernm e nt 

-supportpeople 

-supportgeneral 

-Polities 

-projectsize 

+sectortooyoung 

-nostdbenchmark 

+Stdbenchmark 

+return 

+illiquidity 

+leverage 

+fundcost 

14 Are there attributes missing in the negative list ? -debt 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? re turnpast 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? 

17 Wh at returns can be achieved in the fut ure? 

18 What is the preterred expected return 
on social intra tor institutienat investors? 

19 What is the minimum expected return 

on soda! intra tor institutienat investors? 

20 What investment policy applies 

tor social intra in your fund ? 

21 What attributes are decisive for institutienat 

investors to invest in sodal intra ? 

23 What are the e xpectation s on 

social intra investment in your fund? 

24 What are the expectations on sodal 

infra investment in the general market? 

25 What measures does yo ur fund apply to 

stimulate more soda I intra investments? 

Note Are there any comments? 

-supportgovemment 

-+ear1yadopters 

returnpresent 

+returnfuture 
-returndrop 

-pppcompetition 

-pppcompetition 

preferredreturninvestor 

minreturninvestor 

freeho ld 

policy 

+availability 

-+decisivelongterm 

-tdecisivelowcorre lation 

+decisivelargeprojectsize 

--decisivesmallproject 

decisiveexperience 

politics 

-su pportgovernment 

-supportpeople 

-expectationsmarket 

-expertiseoutflow 

-supportpeople 

-supportpeople 

-stimulance 

+expectationsfund 

category 

+flexiblecontracts 

1.1 56% care, 9% governm ent, 8% education, 6% security and 21% other SI categoties 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

1.12 

1.13 

1.14 

1.15 

1.16 

1.17 

1.18 

1.19 
1.20 

1.21 

1.22 

1.23 

1.24 

1.25 

1.26 

1.27 

1.28 

1.29 

1.30 

1.31 

1.32 

1.33 

100% in UK 

Government was looking tor long term institut ional money to rebuild UK infrastructure, because it is in needof private sector 

capita! and experience. But now government is turning away trom its original intentions. They are blaming the private sector 

tor earning too much money. 

The original inte ntion was good, but now because of the bad stigma, people are turning away trom privatization. 

Privatisation in the beginning was good, but now it is considered bad, because the old generation forgot about all the old 

problems with traditional government prorurement and the new generat ion are clueless a bout the otd problems. (Cost

overrun, delayed construction periods, inexperience etc. ) 

Politics and reguiatien- Once the contract is signed, government change does not matter. But fo r new project s, where mitlions 

could bespent in the pre-cont ract period (2 years), the government su pport is very important. 

Average project size is smalt- Big project size is preferred, because praeurement cost forsmaltand big projects are the same. 

Total social intra structure sector is young - Not important. 

No standard for benchmarks- Not true in UK. Many projects have been created a lready. 

Return less t han dassic investment categoties - With the lower risk it' s fine . 

llliquidity - Social intrastructure is attracting long-term investors that try to match the ir long-term liabilities, so it's fine . And 

secondary market for quality PFI assets is attractive and therefore liquid. 

High leverage - Is acceptable when deal ing withstrong refracting revenue ( stabie income). So these assets can withstand the 

high leverage. 

Fund cost - Fund cost is much lower than 15 years ago. There's also a downward tre nd offund cost, so this is not true 

anymore . 
Availability long-term capita! for soda I infrastructure is limited . Old debts hadtermsof 28 years on 30 year concession, but 

nowadays the standard is approximately 7 years. Th is brings retinanee risk for the investors. 

Green 15+%, Brown 11-12% IRR NET. 

Early adepters were able to dose loans for 17 years, with concesslons running up till30 years. After fully repaying the debt in 

17 years, they did notchange the dividend return. In addition, they were able to retinanee loans with lower interest ra te in the 

remaining concession term for extra leverage, which skyrocketed their profit high above in the 25%-30% IRR range. This was 

part of the reason ofthe bad stigma in the PFI market in the UK. The public sector noticed the high profits and wanted part of 
the retinanee gains, the private sector agreed voluntarity on an agreement that would pass 30% ofthe re-finance profit to the 

public sector. The governme nt however, soon after agreeing wanteel more and demanded 50%. The agreement was entirely on 

voluntary basis, and it was good as long as both pubHc and private sector profrted trom it. But in the private sectors eyes 50% 

was too much and therefore fe it toreed to change the strategy. Assets were put in short-term funds and sold to long-te rm 

funds. The sa le would e xtract all the capital ga ins from the retinanee risk and therefore exdude all th e profit for the pubtic 

sector. This was the case tor ea rly adapters and won't happen anymore in fut ure projects. 

11-12% IRR NET Greenfield, 7-9% Brownfield 

13 %-+ for gree nfield, because of lim ited availability on capita! and shorter tenors on senior debt ca using ex:tra risk. 
Brownfield will go lower (good quality assets), towards 7% IR R NfT. 

Listed vehides are happy with 7% IRR because reta il investors are satisfied with 5% yields, giving room tor growth . 

There is streng competition on the trading of equity stakes in operational projects. 

13+ for greenfield and 7-9% fot brownfield. 

Brown field projects are not likely togodown much more, maybe a 10-50 base points. At certa in level you getto a point that 

different asset classes will be favorable (Real estate has freehold at the e nd, PPP projects you have nothing at the end of a 

concession). 

long term/ intlat ion linked/ minimal revenue risk/no tolls (othe rwise shadow tolls)/ preferenee for avaitability based/ low 

retinanee risk/ low interest ra te risk. 
long term revenue st reams and low corre lation with other investment categories. These are most important to match long

term liabilities of institutienat investors. Also large average project size and experie nce for public and private sector are of high 

importance. Smalt project sizes wilt cause high amount of work and the preeure ment cost is not dissimtlar for alt sizes. The 

experience of public and private sector can eau se a project to success or fait. 

Main concern is politica!. Partnership in PPP can only workif it is truly a partnership. Currently, the government is stating on 

t he one hand that they want private capita! for infrastructure investme nt but on the other handth ere is a n increasing hostility 

to private sector profits. In addition, the general pubtic support for PFI is wavering. 

Politiclans are trying to come up with new praeurement methods. The de lay to this a nd the current need to reduce 

expenditure means that the current deal flo w is low. The tack of deal flow is causing the outflow of expertisetoother countries 

such as Canada, where the pipeline is streng. Whe n the dealflow returns, th is wiltlead to thetact that new teams have to be 

educated and will need to learn the same problems again . 
People like new buildings and services, but they often forget the reason for using private capital in the first place aftera few 

years. 
Strengthened by crit ics/press, politics and the use of misleading stalistics is turning the pubtic opinion against PFI. There is too 

much concentration on the profitability of early stage projects when the market has over the years led to increased 

competition and lower returns for investors. 

1 don't think private sector can do much about this. We do engage with the government on the matter, but it is only the 

government who can do sarne thing a bout this. And one of the important stimu lanB to keep the private sector interested is a 

constant deal fl ow. Not for exa mpte 5 projectsin 1 pe riod and then 0 in t he next period. 
Our fund has 3 unlisted funds: 1 pure sociat infrastructure fund of GBP 225 mil, 1 fully invested GBP 900 mil fund and a nother 

t hat is still fundrai sing with a target of GBP 900 mil GBP. 
Other than the standard social infrastructure, our fund a lso have road tra nsport assets (renovation) with shadow tolls (the UK 

has a high density population with good historie usage data for roads) and energy/ wast e management projects with 10/15 

year Power Purchase Agree ments. 

In the early project s, there were problems with inflexible contracts. lf governments wanled to adjust sernething to the 

properties (Add a poster to the wa ll, change locks etc.), this needed to be done through a change request. Each change would 

be outsoureed and could give rise to high fees (50GBP to change a light bulb for exa mple). The PFI operators have learnt trom 

this experience and nowadays most projects would indude fulltime personne t in the contract to deal with small works at no 

additienat cost. I find it hard to believe t hat t hese practices are still the case. 



Respondent 

Fund type ln frast ructure fund 

Interview date 07 November 2012 

Nr Interview Question 

1 job and responsibi lity 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in infra 

5.2 Fund total in infra in % 

6 Fu nd total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in % 

Interview Question 

7 In which social infra categories does 

yourfund have investments? 

8 In which countries are these investments? 

10 Are there remarks on the positive list? 

answer 

Directer investor relations. Fundraising, reporting and in charge of co-investment~ 

3 

Label 
category 

fundfocus 

-highbarriere 

20 
2100 in mil EUR 1 dosed EU fund €550 mil and 2 open EU/US fund of target $1 bil eact 

2100 in mil EUR 

100% 
SS in mil EUR 10% of dosed fund, target 5% EU and 200..b US open fund s, 

10% of dosed fund 

Fragment Respondent 

1.1 65% care, 30% government, 5% cu lt ure/sport/leisure 

1.2 
1.3 

dosed and 1 open fund focus in Europe, the other open fund in US/Canada 

High threshold t oenter - Social infrastructure is easier toenter than economie (aften more 

technica!) infrastructure. 

-inflationprotect ion 1.4 Intlation proteetion - lt'sgood to have, but nat expected. In EU only U.K. and Spa in offers 

intlation proteetion on availability projects. 

eusociakonsequences 1.5 lnstead of Corporate Social Responsibility - Our fundisaware ofthe European Soda I 

Consequences, which are higher on transport netwerk connect ing entire regions. Soda I 

infrastructure projects with limited area of influence has less impact on this matter. 

11 Are there attributes missing in the positive list? +socialinfra 1.6 Socia l infrastru cture compared with Economie infrastructure (roads) has a smallerconst ru ction 

period (<3 years vs 4-6 years). This means that revenue will co me in sooner (availability 

payments). 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? 

15 What return s has been achieved in the past ? 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? 

17 What return scan be achieved in the future? 

18 What is the preterred expected return 

on social intra tor institutional investors? 

19 What is the minimum expected return 

on social infra for institutional investors? 

20 What investment policy applies 

for social intra in your fund? 

21 What attributes are decisive for institutional 

investors to invest in social infra? 

23 What are the expectations on 

social intra in vestment in your fund? 

24 What are the expectations on socia l 

intra investment in the general market? 

25 What measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social intra investments? 

Note Are there any comments? 

+socialinfra 

+pppcontracts 

-tooyoungsector 

+youngsector 

-nostdbenchmark 

+stdbenchmark 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

+returnlessthanclassic 1.11 

-availability 
-illiquidity 

+leve rage 

fundcast 

expertise 

returnpast 

returnpresent 

returnfuture 

preferredreturninvestor 

minreturninvestor 

policy 

+decisiveexpertise 

+decisivesta biereturn 

+decisiveavailability 

notsocialinfrarelated 

-expectationsfund 

diversification 

expectationsmarket 

+stimulate 

+expectationsfunds 

+PPP 

+PPPinterest 

+publicinterest 

+availability 

+socialinfra 

1.12 
1.13 

1.14 

1.15 
1.16 

1.17 
1.18 
1.19 
1. 20 

1.21 

1.22 

1.23 

1. 24 

1.25 

1.26 

1.27 

1.28 

1.29 

1.30 

There is a lso a lower construction risk compared to economie infrastructure, due to the fa ct that 

soc ial infrastructure most of the t ime involves buildings. Constructing buildings are generally 

less risky than roads/tunnels that crosses unknown territory. 

Politics and reguiatien- PPP contracts are bound by law and can co me with provislans t hat in 

case of big changes will be in effect, sametimes this mean that you can claim back the entire 

worthof a contract. 

Total social infrastructure sector is young - tt would take more energy and time but ultimately it 

poses as an opportunity, therefore nat an important negative attribute at all. 

No standard for benchmarks/Transparency lacking - Bath nat relevant, because this is the case 

tor all PPP projects. (Nat social infra structure related) 

Return less than classic investment categories - Is expected and comes with the lesser amount 

of risk. 

Availability deals generally have lower revenues than demand projects, because of \ower risk 
llliquidity- is excepted and standard for the infrastru cture sector. (Nat social infrastructure 

related) 

High leverage - is expected and standard practice is 85 -900..(. leverage. (Nat social 

infrastructure related) 

Fund cast - nat releva nt for fund managers but for institutional investors it would be important. 

Experience is most important, investors need to get the right advisors and be clear on what they 

want. 

Green 13-14%, Brown 9-11% si nee 2009. 

Green 13-14%, Brown 9-11%, no change due toshort investment period si nee 2009. 

lf no change in intlation and interest return will remain the sa me. 

Greenfield 12-13% EU and 13-14% N-A. Brownfield would be in the 10% bandwidth . 

12% is absolute minimum on greenfie ld and 8% on brownfield. 

No this is part of the general inf rastructure invertment 

Most important is experien ce of fund managers and regular st abie cash flow. That is what you 

are looking foren ava ilability projects. And nat soc ial infrastructure related but infrastructure 

overall. 

Th ere will be a higher share of PPP projectsin the new funds up to 20%. Other than that there is 

no significant change expected. Social infrastructure fa lis in the sa me category as other PPP 

projects that includes transport netwerk. But it's important to keep attention on diversification 

and nat to expose too much into 1 sector. 

The market is predicted to have no significant change, there might be an increase in t he level of 

mat urity. Currently 20-25% of infrastructure deal flow in the market are ppp projects (exduding 

energy and communications). 

Yes, netwerking with public authorities on what PPP can offer. This knowledge might nat be 

known depending on the level of development of a country. 

Our fund is invested in PPP mainly driven by transport market with a gross share of 80% of 

portfolio. Th is is because the transport market has a largeraverage project size that ranges 

trom €500 million to €1 billion or more. There are 3 funds, 1 EU closed of €550mil and 2 open EU 

and US funds of target { 1 bil/$1 bil each. 

The general target is aimed at the revenue of a PPP project and nat the underlying asset, and 

a lso 50% availability /50% on demand projects. 

Th ere is an increasing investment trend for developed PPP market, with the ma in part in roads 

because these are simpler (First stage) . Public sectors with more experience are confid ent 

enough toenter the social infrastructure market and ethers (Second stage). Th is is a lso the 

natura I processof developed countries dipp ing their toesin infra structure investments. First 

stage then secend stage. 

Social infrastructure: PPP-risk profile is nat always the sa me. Availability deals share the sa me 

risk even if the underlying asset is waste management, water management, transportor social 

infrastructure. lt 's t he contract that matters. Due to the shorter const ruction period, social 

infrastructure can benefrt tasterfram payment, because most social infrastructure projects are 

building. 



Respondent 

Fund type Pension Fund 

Interview date 30 October 2012 

Nr Interview Question 

1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 
4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in intra 

5.2 Fund total in infra in% 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in % 

Int erview Question 

7 In which social infra categories does 

yourfund have investments? 
8 In which countries are these investments? 

10 Are there remarks on the positive list? 

11 Are there attributes missing in the positive list? 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? 

14 Are there attributes missing in the negative list? 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the future? 

18 What is the preterred expected return 

on social intra tor institutional investors? 

19 What is the minimum expected return 

on social infra for institutional investors? 

20 What investment policy applies 

for soda I infra in your fund? 

21 What attributes are decisive for institutional 

in vestars to invest in social infra? 

23 What are the expectations on 

social intra investment in your fund? 

24 What are the expectations on social 

intra investment in the general market? 

25 What measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social infra investments? 

answer 

Portfolio manager Infrastructuur. Sociale Infrastructuur is een kleine subsector van de gehele Infrastructuur sector. 

6 4,5 specifiek portfolio manager. 

4,5 

284000 in mil EUR 

Label 

category 

fundfocus 

+expectationsfund 

+lifecyde 

10000 in mil EUR 5500 invested 

3,15% 

190 in mil EUR 70 invested 

10% 

Fragment Respondent 

1.1 Care, education, gaverment 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

Mogelijkheid bestaat om wereldwijd te beleggen, maar focus ligt vooral in continentaal Europa, 

Noord Amerika, Azië en Australië. Ook Midden Oosten en Zuid Afrika behoren tot de 

mogelijkheden, maar het is onwaarschijnlijk dat we hier erg actief zullen zijn. Verenigde 

Koninkrijk zijn we al in belegd, maar hier zal de komende twee jaar niet veel uitbreiding komen 

aangezien we al een groot deel van onze portefeuille in de VK belegd hebben. 

Ter illustratie dat weinAzie actief zijn : Onlangs een nieuwe infra funds in de Filippijnen. 

Lange Levensduur-Concessie van 15 en 20 jaar is ook prima. 

+inflationprotection 1.5 Inflatie bescherming -Inflatie lening is een interessante voorbeeld. Aan de equity kant is de 

vraag is of APG de inflatie krijgt en op welke manier. Omdat je als equity belegger onderaan de 

streep staat. Van de winst worden eerst alle partijen betaald en wat overblijft gaat pas naar de 

aandeelhouder. 

+CSR 
+nichemarket 

·polities 

·projectsize 

-tooyoungsector 

+you ngsector 

+nostdbenchmark 

-transparancy 
+returnlessthanclassic 

-leverage 

-fundcost 

-conflictofinterest 

returnpast 

returnpresent 

returnfuture 

+returnbrownfield 

preferredreturninvestors 

minreturninvestors 

policy 

+decisivesupply 

+expectationsUSA 

-expectationsNL 

+expectationsPPP 

+stimulance 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

1.12 
1.13 

1.14 

1.15 

1.16 

1.17 

1.18 

1.19 

1.20 

1.21 

1.22 

1.23 

1.24 

1.25 

1.26 

1.27 

Sociaal verantwoord beleggen -Is belangrijk maar moet financieel te verantwoorden zijn. 

" Niche" markt waarin mogelijk over-rendementen te behalen zijn. 

Politiek en wetgeving- Overheidsrisico op subsidie en beschikbaarheid vergoedingen die met 

terugwerkende kracht kan worden aangepast (voorbeeld renewables in Spanje). 

Gemiddelde project volume is klein- Door in fondsen te beleggen wordt het intensieve werk 

uitbesteed. Wij monitoren dan zo'n fonds. 

Totale sociale infrastructuur sector is jong - Geen breek punt. 

Geen standaard voor benchmarks -Geen breek punt, wel moeilijker. 

Transparantie mist- Mag absoluut niet zo zijn, moet transparant zijn. 

Rendement minder dan klassieke beleggingscategorieën -Is geaccepteerd mits dit ook minder 

risicovol is. 

Hoge leverage-is mogelijk een indicatie voor stabiliteit maar niet optimaal. 

Fondskosten-Mag niet te hoog zijn, naar redelijkheidstandaard. 

Conflict of Interest- Als voorbeeld een institutionele belegger die met een bouwbedrijf een 

fonds hebben opgezet. Daardoor kunnen andere bouwbedrijven bang zijn voor het doorlekken 

van informatie, hoewel dit niet aannemelijk is wil je dit voorkomen. 

Brownfield 7-100...b Greenfield 1D-13% (Over beleggingen sinds 2007). Er zijn ook fondsen die 20-

25% rapporteren, maar dit heeft te maken met de zeer korte investeringsperiade waardoor de 

I RR erg hoog wordt. 

Vanwege korte duur is er weinig tot geen verandering ten opzichte van vraag 15. 

Brown 8-9% en Green 11-12%. Dit zijn de markt rendementen die gelden. 

Lager dan 8% is niet realistisch omdat dit dan obligatie en/ of bankschuld niveau benadert, 
ondanks lage risico bij sociale infrastructuur assets moet het equity rendement altijd hoger zijn 

dan het vreemd vermogen. 

De marktrendementen die heersen bij vraag 17 zijn ook de geprefereerde rendementseisen. 

Het geldende marktrendement. 

Geen specifiek beleid, sociaal infrastructuur valt onder regulier infrastructuur beleggingen en de 

daarbij geldende mandaten. 

Alle positieve eigenschappen van Q9 zijn van belang, maar de omvang van de markt is 

doorslaggevend (volume in aantal en bedrag). Het aanbod van sociale infrastructuur is beperkt. 

Portfolio biedt ruimte voor grotere allocatie in sociale infrastructuur beleggingen in de allocatie 

landen die genoemd zijn bij QS. met voorkeur op projecten op beschikbaarheid vergoedingen. 

Mits deze beschikbaar zijn. Dit verschilt per land, in Noord Amerika zijn de objecten groter en is 

in opkomst. Nederland is het wat kleiner, minder en blijft het aantal gestaag. 

Oe tendens is dat overheden de voorzieningen deels of geheel privatiseren (PPP) wereldwijd de 

komende decennia. Wij worden met regelmaat gepeild door overheid gelieerde organisaties 

over privatisering en meningen over bepaalde samenwerking. 

Ja, mits beschikbaar. 



Respondent 8 (2 persons) 

Fund type Pension Fund 

Interview date 06 November 2012 

Nr Interview Question answer 

1 job and responsibility Manager Research, onderzoek vastgoed nationaal als internationaal en 2 Strategische Beleggingsanalist, afdeling lnvestors relation. 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in intra 

5.2 Fund total in intra in % 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in % 

2 2 

10 

5900 in mil EUR 

20 in mil EUR 

0,35% 

20 in mil EUR 

100% 

Interview Questlon Label 
category 

Fragment Respondent 

7 In which social intra categories does 

your fund have investments? 

1.1 Culture/Sport/leisure 

8 In which countries are these investments? 

10 Are there remark.s on the positive list? 

fundfocus 

linked 

monepolisticnature 

+regulation 

+sta biecashflow 

+lowcorrelation 

+CSR 

1.2 
1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

11 Are there attributes missing in the positive list? +necessaryRE 1.6 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? projectsize 1.7 

-transparancy 

+returnlessthanclassic 

-leverage 

fundeest 

1.8 

1.9 
1.10 

14 Are there attributes missing in the negative list? freehold 

riskpremium 

1.11 

1.12 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? 

16 What returns are achieved, presentty? 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the Mure? 

18 What is the preterred expected return 

on social intra for inst itutional investors? 

19 Wh at is the minimum expected return 

on social intra for inst itutional investors? 

20 What investment policy applies 

for social intra in your fund? 

21 What attributes are decisive for institutional 

investors to invest in social intra? 

23 What are the expectations on 

social intra investment in your fund? 

24 What are the expectations on social 

intra in vestment in the general market? 

25 What measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social intra investments? 

returnpast 1.13 

returnpresent 1.14 
returnfuture 1.15 

preferredreturninvestor 1.16 

minreturninvestor 1.17 

policy 1.18 

+decisiveessentia lservice 1.19 

+decisivestablecashflow 

+decisivelowrisk 

-decisivepolitics 

-decisivenostdbenchmark 

-decisivenotransparancy 

-decisivetooyoungsector 

-decisivejustification 

+expectationsfund 

+expectationNL 

+expectationsmarket 

stimulance 

1.20 

1.21 

1.22 

100% Nl, direct 

Essentiële publieke diensten/ lage prijselasticiteit van de vraag/ Hoge drempel tot entree zijn aan 

elkaa rverboden kenmerken die zich uiten bij de monopolistische aard van sociale infrastructuur 

beleggingen . 

Regelgeving, stabiele cashflow, lage correlatie met andere beleggingscategorieën -allen zeer 

belangrijk. 

Sociaal verantwoord beleggen- onder MVO beleid geldt dit, Maatschappelijk verantwoord 

ondernemen maar financieel verantwoord . 

Dat het noodzakelijk vastgoed is voor de maatschappij . (Zowel uit economisch en maatschappelijk 

belang) 

Gemiddelde projectvolume is klein- hangt af van uit wel perspectief. Arbeidsintensief voor belegger 

met grote allocatie, maar niet perse negatief. 

Transparantie mist -Is belangrijk omdat alles verantwoordbaar moet zijn voor aandeelhouders. 

Rendement minder dan klassieke beleggingscategorieën -lagere risico rechtvaardigt lagere 

Hoge leverage - Onze fonds werkt niet met leve rage, in Nederland, die onder directe beleggingen 

vallen . 
Fondskosten-Wij zul len binnen Nederland niet via managers werken maar direct. 

Waardering I Eindwaarde? Risico opslag/premie bepaling bovenop risico vrije voet, hoeveel is juist? 

Brown 7-9% naar schatt ing. 

Brown 7-9%, onveranderd. 

Zelfde als nu, 7-9% op brownfield . En op green field tussen 10-20% (schatting) 

8% 

7% voor brownfield. Voor woningen zou 6- 5,5% ook mogelijk zijn . lage return is mogelijk gebaseerd 

op expertise en ervaring in fonds . 

Geen, sociale infrastructuur beleggingen valt onder new business mandaat. 

Essentiële publieke dienst I reguliere stabiele cash flow en lage risico PPS contracten. De daarbij 

horende risico en rendement. Dit is in parallel aan de belangen van de aandeelhouders. Voorde 

negatieve eigenschappen zijn politiek en wetgeving en gebrek aan standaard voor 

benchmarks/transparantie/totale sociale infrastructuur sector is jong bepalend. Dit moet namelijk te 

verantwoorden zijn aan de beleggers. 

In komende jaren wil onze fonds 100 miljoen (4 keer huidige allocatie) beleggen. Hierin zal de focus 

liggen in Nederland en op een directe belegging. 

Sociale infrastructuur zijn diensten die vallen onder basisbehoefte (zowel uit economisch en 

maatschappelijk belang). Maatschappelijke trend waarin luxere leven meer ziekten veroorzaken. 

Daarentegen zal de overheid in budget krimpen en het eigen risico voor zorg omhoog gaan, dat weer 

voor mindere vraag zorgt. Desondanks zien wij dit als een groeimarkt. 

Ja 



Respondent 

Fund type 

Interview date 

9 

Pension Fund 

08 November 2012 

Nr Interview Quest ion 

1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in intra 

5.2 Fund total in intra in% 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in% 

Interview Questlon 

10 Are there remarks on the positive list? 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? 

answer 
Portfolio manager, verantwoordelijk voor return portfolio van onderdelen hedge/ intra/ credits. 

1 

label 

+regulation 

-CSR 

-polities 

-tooyoungsector 

+youngsector 

-nostdbenchmark 

+stdbenchmark 

-transparancy 

-liquidity 

-leverage 

-decisiveleverage 

-decisivefundcost 

0 Geen specifieke kennis 

0 Niet belegd 

6500 in mil EUR 

500 in mil EUR 

7,00% 

0 in mil EUR 
()"), 

Fragment Respondent 

1.1 Regelgeving- is een tricky point, garanties zijn belangrijk. 

1.2 Sociaal verantwoord beleggen is geen doel an sich, voor pensioenfonds geldt dat 

het zijn leden moet dienen. De pensioen premie. 

1.3 
1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 
1.8 

Poltieken wetgeving- altijd een belangrijke risico. 

Totale sociale infrastructuur sector is jong/ Geen standard voor benchmarks

Geen issue en weegt niet zwaar. 

Transparantie mist- Is meer direct investment gerelateerd, maar moet in elk geval 

openbaar zijn. 

Uquiditeit - vastzetten op lange termijn is (15/20/25 jaar+) is altijd een risico. 

Hoge leverage-is vaak teveel voor pensioenfonds. 

Leverage en fund cost zijn zeer van belang. En link met economie wil je zo min 

mogelijk hebben. 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the future? returnfuture 1.9 Schatting van 4-6% afhangend van leverage. 

7-9% 18 Wh at is the preterred expected return preterredreturninvestor 1.10 

on social intra tor institutional investors? 

19 What is the minimum expected return minreturninvestor 1.11 

on social intra tor institutional investors? 

20 What investment policy applies 

tor social intra in your fund? 

policy 1.12 

21 What attributes are decisive tor institutional +decisiveguarantee 1.13 

investors to invest in social intra? +decisivestablecash 

23 What are the expectations on 

socia l intra investment in your fund? 

25 What measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social intra investments? 

Note Are there any comments? 

+decisivelowcorrelation 

-decisiveliquidity 1.14 

-decisiveleverage 

-bankrupcygovernments 1.15 

-expectationsfund 

stimulance 

-socialinfraniche 

+diversification 

-returneconomicinfra 

1.16 

1.17 

1.18 

1.19 

Onder huidige rente niveau is minder dan 7% niet interessant (7% boven risico vrij). 

Geen, valt onder infrastructuur in het algemeen 

Zeer van belang zijn de regelgeving en garanties, reguliere stabiele cashflow en lage 

correlatie met andere beleggingscategorieën . Ook moet er gekeken worden of de 

projected returns wel realistisch zijn . 

Als negatieve punten zijn liquiditeit en leverage belangrijke punten. Elk business 

model dat op zware leverage leunt is een slechte business model, want dan ben je 

afhankelijk van externe factoren en dat wil je niet. 

Overheden kunnen ook failliet gaan, kijk maar naar de PIIGS landen. 

Niet in de planning op korte termijn, wellicht over enkele jaren. 

Nee 

Social infrastructure is een niche binnen een niche en mede door de capaciteiten 

van een klein team is er geen ervaring hiervoor opgedaan. Om de sector goed te 

doorgronden heb je minimaal 2 specialisten nodig. Diversificatie hoeft niet al te 

breed. Het gaat erom dat het in je filosofie past. In 2006/2007 zijn er uit 

diversificatie belangen 2 beleggingen gedaan in fondsen met infrastructuur 

waaronder com municatie/ havens/ gas/vluchthavens/transport. 

Grote pensioenfondsen gingen diversifiëren in goede tijden . Kleine 

pensioenfondsen missen kennis voor infrastructuur en dat hoort ook niet tot 

traditionele beleggingscategorie. Wij zijn niet geheel optimistisch over resultaten 

die behaald zijn met de fondsen met economische infrastructuur. In de toekomst 

kan het wellicht weer ter bespreking komen. 



Respondent 10 

Fund type Pension Fund 

Interview date 08 November 2012 

Nr Interview Question 

1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in intra 

5.2 Fund total in intra in % 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in % 

Interview Question 

7 In which social intra categories does 

your fund have investments? 

8 In which countries are these investments? 

10 Are there remarks on the positive list? 

answer 
Portfolio manager. Beheer, werving en selectie voor infrastructuur portfolio 

5 

Label 

category 

fundfocus 

+polities 

+regulation 
+lowcorrelation 

+CSR 

5 

13000 in mil EUR 

565 in mil EUR 

5,00% Target, 3,5% belegd 

15 in mil EUR 

0,012% 

Fragment Respondent 

1.1 Zorg, Onderwijs, Cultuur/Sport/Leisure, Sociale orde 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

Beleggingen in België, Denemarken, Nederland, en Verenigde Koninkrijk. 75% 

in Europa, 15% US/CA en 10% in rest van de wereld (Australië grotendeels) 

Regelgeving- Huidige politiek en overheid staan niet altijd garant voor hun 

afspraken, maar is zeer van belang. 

11 Are there attributes missing in the positive list? +qualitymarketanalysis 1.6 

Lage correlatie met andere beleggingscategorieën is belangrijk voor ALM 

Sociaal verantwoord beleggen - moet financieel verantwoord zijn . 

Betrouwbare markt analyses. 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? -polities 1.7 

-projectsize 1.8 

+projectsize 

-youngsector 

-nostdbenchmark 

+stdbenchmark 

1.9 

1.10 

+returnlessthanclassic 1.11 

+liquidity 1.12 

-leverage 1.13 

+fundcost 1.14 

14 Are there attributes missing in the negative list? +currency 1.15 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the future? 

18 What is the preterred expected return 

on social intra lor institutional investors? 

19 What is the minimum expected return 

on social intra lor institutional investors? 

20 What investment policy applies 

lor social intra in your fund? 

21 What attributes are decisive lor institutional 

investors to invest in social infra? 

23 What are the expectations on 

social intra investment in your fund ? 

24 What are the expectations on social 

intra in vestment in the general market? 

25 What measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social infra investments? 

+flexibelreporting 

returnpast 

returnpresent 

returnfuture 

1.16 

1.17 

1.18 

1.19 

preferredreturninvestor 1.20 

minreturninvestor 

policy 

+decisiveriskreturn 
+inflationprotection 

+priceelasticity 

+lowcorrelation 

+CSR 

-polities 

-expectationsfund 

-expectationNL 

-PPPstandard 

stimulance 

1.21 

1.22 

1.23 

1.24 

1.25 

1.26 

Politiek en wetgeving- Politiek en overheidsrisico is zeer belangrijk. 

Gemiddelde project volume is klein - levert bij veel kleine beleggingen veel 

administratieve (reporting) werk op. Maar kan anderzijds positief zijn omdat 

je dan groot aandeelhouder bent met veel zeggenschap en invloed. 

Totale sociale infrastructuur sector is jong- Moet verantwoordbaar zijn aan 

bestuur, dit kan een probleem zijn bij jonge sectoren. 

Geen standaard voor benchmarks - zorgt voor desinteresse. 

Rendement minder dan klassieke beleggingscategorieën- Dat is maar de 

Liquiditeit - Ligt aan kwaliteit van asset, goede kwaliteit is altijd te verkopen 

op secondary markt. 

Hoge leverage-is problematisch, streven is namelijk voor minder leverage. 

Naar een ultieme balans tussen vreemd en eigen vermogen . 
Fondskosten - Model en structu ur is al aan het veranderen, door onder 

andere meer kortingen. Want het monitoren van een brownfield portfolio is 

makkelijker dan het opbouwen van greenfield portfolio. 

Valuta risico - als er belegd wordt tussen Europa, Verenigde Koninkrijk en daar 

buiten . 

Flexibel reporting- Vroeger was erg nonchalant naar de aandeelhouders toe, 

maar sinds 5 jaar is het al erg verbeterd. Het vragen naar informatie (ad-hoc). 

Geen, te korte periode 

Brownfield 6% 

Zelfde, 6-7%, risico profiel blijft onveranderd . 

Brownfield 6-8% intra netto. Sociale intra zal aan de onderkant van de 

bandbreedte zitten(Vroeger was er met 4-6% S.l. genoegen geweest) . 

6-8% 

Passend in private placement memorandum (PPM). 

Vertrouwen in risico en rendement/ inflatie bescherming/ lage prijs 

elasticiteit/ weinig correlatie met economie/ sociaal verantwoord beleggen 

zijn doorslaggevend. Het moet allemaal verantwoordbaar zijn richting het 

bestuur. Als negatieve attribuut is vooral de politieke en overheidsrisico. 

Op lange termijn willen wij de sociale infrastructuur beleggingen in de 

portfolio uitbouwen naar 0. Het is te intensief voor reporting ook is het op 

het moment gunstig om een exit te maken. 

Nederland mist een goed en gunstig ontwikkeld model, ook algemene 

bekendheid en begrip laakt nog achter. 

Korte termijn niet 



Respondent 11 

Fund type Pension Fund 

Interview date 14 November 2012 

Nr Interview Question 

1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in intra 

5.2 Fund total in intra in % 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in% 

Interview Question 

7 In which social intra categories does 

your fund have investments? 

8 In which countries are these investments? 

10 Are there remarks on the positive list? 

11 Are there attributes missing in the positive list? 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? 

answer 

lnvestment manager infrastructuur, sourcing en transacties infrastructuur. 

3 

Label 

category 

fundfocus 

essentialservice 
priceelasticity 
-highbarriere 

-regulation 

economieintra 

7 

8 
125000 in mil EUR 

3750 in mil EUR 

3,00% Target is 6% 

in mil EUR 

Fragment Respondent 

1.1 Zorg, Onderwijs, Overheid, Sociale orde 

1.2 

1.3 
1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

Ondanks een wereldwijde mandaat, zitten wij qua focus meer in Noord-West 

Europa. Vanwege de directe vorm van investeringen is het moeilijker om 

grond te leggen in PPP landen zoals Noord-Amerika of Australië. Concurrentie 

met lokale beleggers en valuta risico zorgen voor hogere drempel. 

Essentiële publieke diensten -Infrastructuur in brede zin. 

lage prijselasticiteit van de vraag- Infrastructuur in brede zin. 

Hoge drempel tot entree- Niet van belang. 

-inflationprotection 1.7 

Regelgeving- Bij PPS hoort geen regelgeving, dat is namelijk gecontracteerd. 

Economische infrastructuur zoals utiliteiten is regelgeving zeer van belang. 

Inflatie bescherming - leuke bijkomstigheid, maar is maar de vraag hoeveel 

ervan terug te zien is. 

+lowcorrelation 1.8 

-CSR 1.9 

+socialinfrarefinancerisk 1.10 

-polities 

-projectsize 

+youngsector 

nostdbenchmark 

+transparancy 

+returnlessthanclaccic 

+liquidity 

+leverage 

1.11 

1.12 

1.13 

1.14 

1.15 

1.16 

1.17 

1.18 

lage correlatie met andere beleggingscategorieën- Minder dan economische 

infrastructuur in het algemeen. 

Sociaal verantwoord beleggen- Geen specifieke overweging . 
Herfinanciering risico is veel minder aanwezig bij sociale infrastructuur. 

Politiek en wetgeving- Vooral bij gesubsidieerde infrastructuur. 

Gemiddelde project volume is klein - Teveel werk om kleine projecten te 

behandelen. 

Totale sociale infrastructuur sector is jong- Geen issue. 

Geen standaard voor benchmarks- Benchmarks niet specifiek voor social 

infrastructure. 

Transparantie mist- Geen issue, data is aanwezig. 

Rendement minder dan klassieke beleggingscategorieën- Rendement is zeer 

attractief met bijbehorende risico niveau. Behoort niet tot negatieve 

eigenschap. (Kijk maar naar verschillisled social UK intra funds, zijn 3 of 4 

bekende namen, door concurrentie met listed funds zijn er wel steeds lagere 

rendementen) . 

liquiditeit- Wij zijn lange termijn beleggers, buy and hold. 
Hoge leverage- Geen probleem zolang deze volledig wordt afbetaald aan het 

einde van de concessie. 
-fundcost 

+noexpertise 

14 Are there attributes missing in the negative list? -reputationrisk 

1.19 

1.20 

1.21 

Fondskosten-is één van de redenen om direct te beleggen. 

Weinig ervaring in sociale infrastructuur sector - niet belangrijk. 

Reputatie risico, direct beleggen zorgt dat de ons naam ook meteen is 

blootgesteld aan media bij negatieve berichtgeving. 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? returnpast 1.22 

1.23 16 What returns are achieved, presently? returnpresent 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the future? 

18 What is the preterred expected return 

on social intra for institutional investors? 
Note Are there any comments? 

returnfuture 1.24 

preferredreturninvestor 1.25 

+expectationsfund 1.26 

In 2005 Greenfield 15+% en 7-9% Brownfield. 

Greenfield 11-14% afhangend van concurrentie (listed funds). Brown 7% 

netto. 

Greenfield 11-14%. Brownfield is zeer attractief en afhankelijk van land zou 

dit lager dan 7% kunnen worden . 

Required return hangt af van allerlei factoren, maar brownfield ligt in 7-9% 

bandbreedte. 

Nieuwe partnership voor PPP gericht op Noord-West Europa. 

Projectfinanciering is moeilijker te verkrijgen maar met goede overheden is 

voor PPS nog kapitaal beschikbaar, wel gelden er strengere convenanten. 



Respondent 12 

Fund type Pension Fund 

Interview date 25 October 2012 

Nr Interview Question 
1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in intra 

5.2 Fund total in intra in % 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in % 

Interview Question 

8 In which countries are these investments? 

10 Are there remarks on the positive list? 

answer 
Portfolio manager Private Equity en Infrastructuur 

1,5 

label 

fundfocus 

-essentialservice 

0 10+ Intra algemeen 

0 Jaren onder private equity intra algemeen 

18500 in mil EUR 

0 in mil EUR 

0,00% 
0 in mil EUR 

0,000% 

Fragment Respondent 

1.1 lnfra algemeen in West-Europa 

1.2 

+PPPcontract 

-inflationprotection 

1.3 

1.4 

Essentiele publieke diensten - Bij sociale infrastructuur projecten gaat het 

niet om de monopolistische aard zoals bij economische infrastructuur 

Daarbij geldt dat de diensten vastgelegd zijn met PPP contracten . 

Inflatie bescherming - is belangrijk in theorie, maar in de praktijk ziet de 
belegger er vrijwel niets van terug. 

11 Are there attributes missing in the positive list? +sta biecashflow 

+necessaryservice 
+return riskprofile 

+PPP 

1.5 

1.6 

Dat het op lange termijn stabiele inkomen biedt, service bieden die de 
maatschappij nodig heeft en een mooi rendement met weinig risico. 

Ook moet er gekeken worden naar het verschil tussen economische 

infrastructuur en PPP waarbij het om de onderliggende contractstructuur 
gaat. 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? 

14 Are there attributes missing in the negative list? 

15 What returns has been achieved in the past? 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the future? 

18 What is the preterred expected return 

on social intra lor institutional investors? 

19 Wh at is the minimum expected return 

on social infra lor institutional investors? 

20 Wh at investment policy applies 

for social intra in your fund ? 

21 What attributes are decisive for institutional 

investors to in vest in social infra? 

23 Wh at are the expectations on 

social intra investment in your fund? 

24 What are the expectations on social 

intra investment in the general market? 

25 Wh at measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social intra investments? 

Note Are there any comments? 

returnlessthanclassic 

-currencyrisk 

returnpast 

returnpresent 

returnfuture 

preferredreturninvesto 

minreturninvestor 

policy 

+decisiveleverage 

+riskprofile 

+PPPreturnlimit 

-expectationsfund 

+expectationsfund 

expectationsmarket 

+stimulance 

-nosocialinfra 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

1.12 

1.13 

1.14 

1.1S 

1.16 

1.17 

1.18 

1.19 

Rendement minder dan klassieke beleggingscategorieën - kan er niet geheel 

eens of oneens mee zijn, het ligt echt aan de risico en rendement profiel. 

Valuta Risico indien er met Engeland of buiten de Euro wordt belegd. 

In het verleden werden hogere rendementen behaald dan de Brown 6-12% 
en Green 15% zoals beantwoord in Q16. 

Shell heeft geen beleggingen in het verleden in sociale infrastructuur gedaan. 

Maar destijds uit marktinformatie is op Brownfield 6-12% en Greenfield ca . 

15% te behalen afhangend van de risico. 

Op lange termijn is de verwachting dat het rendement hetzelfde blijft. 

Ondanks dat er meer neerwaartse druk is door meer interesse en meer 

kapitaal richting sociale infrastructuur beleggingen. Het zal interessant zijn als 

de rente weer omhoog gaan omdat je geld vastlegt voor lange termijn (20+ 
jaar). Als hetzelfde met deposito's behaald kan worden zal de vraag mogelijk 

Dit hangt puur af van de risico's die daaraan zijn verbonden 

Ook hierbij geldt dat het van de risico's afhangt die daaraan zijn verbonden 

Geen die specifiek voor sociale infrastructuur beleggingen geldt. Onder 

infrastructure valt sociale infrastructuur ook en daarbij geldt een 

oppertunistic beleid. Als er een belegging langskomt die interessant is met 

weinig risico, bijvoorbeeld een groot project met 10 andere partijen of een 

klein project met meer invloed. 

leverage en uiteindelijk komt het neer op de risico en rendement profiel van 

een project. Op het maximaal haalbare rendement zit een limiet, een project 

heeft dus alleen maar downsides 

Er wordt gekeken naar sociale infrastructuur beleggingen, deze vallen onder 

infrastructuur in het algemeen. In het verleden zijn er momenten geweest 

waarop gezamenlijk is besloten om niet in infrastructuur te stappen, maar als 

er een kans aandient dat interessant is zou deze benut kunnen worden. 

Er bestaat de vraag vanuit de overheid en er zijn spelers op die markt die 

actief hierin zijn, maar in het verleden zijn zeer hoge rendementen behaald 

door first movers. Het is de vraag of deze op lange termijn volhoudt. 

Ja mits interessant. 

Geen social intra in portfolio 



Respondent 13 

Fund type Pension Fund 

Interview date 26 October 2012 

Nr Interview Question 

1 job and responsibility 

2 job experience in years 

3 Self experience SI in yrs 

4 Fund Experience SI in yrs 

5 Fund total AuM 

5.1 Fund total in infra 

5.2 Fund total in intra in % 

6 Fund total in SI 

6.1 Fund total in SI in % 

Interview Question 

7 In which social infra categories does 

your fund have investments? 

answer 
Portfolio manager infrastructure. lnvestment, monitoring, due diligence, selecting manager 

4 

Label 

category 

4 

5 
12500 in mil EUR 

220 in mil EUR 

2,50% 1,75 invested% 

45 in mil EUR 

0,35% 

Fragment 

1.1 

Respondent 

Care, Education, Culture/Sport/Leisure/Government 

van NS en 2500 mil OV 

8 In which countries are these investments? fundfocus 1.2 Ma in focus lies in Europe and North America, in the future more focused on 

conti oental Europe. 

10 Are there remarks on the posi t ive list? -lowcorrelation 

linked 

13 Are there remarks on the negative list? politics 

15 What returns has been achieved in th e past? returnpast 

16 What returns are achieved, presently? returnpresent 

17 What returnscan be achieved in the future? returnfuture 

+directinvestment 

18 Wh at is the preierred expected return 

on social infra lor institutional investors? 

19 Wh at is the minimum expected return 

on social intra for institutional investors? 
20 Wh at investment policy applies 

for social infra in your fund? 

21 Wh at attributes are decisive lor institutional 

investors to invest in social intra? 

23 Wh at are the expectations on 

social intra investment in your fund? 

24 Wh at are the expectations on social 

infra investment in the general market? 

25 What measures does your fund apply to 

stimulate more social intra investments? 

preferredreturninvestor 

minreturninvestor 

policy 

+socialresponsibleinvesting 

+decisivestablecash 

+decisivelowvolatility 
+decisivefundexpertise 

expectationsfund 

+expectationsContinentaiE 

u 

-expectationsmarket 

-returndrop 

-ppppricecompetition 

-entryiRRdrop 

-stimulance 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

1.6 

1.7 

1.8 

1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

1.12 

1.13 

1.14 

1.15 

Discussion internally on low correlation if this is really the case, because 

when the economy is in distress even the counterparties (countries) can be in 

Experience of fund managerand track record determine fund cost price. Risk 

in termsof default lor subcontractors and their performance have effect on 

the return. 

Politics and reguiatien in EU and US are stable. lt's not positive or negative. 

Typica l and expected of this type of asset. In general, these attributes are 

part of the type of asset, less risk equals less return. And that is someth ing 

that we have come to terms with. 

Our portfolio is not old enough, no exits yet. But it would be th e sa me as 
now which is 10-12% Greenfield (very lew project s) and 8-10% Brownfield. 

No change from question 15, sti ll the same. 

The long-term return will remain stable, because lower return will not 

interest investors. Also based on the time and market experience, more 

direct investments might happen (as seen withother institutional investors, 

with joint ventures) . The envisaged requi red return difference between direct 
and indirect investments is ca . 1-2%. 

Social infrastructure is seen under the sa me category as infrastructure. 10 

year swap+ 2% which results into 6-8% net return, minimum. 

6-8% net return . 

No special investment policy on socia l infrastructure other than the standard 

infrastructure man date. Social Responsible lnvesting is part of all their 

investments. Some prisons are excluded due to hu man rights for example. 

Stabie cash flow, because this is the long-term goal of the pension fund and 

low volatility. The experience of the manager is one of the most important 
factors . 

The expectation is that the share of Social lnfrastructure investments will 

remain the same, because it's a type of asset that has low return and low risk. 

But if it takes on a biggershare in the portfolio, this will have effect on the 

total return . Also UK is the biggest pa rt of the portfol io and that will stay that 

way, but future investments in S.l. wil I be done more so in Continental 

Europe where more opportunities are. 

Contracters are setting up infrastructure funds, also banks are getting more 

into infra funds. But the future won't change much because the demand 

might grow, but the supply wil I stay stabie and the sa me. E.g. building more 

hospitals and schools than necessary is not viable. The return can become 

less because of the higher demand. UK the biggest PPP market in the world 

has a lower entry IRR than continental Europe. Experienced managers are 

important that know how to avoid this price competition. The low yield 
starting in 2009 caused massive capital intlux in UK infrastructure market, 

which caused the entry IRR todrop by 1-2% in that period. 
None, nota separate investment strategy. 


